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APPENDIX A
Sample Parking Management Agreement

Appendix A
Sample Parking Management Agreement
Please note: This document is provided as an example of the typical scope and detail of a
recommended parking management agreement transferring operational authority from a municipality
to tax-exempt a not-for-profit entity.
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
This Management Agreement (“Agreement”) is made as of the __ day of ______, 20__, by and
between the City of San Marcos a municipal corporation, duly organized and existing under and by
virtue of the Constitution and the laws of the State of Texas and a duly adopted Charter (the “City”),
and the ________________., an Texas non-profit corporation.
W I T N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, The City owns, operates and maintains a public parking system for the City of San
Marcos consisting of street metered parking, surface lots and parking garages (as more specifically
described in Article 2 hereof as the “Parking System”);
WHEREAS, The City has issued tax-exempt bonds to finance its “Off-Street Parking Facilities” in the
San Marcos central business district (as defined in Article 2 hereof);
WHEREAS, ____________ was formed to provide support to the City with the management of
downtown services, so as to lessen a burden of government;
WHEREAS, City desires to consolidate the management of the Parking System by retaining the
management services of ____________, for the benefit of the public welfare and to serve a legitimate
public purpose of the city;
WHEREAS, ____________, has received a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service to the effect
that _____________, is an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 as amended (“Code”) so as to not impair the tax-exempt status on the bonds for the Off-Street
Parking Facilities; and
WHEREAS, City and ____________, believe that the public interest and the interest of future
downtown development are best served by entering into this Agreement, as authorized by Ordinance
No. ________.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants herein contained,
the parties hereto agree as follows:
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Article I
APPOINTMENT OF ____________
1.01
Appointment. City hereby appoints ____________, to supervise, direct and manage the
operation of the Parking System for the term provided in Article 3 hereof. ____________ accepts said
appointment and agrees to supervise, direct and manage the operation of the Parking System during
the term of this Agreement in accordance with the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth. The
performance of all activities by ____________, under this Agreement shall be for the benefit of City.
1.02
Authority to Operate. The Parking System shall be managed under the exclusive
supervision and direction of ____________, who shall be responsible for its proper and efficient operation
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
1.03

Authority to Subcontract.

(A) ____________ may retain one or more experienced commercial parking operators for
the day-to-day operations of the Parking System and retain such services for the operations of the
Parking System upon such terms and conditions as may be reasonably determined by ____________ to
be appropriate in accordance with this Agreement.
(B) Any contract, agreement or other arrangement entered into after the date of this
Agreement (collectively the “Arrangement”) permitting an entity other than ____________ to use,
operate or manage a portion of the Parking System the cost of acquisition, construction or
improvement of which, or the equipment of which, was financed by bonds of the City the interest on
which was intended to be excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes (the “Bondfinanced Facilities”) must either be with an organization which has a ruling of the Internal Revenue
Service that it is an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Code and as to which income
received pursuant to the Arrangement will not be “unrelated business income” for purposes of the
Code, or if an entity that is not such an organization (“Private Person”) must satisfy the following:
(1) If the Private Person’s use of the Bond-financed Facilities occurs pursuant to
an Arrangement for management services in the operation of all or a portion of the Bond-financed
Facilities:
(a) At least 50 percent of the compensation provided to the Private
Person under the Arrangement is based on a periodic, fixed fee that contains no
incentive adjustment (e.g., based on the efficiency or output of managed
property);
(b) None of the compensation is based to any extent on a share of net
profits;
(c) The compensation is reasonable in relation to the services performed;
(d) The term of the Arrangement does not exceed five years (including
any renewal option provided for in the Arrangement);
(e) If the term of the Arrangement exceeds three years, ____________ may
cancel the Arrangement without penalty or cause at the end of each three-year
period of the term of the Arrangement;
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(f) Any automatic increase in the periodic fixed fee may not exceed the
percentage increase determined by an external standard (e.g., Consumer Price
Index) set forth in the Arrangement for Computing increases;
(g) Any succeeding Arrangement between the Private Person for
management services that involve the Bond-financed Facilities is subject to the
restrictions of this paragraph;
(h) If the governing body of the ____________ and the Private Person
numbers five or more members, no more than one member of either one of such
governing bodies is an employee or member of such other governing body and
no more than one member of the governing body of ____________ may be the
Private Person or a related person as described in Section 144(a)(3) of the Code;
(i) If the governing body of the ____________ or the Private Person numbers
less than five, no member of either one of such governing bodies that numbers less
than five is an employee or member of such other governing body and no
member of the governing body of ____________ may be such Private Person or a
related person as described in Section 144(a)(3) of the Code;
(j) The chief executive officers of ____________ and the Private Person, and
the chairpersons of the governing bodies of ____________ and the Private Person
are not members or employees of both ____________ and the Private Person or their
governing bodies; and
(k) Members of the governing body of ____________ do not own a
controlling interest in the Private Person and members of the governing body of
the Private Person do not hold a controlling interest in ____________.
(2) If the Arrangement permits a Private Person to use Bond-financed Facilities
then all of the following conditions of this paragraph must be met:
(a) If the Arrangement provides for compensation based entirely on a
periodic fixed fee that contains no incentive adjustments, the requirements of (c)
through (k) of the immediately preceding paragraph (1) must be satisfied.
(b) If the Arrangement provides for compensation based in whole or in
part on a percentage of gross income or other measure, the requirements of (c),
(d) and (g) through (k) of the immediately preceding paragraph (1) and the
following conditions must be satisfied.
(i) The term of the Arrangement does not exceed two years; and
(ii) ____________ is able to cancel the Arrangement at any time
without penalty or cause at the end of the first year.
(3) An Arrangement under which services are to be provided by a Private
Person (“Service Provider”) involving the use of all or any portion of, or any function of, the Bondfinanced Facilities (for example, management services for an entire facility or a specific portion of a
facility, janitorial services, etc. (“Service Contract”)) must meet all of the following conditions:
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(a) The compensation for services provided pursuant to the Service
Contract is reasonable;
(b) None of the compensation for services provided pursuant to the
Service Contract is based on net profits from operation of the Bond-financed
Facilities or any portion thereof;
(c) The compensation provided in the Service Contract satisfies one of the
following subparagraphs:
(i) At least 50% of the compensation for each annual period is
based on a periodic fixed fee. “A period fixed fee” means a stated
dollar amount for services rendered for a specified period of time that
does not increase except for automatic increases pursuant to a
specified, objective external standard that is not linked to the output or
efficiency of the Bond-financed Facilities (e.g., Consumer Price Index).
(ii) All of the compensation for services is based on a capitation
fee or a combination of a capitation fee and a periodic fixed fee. A
“capitation fee” means a fixed periodic amount for each person for
whom the Service Provider assumes the responsibility to provide all
needed services for a specified period so long as the quantity and type
of service actually provided to covered persons varies substantially.
(iii) All of the compensation for services is based on a per-unit fee
or a combination of a per-unit fee and periodic fixed fee. A “per-unit
fee” means a fee based on a unit of service provided (e.g., a stated
dollar amount for each cleaning of a facility or car parked).
(iv) All of the compensation for services is based on a percentage
of fees charged by the Service Provider.
(d) The terms of the Service Contract satisfy whichever of the following
subparagraphs is applicable:
(i) In the case of a Service Contract providing for compensation
described in sub-subparagraph (c)(i) or (ii), the term of the contract,
including all renewal options, does not exceed five years and the Service
Contract is cancelable by ____________ upon reasonable notice and
without penalty or cause at the end of the third year of the contract
term;
(ii) In the case of a Service Contract providing for compensation
described in sub-subparagraph (c)(iii), the term of the contract,
including all renewal options, does not exceed three years and the
Service Contract is cancelable by ____________ upon reasonable notice
and without penalty or cause at the end of the second year of the
contract term;
(iii) In the case of a Service Contract providing for compensation
described in sub-subparagraph (c)(iv), the term of the contract,
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including all renewal options, does not exceed two years and the
Service Contract is cancelable by ____________ upon reasonable notice
and without penalty or cause at the end of the first year of the contract
term.
For purposes of this sub-subparagraph (d), termination of a Service
Contract is considered to contain termination penalties if the termination limits
____________’s right to compete with the Service Provider, requires ____________
to purchase equipment, goods, or services from the Service Provider, or requires
____________ to pay liquidated damages for cancellation of the Service
Contract; a requirement that ____________ reimburse the Service Provider for
ordinary and necessary expenses, or restrictions on the hiring by ____________ of
key personnel of the Service Provider are not treated as contract termination
penalties.
(e) The Service Provider has no role or relationship with ____________ that,
in effect, substantially limits ____________’s ability to exercise its rights under the
Service Contract, including cancellation rights;
(f) The Service Provider and its directors, officers, shareholders and
employees possess in the aggregate no more than 20 percent of the voting
power of the governing body of ____________;
(g) ____________ and members of its governing body, officers and
employees possess in the aggregate no more than 20 percent of the voting
power of the governing body of the Service Provider;
(h) No individual who is a member of the governing body of ____________
and the governing body of the Service Provider is the chief executive officer of
either ____________ or the Service Provider or the chairperson of either the
governing body of ____________ or the governing body of the Service Provider;
(i) ____________ and the Service Provider are not member of the same
controlled group (within the meaning of Treasury Regulations §1.150-1(f) or
related persons, as defined in Section 144(a)(3) of the Code.
1.04
Authority to Make Expenditures. ____________ shall pay the costs and expenses for the
management and operation of the Parking System during the term of this Agreement from the revenues
of the Parking System and from the monies received from the City in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement. In no event shall ____________ be liable for: (a) any cost or expense of the Parking System
incurred by the City or any other person or entity, except as otherwise specifically provided in Article 13
hereof; or (b) any cost or expense of the Parking System which was otherwise incurred or accrued prior
to the Commencement Date (as hereinafter defined).
1.05
Relationship of Parties. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed or
construed by the parties hereto, nor by any third party, as creating the relationship between the parties
of principal and agent, partnership, or joint venture. ____________ shall at all times be deemed an
independent contractor without the right or authority to impose tort or contractual liability upon City.
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed or construed by the parties hereto, nor by any
third party, as limiting or prohibiting the ability of ____________ to manage and operate the parking
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facilities of any other governmental entity, including, without limitation, the County of ______ and the
State of _______.
Article 2
DESCRIPTION OF PARKING SYSTEM
2.01

Parking System. The “Parking System” shall refer to and consist of the following facilities:

(A) The “Off-Street Parking Facilities,” which shall include the interest of City in the following:
i) ______ Parking Facility, located at __________ (intersection of ______ and ________), as
more particularly described in Exhibit A; capacity approximately ______ cars in the
structure.
ii) ______ Parking Facility, located at __________ (intersection of ______ and ________), as
more particularly described in Exhibit A; capacity approximately ______ cars in the
structure.
iii) ______ Parking Facility, located at __________ (intersection of ______ and ________),
as more particularly described in Exhibit A; capacity approximately ______ cars in the
structure.
iv) such personal property owned by the City and used by or on behalf of the City in
the operation of, and located at, the facilities listed in items i) through iii) above,
including, without limitation, that property described in Exhibit D; and
v) such other facilities, structures, garages, lots and spaces now owned or hereafter
acquired or constructed by the City, which may be made subject to the terms of this
Agreement to the extent hereafter mutually agreed in writing by the parties hereto
and approved by the San Antonio City Council; together with the entrance and exit
ramps, plaza areas, walkways, stairways, elevators, and office and management
areas.
(B) The “On-Street Metered Parking,” shall refer to and consist of all metered parking spaces
located on the streets of downtown San Marcos, as more particularly described in
Exhibit E, all parking meters located therein and such personal property owned by the
City and used by or on behalf of the City in the operation of said meters and the
collection of revenues therefrom.
2.02
Excluded Space. City has certain commercial space in the Off-Street Parking Facilities
which is not used for, or in connection with, vehicular parking, which space is more particularly
described in Exhibit F (“Excluded Space”). The Excluded Space shall not be considered to be a part of
the Off-Street Parking Facilities or the Parking System for purposes of this Agreement.
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Article 3
TERM OF AGREEMENT
3.01
Term. Subject to earlier termination of this Agreement as provided in Article 12 hereof,
the initial term of this Agreement shall be for a period commencing on 12:01 a.m. on _______, or such
earlier date as may be mutually agreed by the parties hereto (the “Commencement Date”) and
ending at 11:59 p.m. on _____. Thereafter, this Agreement shall automatically renew for successive three
(3) year periods, providing, however, that either party may terminate this Agreement if written notice is
provided to the other party no later than six (6) months before the expiration of the initial term or any
successive renewal term.
4.01
Management and Operation. ____________ shall supervise, direct and manage the
operation of the Off-Street Parking Facilities, which shall be used solely for the provision of public offstreet vehicular parking and related activities. ____________ shall see to the management and
operation of the Off-Street Parking Facilities in an efficient and effective manner consistent with the
operation of other parking facilities in _______. Subject to the terms of this Agreement and the Existing
Agreements (as defined in Article 13 hereof), ____________ shall have exclusive authority to determine
and modify vehicular parking rates, hours of operations, hours of free parking, if any, and the policies
and procedures affecting customer service, staffing and personnel, advertising and promotion,
maintenance, general appearance and cleanliness, procurement of inventories and all other activities
necessary for the management and operation of the Off-Street Parking Facilities. The management
and operation of the Off-Street Parking Facilities shall also specifically include the collection, receipt,
holding and disbursement of funds and the maintenance of bank accounts (including, without
limitation, reserve accounts). All revenues generated by the operation of the Off-Street Facilities shall
be held in the name of ____________ subject to the terms of this Agreement. From and after the date of
the execution of this Agreement, ____________ shall also have the right to use office space in the OffStreet Parking Facilities for the management of the Parking System without charge.
4.02
Condition of Facilities. Except as set forth in the report identified in Exhibit G attached
hereto, the City represents and warrants to ____________ that on the Commencement Date the
structural, mechanical, electrical, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, plumbing and vertical
transportation elements of the Off-Street Parking Facilities will be in good repair and condition and that
the Off-Street Parking Facilities will otherwise be in conformity with all applicable local, state and federal
laws, ordinances, rules and regulations. On April 1 of each year during the term of this Agreement, and
during the first two years of the first renewal term, the City shall provide ____________ with the sums set
forth on Exhibit H, which sums ____________ shall use exclusively to perform so much of the maintenance,
repair and alterations of the Off-Street Parking Facilities described in the report identified in Exhibit G as
may be performed with such sums.
4.03
Routine Repairs and Maintenance. ____________ shall maintain the Off-Street Parking
Facilities in good repair and condition and in conformity with all applicable local, state and federal
laws, ordinances, rules and regulations, and shall make or cause to be made such routine
maintenance, repairs and minor alterations as it, from time to time, deems necessary for such purposes.
The cost of routine maintenance, repairs and minor alterations to the Off-Street Parking Facilities shall be
included in the Annual Budget (as defined in Section 6.03 hereof) and paid for from the revenues of the
Parking System.
4.04
Non-Routine Repairs and Maintenance. Subject to the availability of necessary funds
from the Repair Reserve, ____________ shall make or cause to be made such non-routine maintenance,
repairs and alterations (as defined below) as may be necessary for the proper operation of the Off-
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Street Parking Facilities. The cost of non-routine maintenance, repairs and alterations to the Off-Street
Parking Facilities shall be paid from the Repair Reserve. If the cost of such non-routine maintenance,
repair or alteration exceeds the amount of the then outstanding balance of the Repair Reserve,
____________ shall so advise the City and request the City’s approval of such work and the City ‘s
payment of the cost of such work to the extent such cost exceeds the then outstanding balance of the
Repair Reserve. If the City does not approve such work and pay into the Repair Reserve the amount so
requested within sixty (60) days after the written request therefore from ____________, then ____________
shall not be obligated to perform such work and ____________ may terminate this Agreement upon sixty
(60) days written notice to the City. For purpose of this Agreement, non-routine maintenance, repairs
and alterations shall include the sealing, repainting and resurfacing of the Off-Street Parking Facilities,
and major repairs, alterations, improvements, renewals and replacements to the structural, mechanical,
electrical, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, plumbing and vertical transportation elements of the
Off-Street Parking Facilities.
4.05
Repair Reserve. ____________ shall establish a reserve escrow account in a bank
acceptable to City to cover the costs of non-routine maintenance, repairs and alterations (the “Repair
Reserve”). Prior to the Commencement Date, the City shall pay to ____________ the sum of $200,000.00,
which ____________ shall deposit in the Repair Reserve. Thereafter ____________ shall deposit such
additional funds in the Repair Reserve pursuant to Sections 6.05 and 6.06 of this Agreement, up to an
amount to be determined annually in accordance with good engineering practice by a licensed Texas
professional engineer experienced with the operation, maintenance and design of parking facilities
and retained by ____________ for that purpose. Such determination shall be based upon an annual
report undertaken by such professional, which report shall be in a form similar to the Due Diligence
Report, dated _____________, prepared by ____________ and attached hereto as Exhibit G. All
expenditures from the Repair Reserve must be spent for non-routine maintenance, repairs and
alterations and shall be appropriately documented.
4.06
Ownership of Replacements. All changes, repairs, alterations, improvements, renewals or
replacements made pursuant to this Article 4 shall inure to the benefit of City unless otherwise denoted
by written agreement between ____________ and the City. This Section 4.06 shall not limit or restrict the
right or ability of ____________ to lease property from any third party for the management or operation of
the Off-Street Parking Facilities, wherein such party retains title to such property.
4.07
Liens. ____________ will not, directly or indirectly, create or permit to be created or to
remain, and will promptly remove and discharge or cause to be removed and discharged, any liens
from being filed against the Off-Street Parking Facilities, or any funds of the ____________ or the City,
which arise from any maintenance, changes, repairs, alterations, improvements, renewals or
replacements in or to the Off-Street Parking Facilities or any party thereof, or any attested accounts,
other than those liens approved by City in writing or created by or resulting from any act or status of
City. The existence of any mechanic’s, laborers,’ materialman’s, supplier’s or vendor’s lien, or any right
in respect thereof, shall not constitute a violation of this Section 4.07 if payment is not then due upon the
contract or for the goods or services in respect of which any such lien has arisen or if ____________ is
contesting the same in good faith. ____________ shall not create any mortgage or other lien or
encumbrance upon the Off-Street Parking Facilities or any part thereof. This Section 4.07 shall not limit or
restrict the right or ability of ____________ to lease property from any third parties for the management or
operation of the Off-Street Parking Facilities, wherein such party retains title to such property. The City or
____________ may, at its expense and after prior written notice to the other, by appropriate proceedings
diligently prosecuted, contest in good faith the validity or amount of any such lien, and during the
period of contest, need not pay the items so contested, provided however, if at any time the City or
____________ shall deliver to the other an opinion of independent counsel to the effect that by
nonpayment of any such times, any part of the Off-Street Parking Facilities will be materially affected or
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will be subject to imminent loss or forfeiture, ____________ shall promptly cause such lien to be
discharged as aforesaid.
4.08
Access to Off-Street Parking Facilities. City shall have the right to enter upon the OffStreet Parking Facilities at all reasonable times for the purpose of inspecting or having others inspect
same to determine the condition of the Off-Street Parking Facilities or the extent of ____________’s
compliance with its obligations hereunder. Any concern, comment or question City may have during or
after such visit shall first be directed to ____________ and thereafter, following reasonable advance
notice to ____________, the City may communicate with (but not direct) any operator which
____________ may retain under Section 1.03 of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the provisions of this
Section 4.08, the City’s access shall not interfere with the management or operation of the Off-Street
Parking Facilities, and the City shall not have the right to use or permit any other persons to use the OffStreet Parking Facilities during the term of this Agreement except as provided in this Agreement.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, the City shall have the right to use, without additional charge,
up to fifty (50) parking spaces in the _________ Parking Facility for the parking of city vehicles, at such
locations as may be designated by ____________ from time to time, provided that the City shall release
any or all of such spaces upon the written reasonable request of ____________ received by the City not
less than 30 days prior to the requested date if the ______ Parking Facility is fully occupied on a regular
basis.
4.09
Mutual Cooperation. ____________ and the City shall reasonably and mutually
cooperate and coordinate with the other in the performance of their respective maintenance, repair
and replacement activities with respect to Off-Street Parking Facilities (insofar as ____________ is
concerned) and with respect to the Off-Street Parking Facilities and other municipal improvements
(insofar as the City is concerned), so as to minimize any disruptions to the operations of the other.
4.10
Additional Off-Street Parking Facilities. City and ____________ agree to cooperate and
consult with each other in the development and operation of any other public parking facilities,
structures or garages which the City may wish to construct, own or operate in ________ (“New
Facilities”). City acknowledges that any New Facilities may affect the operation of the Parking System
and the ability of ____________ to perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
Article 5
ON-STREET METERED PARKING
5.01
Ownership and Policing Powers Vested in City. Nothing in this Agreement shall be
construed to limit the City’s power to control its streets pursuant to law. City shall retain ownership and
policing powers over On-Street Metered Parking. City shall have ultimate authority concerning
vacating streets and altering the course of traffic, including the right of traffic control, and shall have
the ultimate authority as to issues such as visibility and general safety relating to City streets.
5.02
Parking Violations. The City agrees to retain ____________ to perform certain services for
the On-Street Metered Parking, including but not limited to, issuing, processing and collecting of parking
tickets for On-Street Metered Parking, provided that ____________ personnel issuing such parking tickets
are duly authorized to do so under Texas law, and the collection of parking meter revenues.
____________ shall perform said services in collaboration with City, the Department of Police, the San
Antonio Prosecutor’s Office and existing traffic violations personnel. All revenues generated by the
operation of On-Street Metered Parking and collected by ____________ from On-Street parking meters
and courtesy boxes shall be held in City’s name in an escrow account in a bank acceptable to City
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and systematically transferred to an account held in ____________’s name on a daily basis for use by
____________ in accordance with Texas law and this Agreement.
5.03
Meters and Signage. All traffic and parking zones within the City streets are established
by and subject to the control of the Commissioner of Transportation (“Commissioner”) in accordance
with the San Marcos Municipal Code. After thirty (30) days following the reasonable request of
____________ to the Commissioner, the Commissioner may, at his reasonable discretion, change the time
limits on meters, and/or change the parking rates for the On-Street Metered Parking. Subject to the
approval of the Commissioner, ____________ may replace and remove parking meters related to the
On-Street Metered Parking. The Commissioner and/or the Department of Police may temporarily cap
parking meters for construction and other short-term public purposes. The Commissioner also regulates
the installation and removal of all traffic signs within the City streets. ____________ shall request the
Commissioner in writing fourteen (14) days in advance concerning the installation and removal of all
traffic signs concerning the On-Street Metered Parking.
5.04
Repairs and Maintenance. ____________ shall maintain On-Street Metered Parking in
good repair and condition and in conformity with all applicable local, state and federal laws,
ordinances, rules and regulations, and shall make or cause to be made all necessary repairs,
improvements and replacements to On-Street Metered Parking control equipment and meters. City
shall continue to be responsible for providing street maintenance services on City streets. ____________
and the City shall reasonably and mutually cooperate and coordinate with the other in the
performance of their respective maintenance, repair and replacement activities with respect to OnStreet Metered Parking (insofar as ____________ is concerned) and the streets (insofar as the City is
concerned), so as to minimize any disruptions to the operations of the other.
Article 6
BOOKKEEPING AND FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
6.01
Books and Records. ____________ shall keep full and adequate books of account and
other records relating to or reflecting the results of operation of the Parking System, to be kept in
substantial accordance with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis,
and so as to permit the City to comply with its Charter. Separate books and records shall be
maintained for On-Street Metered Parking and the Off-Street Parking Facilities as well as for each
individual parking facility constituting a part of the Off-Street Parking Facilities. All such books and
records shall at all times be considered the property of City, however ____________ shall control,
administer, maintain and otherwise be solely responsible for such books and records during the term of
this Agreement. Upon termination of this Agreement, ____________ shall turn over all such books and
records to City within one hundred twenty (120) days from the date of such termination, and all such
books and records shall thereafter be reasonably available to ____________ for inspection, audit,
examination and copying for a period of ten (10) years.
6.02
Accounts and Expenditures. Upon the execution hereof, City shall annually pay to
____________ the sum of $__________, which sum shall be used ____________ solely for the cost of the
management and operation of the Downtown Organization and the Parking System and
reimbursement of certain organizational and administrative expenses of ____________. ____________ may
also use revenues generated from the operation of the Parking System for its administrative expenses as
provided in the Annual Budget (as defined in Section 6.03 hereof), but shall not charge any additional
management fee for its own services in addition to its expenses. Revenues generated from the
operation of the Parking System shall be deposited by ____________ in a bank approved by City.
Whenever feasible, interest-bearing accounts shall be utilized. Withdrawals and payments made by
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____________ from said accounts shall be made only by representatives as authorized by ____________,
and only for the purposes permitted by this Agreement. City acknowledges and agrees that
____________ may use the revenues generated from any part of the Parking System to pay the operating
expenses for any part of the Parking System, without regard to the source of such revenue within the
Parking System, it being the intent of the parties to operate the entire system as a whole unit on the
City’s behalf and without regard to the source of the revenue or the operation expense. The same shall
also be true for all reserves to be established or generated under this Agreement. Upon termination of
this Agreement, ____________ shall turn over all remaining accounts and reserves to the City after
deduction for outstanding operating expenses for the Parking System and ____________ through the
date of termination. ____________ shall provide an accounting of such expenses to the City.
6.03
Annual Budget. ____________ shall submit to the Mayor of the City an annual operating
plan and budget (“Annual Budget”) in a format as set forth in Exhibit I attached hereto, or in a format
as may be otherwise approved by City as follows. The First Annual Budget for the first full Fiscal Year
hereunder (to be adjusted for the actual Commencement Date) is attached as Exhibit J, and has been
found to be reasonably acceptable to both parties. The subsequent Annual Budgets for each
remaining Fiscal Year, or portions thereof, included in the term of this Agreement, shall be due on June
15 of each preceding year. Such Annual Budget shall set forth in reasonable detail in conformance
with those accounting requirements as set forth in Section 6.01, a detailed estimate of the income and
operating and capital expense of the Parking System for the next succeeding Fiscal Year.
Commencing on the date of submission, the Mayor shall have a thirty (30) day period to provide his or
her comments with respect to the Annual Budget. If at the expiration of the thirty (30) day period, the
Mayor fails to provide his or her comments with respect to a submitted Annual Budget, said Annual
Budget shall become final. In the event the Mayor does provide his or her comments in a timely
manner, ____________ shall work in good faith and with due diligence to achieve an Annual Budget
reasonably acceptable to both parties. Consistent with the foregoing provisions, sixty (60) days prior to
the commencement of the ensuing Fiscal Year, ____________ shall resubmit a final revised Annual
Budget to the Mayor.
6.04
Periodic Reports. ____________ shall provide the City with an annual financial report
showing such items of income and expense as are required to be set forth in the Annual Budget, with a
comparison of line items with those in the applicable Annual Budget. ____________ shall also provide the
City with a monthly financial report showing such items of income and expense as are required to be
set forth in the Annual Budget on both a cumulative basis for that calendar month and any prior
calendar months during such Fiscal Year and on a non-cumulative, independent basis for such month
alone. ____________ shall also maintain daily reports setting forth such financial information in regards to
the Parking System operations as results from ____________’s standard financial accounting and
reporting procedures. ____________ shall be responsible for the preparation of any interim financial
reports that City may reasonably request. ____________ shall provide the City with the periodic reports
sets forth in this Section 6.04 as promptly as reasonably possible. Such reports shall be based upon the
records of ____________ maintained in accordance with Section 6.01 of this Agreement.
6.05
Parking Fund. The City shall pay to ____________ such balance as may be remaining in
the City’s parking fund at _date__, which ____________ shall deposit in the Repair Reserve. All
expenditures of such funds by ____________ shall be made in accordance with Section 4.05 hereof.
6.06
Surplus. Parking System revenues in excess of Parking System operating expenses (“Net
Revenues”) at the end of each Fiscal Year shall be first applied to the Repair Reserve up to the amount
certified in Section 4.05 of this Agreement. Net Revenues remaining after application to the Repair
Reserve shall be promptly remitted to City and first used by the City for the payment of the existing debt
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services for obligations issued by the City for the Off-Street Parking Facilities to the extent that the Debt
Service Reserve established by Article 7 of this Agreement is insufficient for such purposes.
6.07
Inspection of Books and Records. City shall have the right to inspect and audit the books
and records maintained by ____________ pursuant to this Article 6 at all reasonable times.
6.08
Certified Audit. ____________ shall provide the City with an annual review of the annual
financial statements of ____________ prepared by an independent public accountant. For the second
year of the initial term and each alternate year thereafter, ____________ shall provide the City with an
independent audit of the most recent annual financial statements of ____________
Article 7
TAX-EXEMPT MUNICIPAL BONDS
7.01
Debt Service Reserve. ____________ shall establish a reserve escrow account to assist the
City with the amortization of the existing debt service for Off-Street Parking Facilities (the “Debt Service
Reserve”). During the term of this Agreement, ____________ shall make monthly payments, as provided
by Exhibit K, from the revenues of the Parking System to the Debt Service Reserve. Such payments shall
be recorded as part of, and included in, the Annual Budget. Funds deposited in the Debt Service
Reserve shall be delivered to City semiannually on May 15 and November 15 to be used for payment of
debt service on obligations issued by the City for the Off-Street Parking Facilities. As to the holders of the
outstanding obligations of the City, the City shall be responsible for the payment of the debt service on
obligations issued by the City for the Off-Street Parking Facilities.
7.02
Tax-Exempt Status of Bonds. The City and ____________ hereby covenant and represent
that neither shall take any action or fail to take action that may be required of it for interest on the
outstanding notes and bonds of the City to be and remain excluded from the gross income of the
holders thereof for federal income tax purposes.
Article 8
INSURANCE
8.01
Liability Insurance. ____________ shall procure and maintain, during the term of the
Agreement, commercial general liability insurance with limits of not less than $1,000,000 combined
single limit per occurrence, $2,000,000 annual aggregate. The City, its officials, officers and employees
shall be named as additional insured using ISO form GC 20 24 “Additional Insured-Owners or Other
Interests From Whom Land Has Been Leased” or such other form as may be acceptable to the City.
____________’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as respects the City. Any insurance or
self-insurance maintained by the City shall be excess of ____________’s insurance and non-contributing.
Any self-insurance retention or deductible insurance plans shall be the sole responsibility (without
contribution or set-off from City) of ____________. The commercial general liability policy shall contain
the following definition of “insured contract”:
“That part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your
business (including an indemnification of a municipality in connection
with work performed for a municipality) under which you assume the
tort liability of another party to pay for ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property
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damage’ to a third person or organization. Tort liability means a
liability that would be imposed by law in the absence of any contract
or agreement.”
The Certificate of Insurance must include this specific language on the certificate of insurance or
otherwise to confirm this definition of any insured contract. ____________ shall furnish the City with a
Certificate(s) of Insurance (form ACCORD 25-S) and a copy of the additional insured endorsement
acceptable to the City during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof. A copy of the
policy(s) shall be provided the City upon request. ____________ expressly understands that the insurance
requirements as outlined above are minimum requirements to be met under this Agreement and does
not in any manner represent that the limits, coverage or policy forms are sufficient or adequate to
protect the interest or liabilities of the City.
8.02
Property Insurance. City shall keep the Off-Street Parking Facilities, including all
property contained therein, insured against loss or damage from fire, explosion and similar casualties or
other cause normally covered in standard broad form property insurance policies, in an amount not less
than ninety percent (90%) of the replacement cost thereof. Insurance shall be carried in the name of
City and any losses thereunder shall be payable to the parties hereto as their respective interest so
entitles them to receive.
8.03
Workers’ Compensation. ____________ agrees at all times during the term of this
Agreement to maintain adequate Workers Compensation Insurance consistent with the laws of the
State of Texas and unemployment insurance in such amounts and with such deductibles as are
required by law.
8.04
Waiver and Subrogation.
City and ____________ do hereby release and waive the
right of recovery and suit against each other and shall, to the extent possible, procure endorsements to
such effect on any insurance policies required under this Article 8, for loss or damage to property arising
out of the perils insured against under this Article 8 covered by valid and collectible insurance carried at
the time of the loss or damage to the extent such loss or damage is indemnified by such insurance,
regardless if such loss or damage is caused by the fault or neglect of either party.
Article 9
INDEMNIFICATION
9.01
Indemnification. ____________ agrees to defend and hold harmless and indemnify the
City, its officials, officers and employees from and against any and all loss, damage, claims or expense
whatsoever by reason of injury (including death) to or loss by any person or property arising in any
manner or under any circumstances whatsoever from ____________’s (including but not limited to its
agents, contractors, vendors and employees - however known) supervision, direction, management
and operation of the Parking System, whether said injury or damage is suffered by ____________, its
agents, contractors, vendors or employees or any other persons whomsoever who seek to hold the City,
its officials, agents and employees liable. It is understood and agreed that this indemnification
obligation is enforceable to the full extent permitted by Texas law. In any and all claims against the City
by any employee of ____________, anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or anyone for
whose acts any of them may be liable, hereby expressly waives the immunity proved to ____________ by
Texas law so that this indemnification obligation may be enforced by the City against ____________ in
those instances. The indemnification obligation shall not be limited in any way by the insurance
requirements but shall be in addition to those requirements.
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Article 10
PROCEEDS FROM CASUALTY
10.01 Proceeds from Casualty. Any proceeds received by the City or ____________ from any
insurance policies required to be maintained pursuant to this Agreement or otherwise because of
casualty or damage to the Parking System shall be promptly used to restore the Parking System to a
condition mutually satisfactory to City and ____________. If in the good faith judgment of City the funds
received from any insurance policies or otherwise shall be insufficient to restore the Parking System to a
satisfactory condition, and if additional funds of ____________ or City are not made available, or if
additional bonds are not authorized to make proper restoration, then the City or ____________ shall have
the right and option to terminate this Agreement upon sixty (60) days notice.
Article 11
TAXES
11.01 Real Estate and Property Taxes. The Off-Street Parking Facilities are currently exempt from
real property taxes on the improvements, but not from real estate taxes on the land nor from special
assessments. City and ____________ agree that they shall not take any action to impair said tax exempt
status of the Off-Street Parking Facilities (unless it is mutually agreed that taxable bonds be considered
to provide more flexibility regarding parking facility usage). City shall pay all real estate taxes on the
land and all special assessments for all periods which are due and payable through __date___.
____________ shall pay the real estate taxes on the land and the special assessments for the Off-Street
Parking Facilities on a due and payable basis during the term of the Agreement, commencing with the
taxes and assessments due and payable after __date__, from the revenues of the Parking System as
part of the operating expenses of the Parking System. The City or ____________ may, at its expense and
after prior written notice to the other, by appropriate proceedings diligently prosecuted, contest in
good faith the validity or amount of any such taxes, assessments or other similar charges, and during the
period of contest, need not pay the items so contested, provided however, if at any time the City or
____________ shall deliver to the other an opinion of independent counsel to the effect that by
nonpayment of any such times, any part of the Off-Street Parking Facilities will be materially affected or
will be subject to imminent loss or forfeiture, ____________ shall promptly pay such taxes, assessments or
similar charges.
Article 12
DEFAULT AND REMEDY
12.01 Default by ____________. Any of the occurrences or acts set forth in this Section 12.01 shall
constitute an event of default of ____________ under this Agreement:
(A) The failure of ____________ to perform, keep or fulfill any material provision of this
Agreement for thirty (30) days after City shall have delivered to ____________ written
notice of such failure. Provided, however, if a default referred to in this Section
12.01(A) cannot be cured within thirty (30) days, then upon receipt by City of a
certificate from ____________ stating (i) the reason that such default cannot be cured
within thirty (30) days, and (ii) that ____________ is proceeding with diligence to cure
such default, the time within which such default may be cured shall be
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(B) extended for such period as may be necessary to complete the curing of the same
with diligence; or
(B) If a receiver, trustee, custodian or liquidator of ____________ shall be appointed in any
proceeding brought by ____________; or if any such receiver, trustee custodian or
liquidator shall be appointed in any proceeding brought against ____________ or its
assets and shall not be discharged within ninety (90) days after such appointment; or
if ____________ shall consent to or acquiesce in such appointment; or
(C) If ____________ shall make an assignment for the benefit of creditors or shall admit in
writing its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due.
12.02 Default by City. Any of the occurrences of acts set forth in this Section 12.02 shall
constitute an event of default by City under this Agreement:
(A) The failure of City to perform, keep or fulfill any material provision of this Agreement
for thirty (30) days after ____________ shall have delivered to City written notice of
such failure. Provided, however, if a default referred to in this Section 12.02(A)
cannot be cured within thirty (30) days, then upon receipt by ____________ of a
certificate from City stating (i) the reason that such default cannot be cured within
thirty (30) days, and (ii) that City is proceeding with diligence to cure such default,
the time within which such default may be cured shall be extended for such period
as may be necessary to complete the curing of the same with diligence;
(B) The issuance by any court of competent jurisdiction of a permanent injunction in any
way preventing the use of the Parking System for the purposes set forth in this
Agreement.
12.03 Remedies. (A) In the event of default by ____________ under Section 12.01, City may
terminate this Agreement and take possession of the Parking System and/or pursue any other remedy
provided by law.
(B) In the event of default by City under Section 12.02, ____________ may terminate this
Agreement and/or pursue any other remedy provided by law.
Article 13
EXISTING AGREEMENTS
13.01 Existing Agreements. Attached hereto as Exhibit L are various City agreements with third
parties (“Existing Agreements”) regarding the use and enjoyment of the Parking System on and after the
Commencement Date. Effective on the Commencement Date, the City shall assign all right, title and
interest in and to the Existing Agreements to ____________, and ____________ shall assume and perform
the prospective obligations of the City thereunder; provided, however, that in no event shall
____________ be responsible for any obligations of the City with respect to the Existing Agreements which
relate to the period prior to the Commencement Date. The City represents and warrants to
____________ on the date hereof and on the Commencement Date (a) that the Existing Agreements are
true, correct and complete copies of the same; (b) that the Existing Agreements constitute the entire
agreement with said parties, are in full force and effect, and have not been amended or in any way
modified except as expressly set forth therein; (c) that there exists no default or event of default under
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the Existing Agreements or other condition, that with the giving or notice or passage of time or both
would constitute a default or event of default under the Existing Agreements; and (d) that except for
the Existing Agreements there are no other agreements with any persons or entities regarding the
management, operation, use or enjoyment of the Parking System. After the date hereof and until the
termination of this Agreement, City agrees not to enter into any agreements, with any persons or entities
for the ownership, management, operation, use or enjoyment of the Parking System, which remain in
effect on or after the Commencement Date. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, City shall
not after the date hereof and until the expiration of this Agreement bargain, sell, convey, assign,
mortgage, pledge, gift or in any manner transfer any of its right, title, or interest in the Parking System, or
permit or authorize any other person or entity to use the Parking System on or after the Commencement
Date except as provided in this Agreement.
Article 14
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
14.01 Notices. Any notice by either party to the other shall be in writing and shall be handdelivered or mailed by registered or certified mail in a postage prepaid envelope addressed:
To City: City of San Marcos
Address
Attention: Mayor
To ____________:
Attention: Executive Director
or at such other address as City and ____________, respectively, may designate in writing from time to
time. Notice shall be deemed to have been duly given upon receipt.
14.02 Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the sole agreement of the parties hereto
and supersedes any prior understandings or written or oral agreements between the parties respecting
the subject matter hereof.
14.03 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person
or circumstances shall be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement or the application
of which is invalid or unenforceable shall not be affected thereby.
14.04 Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives, successors and
assigns when permitted by this Agreement.
14.05 No Waiver. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, the failure of
either party to insist upon a strict performance of any of the terms or provisions of this Agreement or to
exercise any option, right or remedy herein contained, shall not be construed as a waiver or as a
relinquishment for the future of such term, provision, option, right or remedy, but the same shall continue
and remain in full force and effect.
14.06 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed under and governed by the laws of
the State of Texas.
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14.07 Headings. The article and section headings contained in this Agreement are for
convenience only and do not define, limit or construe the contents of such articles and sections.
14.08 Amendment. No amendment or modification of the terms hereof shall be binding unless
the same shall be in writing and duly executed by the parties hereto.
14.09 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, each of which
shall be an original, but all of which shall constitute but one and the same instrument.
14.10 Force Majeure. In the event ____________ or the City shall be delayed or otherwise
prevented from the performance of any act required hereunder by reason of strikes, walkouts, other
labor disputes, acts of God, inability to procure materials or labor, failure of power, restrictive
governmental laws or actions, riots, insurrections, war, or other reason of like nature or any other reason
not the fault of and beyond the reasonable control of ____________ or the City as the case may be, then
performance of such act shall be excused for the period of the delay so resulting.
14.11 Nondiscrimination. ____________ shall comply with all federal and state laws with regard
to nondiscrimination in employment.
14.12 Assignment. This Agreement may not be assigned by either party without written
consent of the other.
14.13
each year.

Fiscal Year. The “Fiscal Year” of ____________ shall begin on the first day of January in

14.14 No Personal Liability. No covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of the City or
____________ contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to be a covenant, stipulation, obligation or
agreement of any present or future member, officer, trustee, agent or employee of City or ____________
in other than his or her official capacity; and neither the members of ____ City Council or any trustee or
officer of the City or ____________ shall be subject to any personal liability or accountability by reason of
the covenants, stipulations, obligations or agreements contained in this Agreement.
Signed by the Parties:
_____________________
_____________________
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APPENDIX B
Sample Resolution to Create a Parking District

Appendix B
Draft Resolution to Create a Parking Management District
Draft of Municipal Code Chapter Authorizing the Creation of a Parking Improvement
District
Note: It is intended that this document be used as a starting point for the development of a resolution
to authorize the creation of a Parking Management District. Consultation with appropriate legal council
will be required to investigate Texas statutes regarding the creation of parking management agencies
and if desired, the creation of special tax assessment districts.
City of San Marcos, Texas
Chapter No. ___ PARKING DISTRICT
Section ___.010 Purpose.
Section ___.020 Resolution of intention.
Section ___.030 Public hearing.
Section ___.040 Description of the area.
Section ___.050 Businesses subject to amendment.
Section ___.060 System of assessments or charges imposed.
Section ___.070 Parking and business improvement area established.
Section ___.080 Uses of revenues.
Section ___.090 Delegation of administration.
Section ___.100 Findings of benefit.
Section ___.120 Operative date.
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Section ____.010 Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to authorize the City of San Marcos to create a quasi-independent
parking improvement assessment district to improve the management of parking resources and to
support the economic development and the strategic vision of the City. The parking district will have
the power to impose assessments or charges or both on businesses within the downtown area, which is
in addition to any assessments, fees, charges or taxes imposed by the City and to use such proceeds for
the benefit of businesses within such area by doing any and all of the following:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Parking supply additions
Parking system improvements
Parking technology upgrades
Parking rate assessment and modifications
Beautification
Promotion of public events
Furnishing of art to public places in the area, and
General promotion of business activities.

Section ____.020 Resolution of intention.
The parking district herein created was initiated pursuant to the provisions of the _____________ Code
Section ______ which requires adoption of a Resolution of Intention by the legislative body of any City
creating such an entity. The City Council of the City of San Marcos at a regular City Council meeting on
____________ adopted Resolution No. ________ which declared its intention to consider establishment of
a parking district.
Section ____.030 Public hearing.
Pursuant to the requirement of _________ Code Section ________, the City Council of the City of San
Marcos held a public hearing at a regularly scheduled City Council meeting on ___________ for the
purpose of receiving testimony and protests and other comment from those businesses within the
proposed area, and to receive any other information concerning the formation of the parking District.
Section ____.040 Description of the area.
The Parking District created herein is focused initially on the downtown business area of the City of San
Marcos, but may extend to cover parking management issues citywide in the future as additional needs
develop. The downtown parking improvement district created herein is in the downtown business area
of San Marcos, an area more fully described in the legal description marked Exhibit A and the plat of
the area titled "Parking Management District" marked Exhibit B attached to Resolution No. ______ and
permanently placed on file in the office of the City Clerk, and incorporated herein by this reference. The
boundaries of the downtown parking improvement district of the City of San Marcos may be amended
from time to time, by resolution pursuant to Section _____ of the Texas Streets and Highways Code or by
ordinance pursuant to Section ____ of the Texas Streets and Highways Code.
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Section ____.050 Businesses subject to amendment.
All businesses in the parking management district created and established under this chapter shall be
subject to any amendments to this chapter enacted or adopted by the City Council of the City of San
Marcos.

Section ____.060 System of assessments or charges imposed. (Optional)
The Parking District will have the ability to implement a charge system to be imposed on each business
entity within the parking improvement district as hereby created. Businesses shall pay an amount equal
to ___ percent of the business tax charge as set forth in this code or as it may hereafter be amended.
Such funds are in addition to and shall be kept in a separate account from business tax revenues and
shall be used for the purposes that are established herein. (Ord. ______, 20__)

Section ____.070 Parking District established.
Pursuant to the provisions of ________ Code Section _____ and following, the City Council hereby
establishes a downtown parking district as described in this chapter. (Ord. _______, 20__)

Section 3.46.080 Uses of revenues.
The revenues derived from the parking facilities and parking district assessments and charges shall be
used for the following purposes:
A. Creation and operation of the Parking District
B. Parking Operations and Management
C. Parking System Capital Improvement
D. Parking System Marketing and Support of Seasonal Promotions
E. Beautification and Parking Projects
F. General promotion of business activities
G. Other uses not inconsistent with the purposes enumerated in Section _____. (Ord. _______, 20__)

Section 3.46.090 Delegation of administration.
The San Marcos Parking District is authorized to administer funds raised hereunder and to operate
programs and activities which are consistent with the purposes, goals and uses outlined in this chapter,
and to formally report back to the City Council at least annually beginning no later than January, ____.
(Ord. _______, 20__)
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Section 3.46.100 Findings of benefit.
The City Council, after holding a public hearing and providing an opportunity for protests to be heard
and after taking testimony and comment from interested persons representing businesses within the
area and the Downtown San Marcos Association, does hereby find that to promote improved public
service, enhanced downtown economic development and the achievement of the City’s strategic
goals, the creation of the parking District be an valuable asset and that the businesses conducting their
activities within the area will benefit by the expenditure of funds raised by the charges as contemplated
by said Section _____ and following of the Streets and Highways Code. (Ord. _____, 20__)

Section 3.46.120 Operative date.
The operative date of this chapter is ______, 20__. (Ord. _____, 20__)
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APPENDIX C
Sample Parking Administrator Position Description

Appendix C
Sample Parking Administrator Position Description

RESEARCH - CHIEF PARKING ADMINISTRATOR POSITION DESCRIPTIONS
ESSENTIAL AND NON-ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS
The following table lists many of the common job functions found in Chief Parking
Administrator position descriptions collected by Kimley-Horn. A Kimley-Horn
recommended position description is provided later in this document. Another task
that will need further refinement and the input of the City’s Human Resources
department is the categorizing of “Essential and Non-Essential” job functions. This
process is recommended to better equip the City in dealing with ADA guidelines.
When evaluating whether a job function is considered “essential” or “non-essential”
the following criteria should be applied:






Whether an employee in the position is required to perform the function;
Whether removing that function would fundamentally change the job;
The frequency with which the function is performed;
The amount of time spent on the function;
The consequences if the job is not performed.

These considerations may help determine if the duty is truly a requirement vs. simply a
desirable function in the position.

Essential Job Functions
Carries out managerial responsibility in
accordance with policies, procedures
and applicable laws, including:
interviewing, hiring and training staff;
planning, assigning and directing work;
establishing deadlines; appraising
performance; rewarding and disciplining
employees; coordinating, developing and
approving staff training; and addressing
complaints and resolving problems.

Non-Essential Job Functions
Develops the Department budget; has full
responsibility for the implementation,
revision, and compliance review of the
Department’s budget.
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Essential Job Functions
Plans, coordinates, assigns, and monitors
performance and coaches, counsels,
mentors, trains, and advises employees in
department for the dual goals of meeting
department goals and employee career
development; assists staff in the
completion of assigned tasks.
Researches, develops, interprets,
communicates, and monitors policies,
procedures, codes, standards, etc.;
recommends improvement when
necessary and writes/revises same.
Manages the planning, acquisition and
development of parking projects/facilities;
coordinates functions with other City
departments, public agencies,
constituents, etc.
Prepares work programs; identifies
projects, funding needs and time frames.

Determines methodologies, data,
information resources and techniques to
be utilized in researching and developing
programs and policies.
Directs the preparation of studies and
reports related to division operations by
developing proposals and
recommendations and providing
technical assistance.
Plans long-range goals, objectives,
management systems, organizational
structure, and overall direction for the
division; plans and implements short-term
or annual goals, objectives, strategies,
projects or programs to ensure efficient
organization and completion of work.
Coordinates division activities with other
departments, divisions and/or outside
agencies; responds to citizen inquiries.
Serves as technical resource on division
operations.

Non-Essential Job Functions
Maintains and upgrades professional
knowledge, skills, and development by
attending seminars and training programs
and reading trade and professional
journals and publications.

Interacts with a variety of high level
individuals, both internally and within the
community to provide information,
disseminate departmental information
and assist in resolving administrative issues.
Follows up on inquiries from various
agencies, groups, media, etc., regarding
department programs and services.

Disseminates a variety of information to
various agencies, divisions, or
departments via telephone, mail and
facsimile.
Authorizes purchases and expenditures of
the Department.

Oversees daily activities of Department
personnel.

Oversees contract personnel, and
Department contracts and bid awards.

Reviews and authorizes Department’s
payroll.
Performs employee performance
evaluations, and reviews evaluations
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Essential Job Functions
Prepares and/or reviews complex reports
and analysis utilizing a variety of software;
receives, sorts, and summarizes material
for the preparation of reports; relays and
interprets administrative decisions, policies
and instructions.
Represents the City and/or serves as a
liaison and/or member of various
committees/teams and collaborates,
persuades, presents reports to and
negotiates with others outside own work
area to coordinate efforts and maintain
cooperative and efficient relations.
Prepares reports and make presentations
to various boards and commissions.
Ensures quality standards and compliance
with regulations are maintained.

Non-Essential Job Functions
performed by subordinate staff.
Coordinates City’s parking needs with
other city departments and governmental
agencies.

Conducts feasibility studies to determine
the need for additional parking facilities,
rate changes or adjustments, and the
development of new residential parking
programs and monthly parking programs.

Reviews daily collection records and
prepares monthly reports of revenues and
expenses for the Mayor and City Council.
Develops Department policies and
procedures.
Reviews City Ordinances to insure that
they comply with state statute, rules and
regulations.
Performs other related duties as assigned.

It is our expectation that City staff can take the lead on refining the ultimate list of
essential and non-essential job duties for this position.
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SALARY RANGES
The International Parking Institute publishes a study entitled, “The Statistical Guide to
Parking: Benchmarking the Parking Industry.” IPI provides technical and educational
services to the parking profession. Members of IPI include municipalities, colleges and
universities, airports, hospitals, theme parks, commercial parking operators, suppliers to
the industry, parking consultants, and others with direct interests in parking and
transportation operations.
One of the goals of the survey was to identify compensation ranges for parking
professionals. The average salary for Parking Administrators on a nationwide basis was
$82,224. Average number of years in this position was 9.8. Parking Administrators have
oversight responsibility for most parking functions.

Chief Parking
Administrator

Average
Annual
Salary
Average
Years in
Position

Chief Parking
Administrator

Average
Annual
Salary
Years in
Position

U.S. Total

Northeast

Southeast

North
Central

South
Central

Northwest

Southwest

$82,224

$80,800

$79,700

$83,614

$80,801

$75,504

$86,894

9.8

11.3

9.7

10.6

9.0

12.3

7.2

Airport

Type of Parking Operation
College /
Medical
Municipal
University

Annual Parking Revenue (Millions)
< $1 $1-1.9 $2-3.9 $4-9.9

$10+

$85,913

$83,006

$79,47
9

$80,04
9

$48,
348

$56,9
53

$69,8
95

$74,2
90

$81,8
78

11.3

9.8

14.3

9.4

7.8

9.5

8.9

10.8

9.2
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We contacted the developers of the IPI Benchmarking survey instrument and
database, and asked them to provide us with specific salary information for parking
system administrators that manage the full range of parking responsibilities envisioned
for the reorganized parking program in Lincoln. That information appears in the table
below.

Parking Administrator Survey Data
Total System
Employees
(In-House or Contract)

Chief Parking
Administrator Salary

Chief Parking
Year in Position

98
520
185
10
34
15.75
14
32.5
67
110
140
60

$116,655
$150,164
$112,000
$89,709
$106,393
$97,000
$116,069
$97,188
$92,000
$80,880
$82,000
$77,000

11
1

Average:

$101,421

Data Unavailable
Vacant
Data Unavailable

2.5
1.08
6
27
Data Unavailable

4
1.5

Note: Of course the parking program in San Marcos is much smaller than most of the programs noted above and
the salary would be adjusted accordingly.
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RECOMMENDED POSITION DESCRIPTION
Below is a draft position description developed for the City of Lincoln, NE. It contains a
long list of potential job requirements for the City project team to review and consider.
It is expected that this list would be reduced and prioritized before being finalized.
SUMMARY
The City of Lincoln, NE, is a growing municipality, and the capital of city of Nebraska,
with a population of over 225,000 (Census 2000), is seeking a dynamic and skilled
Parking System Administrator. This high-profile position will report directly to a Parking
Commission chaired by the Director of Economic Development and be responsible for
administrative and technical work in organizing and managing the municipal parking
system. The incumbent’s primary responsibility consists of providing and maintaining
the maximum number of public parking spaces in the most cost effective manner.
In conjunction with a number of redevelopment efforts downtown Lincoln continues to
grow and evolve. With this redevelopment, parking has become an increasingly
important element. Attractions like the Haymarket district, the University of Nebraska –
Lincoln, and the planned elements of the new downtown master plan, etc. have
created increasing parking demands. New developments, including Antelope Valley
are creating different development and parking challenges. The City recognizes the
burdens these demands place on the parking system and seeks an executive to be
responsive to changing needs in communications and services to all parts of the
community.
The City of Lincoln currently manages approximately 5,043 citywide off-street parking
spaces, located in eight parking garages and 5 parking lots. There are approximately
3,810 downtown on-street parking spaces for a total of 8,853 City operated parking
spaces. The Parking Administrator will oversee a large budget, will re-organize and
supervise off-street parking management contracts and facility maintenance
programs, incorporate on-street parking operations/enforcement into the
consolidated parking program, conduct planning/feasibility studies to determine
needs for additional parking facilities and develops new parking outreach and
community oriented parking management initiatives.
Day-to-day parking operations are contracted to a private parking management
company. Republic Parking Management is the current parking management firm.
The best candidate is someone who has successfully managed a parking authority or
private parking company, with experience within a municipal environment including
experience with both off-street, on-street and enforcement programs. Ideally, the
new executive would have a combination of public and private sector experience
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and with a high level of motivation and an entrepreneurial spirit. Having system “startup” experience and a record of demonstrated successes are also seen as valuable
assets.
The Parking Administrator is responsible for the Department’s participation in the Citywide strategic planning process, which has increased focus on customer service,
economic development, employee development and recognition, cost containment,
revenue enhancement, and embracing diversity. The Chief Parking Administrator is a
participant in the Master Planning process and is a member of the City’s Economic
Development team; s/he must be forward thinking and creative.
The City is seeking an individual with excellent leadership, organizational
development, and interpersonal skills, who is innovative and capable of developing
the next generation of municipal parking system service professionals while
maintaining high performance standards. Experience in a complex urban culturallydiverse community is essential for this position. The successful candidate must possess
a track record of proven accomplishments in the operation of municipal parking
systems. This candidate must be a community-oriented executive with a history of
building partnerships among businesses, developers, and residents.

The Parking Administrator will be an integral part of the City’s executive team. Starting
salary negotiable, depending on qualifications.
REQUIREMENTS
General and
Administrative
Knowledge












Recommends goals of the parking system to the Director of
Economic Development
Operates the parking system in accordance with all
governing legislation and bond indenture restrictions
Negotiates labor, construction, and major repair and
maintenance agreements
Develops, issues, and supervises public bids
Develops and administers parking policies and procedures
Prepares job functions and descriptions
Indirectly supervises hiring and terminations
Promotes effective employee relations and training
Directly supervises ____________ (Typical examples: the
Parking Finance Manager, the Parking Facilities Manager(s),
and the Parking Operations Manager)
Indirectly supervises all office staff, parking supervisors, lot
cashiers and maintenance staff, and uniformed security
contract staff
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Operations and
Procedures
Knowledge






Contract
Administration
Knowledge




Indirectly supervises all investments
Supervises bonding process
Indirectly supervises the preparations of budgets and
forecasts
Oversees and recommends the hiring of parking consultants
and design professionals for parking related projects
Monitors the supply and demand of parking in the Central
Business District (CBD)
Recommends rate changes to the Director of Economic
Development
Attends all parking meetings
Prepares of meeting agendas and reports
Works with risk management, audit, finance and other
various committees
Maintains effective relationships with Joint Venture partners
and managed facility owners
Addresses City parking issues to the media
Develops an Operations and Procedures Manual that
provides all the information needed and desirable for
employee education on their duties and responsibilities
including the following: Mission Statement; Operational
Overview; Organizational Chart; Staffing Chart; Position
Descriptions; Personnel Training and Policies; Primary
Operating Procedures; Administrative Reports; Financial,
Accounting, and Auditing Procedures; Facility Security;
Facility and Vehicle Maintenance; Emergency and Safety
Procedures; and Business Continuity Plans.
The O&P Manual provides basic guidance on policies,
practices, and procedures covering all aspects of system
management and operation.
Manages management contracts and lease agreements to
ensure compliance with contractual obligations; interprets
lease, contract, and subcontract provisions; establishes
performance criteria, operational and financial
effectiveness, and prepares statistical databases relating to
assigned contracts; makes recommendations, as
appropriate, for contract performance and improvement;
and participates in the negotiation and preparation of
space lease agreements and other documents. Monitoring
of contract performance may involve many different types
of contractors, including ground transportation systems,
facilities maintenance, security, parking and shuttle bus
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services, equipment maintenance, commercial parking
operators, etc.
Reviews draft contracts, agreements, Request for Proposals,
Requests for Information, Invitations for Bid, and various forms
of correspondence to make recommendations for language
changes. Develops contract administration plans, from
executed contract agreements, relating to the terms and
conditions prescribed by the contract, including
correspondence, verbal and electronic communication,
and site-visit schedules. Participates on panel committees
assigned to review and evaluate proposals, and makes
recommendations for selection of concessions and lease
agreements. Prepares and submits comments for final
contract negotiations.
Analyzes requests relating to product/service price increases
and changes in location, hours, scope of contract and
operations. Analysis may include consideration of rate of
return to the concessionaire in relation to industry norms;
public impact or acceptance of increases; safety,
efficiency, and customer-service factors; Bureau of Labor
Statistics data on cost and price trends; comparability with
similar establishments at other parking locations or in the
Lincoln-area; forecasts of income, expenditures, or net
income to the City; and other relevant factors as specifically
considered appropriate to a particular contract.
Coordinates findings and recommendations with other
Divisions as appropriate, before any final changes are made
to the contract. Participates in negotiations for contract
amendments such as operations, procedural or space/use
changes. May initiate and coordinate termination, or make
recommendations to assess liquidated or punitive damages,
of concessionaire/tenants as necessary.
Analyzes and makes recommendations for requests for lease
of space. This analysis includes compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, operations and
functional feasibility/flow, revenue/cost impact, location of
space as related to other contracted space, and potential
problems/benefits. Assures that any changes in lease
agreements are reflected in contract amendments or letters
of agreement, including the coordination of updating
drawings.
Authors various documents such as policies and procedures,
contract agreements, letters of agreement, special studies,
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Off-Street Parking
Responsibilities













audit reports, technical specifications, surveys, independent
research projects, procurement requests and justifications,
and general correspondence.
Meets with managers, corporate officials, government
officials, employees and the general public as appropriate
(regarding parking facilities, contract violations, complaints,
information exchange, and so on). Coordinates all
development with architectural and engineering disciplines
and other agencies.
Serves as liaison and City representative in its contractual
relationship with the community by ensuring effective
administration of obligations of the City; by providing
interpretation and development of City policies and
procedures; and by acting as ambassador of City’s mission
statement while interfacing with the Downtown Lincoln
Association, the Chamber of Commerce, the University of
Nebraska, systems users and the community.
Analyzes parking revenue/expenses to determine accuracy
of payments, accounting, and reporting to the City are in
accordance with contract provisions. Assists in preparation
and analysis (using computer software and other tools) of
recurring trends (e.g., annual, quarterly, and monthly); may
prepare one-time, ad hoc, and recurring reports on parking
activities, particularly in relation to overall revenue of the
City.
Reviews, investigates, and responds to complaints to the
City. Follows up with appropriate agency to determine
compliance with corrective-action directives.
Manages total program
Recommends parking rates and parking validation
programs
Negotiates and administers parking management contracts
Feasibility assessment, planning, design, financing, and
construction of facilities
Indirectly supervises the assignment of personnel
Indirectly supervises training of cashiers and maintenance
staff
Indirectly supervises facility maintenance and minor repair,
construction, and maintenance agreements
Indirectly supervises facility revenue collection and control
Negotiates security guard contracts
Indirectly supervises uniformed security guards
Promotes a high level of quality assurance and customer
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On-Street Parking
Responsibilities






Valet Parking
Responsibilities





Parking Garage
Construction
Planning,
Development,
Construction, and
Maintenance
Knowledge





satisfaction
The Chief Parking Administrator will be challenged with the
responsibility for the management and expansion of onstreet parking.
Parking Operations: The Division is responsible for the parking
meter program (3,810 meters), including rate setting policy,
meter maintenance, collections, placing of new meters, and
evaluation of new meter technologies and other aspects of
on-street parking controls.
Parking Violations: Management of parking violations is a
critical aspect of the effective management of on-street
parking. The Chief Parking Administrator will manage the
City’s private parking enforcement contract, manage the
administration and adjudication process and monitor
citation writing and collection. Evaluation of
recommendation of new enforcement technologies is
anticipated as an early task for the new administrator.
Develops procedures for “self-park”, “one-way,” and “fullservice” valet parking including job descriptions for hikers
and attendants.
Operational procedures will be developed for receiving,
inventorying, storing, and retrieving vehicles to simplify and
reduce the number of insurance damage or loss claims
(e.g., telephones, jewelry, money, etc.) made by valet
patrons.
Identifies fixed and variable costs associated with valet
operations to plan for and justify profitable and worthwhile
service options.
Plans, schedules and coordinates construction,
maintenance, and repair of al parking facilities. Develops
long-range plans to accommodate growth and changes,
and insures maximum use of available space. Monitors
condition of existing parking and transportation facilities and
initiates maintenance and repair to enhance the usability of
all these resources. Determines maintenance schedules and
budget resources to accomplish routine maintenance;
maintains traffic signs and markers.
Advises Facilities Planning, Engineering and Construction
Management, and Physical Plant on parking matters.
Coordinates repairs and expansion plans with Facilities
Planning, Engineering & Construction, and Physical Plant.
Consults with architects, planners and designers to represent
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Transportation
Demand
Management



Parking Services in developing parking facilities that are
functional, cost effective, and compatible with the City
master plan.
Prepares budget and financial plans, which support the cost
effectiveness and realistic financing of a new facility from a
self-supporting perspective. Develops plans, which include
projected use, life expectancy, long-range cash flow, and
maintenance and repair requirements.
Develops alternative parking opportunities for spaces lost
due to construction or other interruptions on a short term or
long term basis; informs the community of any changes in
available parking (location, dates, and time) and
recommends reasonable alternative parking to ensure
minimal inconvenience to users.
Establishes a maintenance and repair program for all existing
parking areas including entryway, walkways, and
landscaping within the parking area. Maintenance and
repair activities for near term (under 5 years) and long range
are included. In developing a maintenance program,
consideration will be given to age of the facility, type of
surface, level of user activity, any changes to the campus
master plan that would affect building or area usage,
planned construction, and building alteration.
Develops a management system for placement of
appropriate signs and markers for all parking spaces.
Monitors the condition of these devices and makes repairs or
replacement on a timely basis. Maintains surface directional
signing by repainting on an established schedule.
Develops parking and pedestrian systems to accommodate
handicapped users in compliance with federal and state
statutes and City policy; reviews regulations studies, and
reports relating to serving the handicapped campus
community where feasible and in the best interest of the
total parking program of the City.
Identifies safety and security risks in all parking facilities and
rental properties and seeks remedies through redesign,
additional signage or markings, telephone communications,
additional patrolling, or other appropriate actions. This is
done with the cooperation the City Police and other
appropriate City departments.
Develops parking supply management practices to
discourage solo driving to the Central Business District and
encourage the use of ride-sharing, transit, cycling, and
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Knowledge


Parking
Enforcement
Administration
Responsibilities










Parking Fine
Collection and
Adjudication
Responsibilities





walking.
Develops strategies for preferential parking for car and
vanpool patrons, reduced minimum parking requirements for
developers as specified in zoning codes, provide limits on the
amount of parking developers may provide as specified in
zoning codes, limit the total supply of parking in an area,
regulate parking time on the street, and provide peripheral
parking and shuttle service.
Develops principles for TDM particular to the City of Lincoln.
Responsible for the overall management and administration
of a parking enforcement program to ensure that City
parking practices are in accordance with the statutes of
Nebraska and City policy. Supervises Officers involved in
enforcing all parking rules and regulations fairly and
consistently. Oversees ticketing off illegally parked vehicles
and authorizes the towing of vehicles for impoundment
when appropriate; suspends parking privileges; schedules
parking enforcement services during the normal business
hours.
Supervises the maintenance of a reliable computerized
system for the equitable enforcement of all parking
regulations. A minimum system will include provisions for
collecting and summarizing daily ticket activity,
accumulating totals-to-date, accumulating violations by
vehicle, and providing relevant data to other City offices as
required.
The potential for outsourcing this function is anticipated as
an early task for the new administrator.
Contracts with local towing operators for removal of illegally
parking vehicles in violation of parking regulations.
Purchases appropriate vehicles and equipment used in
parking enforcement, and is responsible for the
maintenance and service of such vehicles; amortizes
vehicles and provides for new or replacement vehicles in
annual budget plans.
Reviews parking violation standards and the appropriate
penalty (fine) to be applied. Surveys other cities and
selected institutions nation-wide to determine consistency of
violation standards and penalties enacted.
Develops and administers hearing appeals policy and
procedure. In accordance with approved policy, Parking
Services will process written appeals and make decisions on
those where authority has been granted; other appeals will
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Validation
Program
Responsibilities






Strategic Planning
Knowledge





Operating and
Capital



be referred to the Standing Committee on Traffic Appeals.
Develops, maintains, and updates annually a parking rules
and regulation handbook which includes all pertinent facts
regarding the use of parking facilities in the City. The
handbook outlines the normal use of parking spaces, cost of
permits, hours when parking restrictions apply, special event
parking privileges, penalties, and the rights and
responsibilities of the user, the process for appealing a traffic
citation. A presentation is made to the Director of Economic
Development who submits the document to the Mayor/City
Council for approval.
Prepares and distributes a handout which outlines City
parking rules and regulations with a map that indicates
parking locations and any changes.
Review and evaluate the current parking validation
program.
Recommend a new program that can recover an amount
of parking revenue that more closely approaches the cost of
providing parking downtown.
Develop and publish a new validation program to include
advertising and promotion, design and production of new
validation coupons, installing appropriate signage, and
conducting staff training.
Assessment of a “First Hour Free Program” is anticipated as
an early task for the new administrator.
The Chief Parking Administrator is responsible for the
Department’s participation in the City-wide strategic
planning process, which has increased focus on customer
service, economic development, employee development
and recognition, cost containment, revenue enhancement,
and embracing diversity. The Chief Parking Administrator is a
participant in the Master Planning process and is a member
of the City’s Economic Development team/he must be
forward thinking and creative.
The Chief Parking Administrator is responsible for the
Department’s participation in the City-wide strategic
planning process, which has increased focus on customer
service, economic development, employee development
and recognition, cost containment, revenue enhancement,
and embracing diversity.
Develops the Department budget; has full responsibility for
the implementation, revision, and compliance review of the
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Improvements
Budget
Knowledge

Parking Meter
Collection,
Maintenance, and
Installation
Responsibilities







Parking Equipment 
and System
Maintenance
Responsibilities





Residential
Parking Permit
Program
Responsibilities







Department’s budget.
The employee will oversee a large budget, will re-organize
and supervise the four current divisions of parking personnel,
and will conduct feasibility studies to determine needs for
additional parking facilities and other structural and
operational changes.
Responsible for the parking meter program (3,810 meters),
including rate setting policy, meter maintenance,
collections, placing of new meters, and other aspects of onstreet parking controls.
Assessment of new multi-space meter technology is
anticipated.
Negotiates and reviews parking equipment and system
maintenance agreements with parking revenue control
system and meter maintenance vendors.
Reviews and provides coordination with Legal Counsel on
software license, escrow, and confidentiality agreements.
Determines expecting and maintenance schedules.
Reviews maintenance, spare parts, inventory, and shipping
logs.
Provides spare parts, working space, and testing facilities for
parking revenue control system technicians, whether City
staff or contracted services.
Approves maintenance invoices and related charges.
Determines excluded services and licenses, charges, and
related items.
Manages the parking resources to ensure parking decals of
each category required and purchases the decals with
enough lead-time to ensure their availability at the
beginning of the new period.
New District Implementations: The Chief Parking
Administrator and staff will facilitate the formation of new
parking permit districts in areas where districts have been
proposed by neighborhood residents.
Refinement of District Policy: With the establishment of
districts and related policies, the City of Lincoln may
experience “expectations” and “special cases.” Examples
include situations where neighbors are very supportive of
adjacent businesses and encourage the City to relax
parking requirements for business expansion. The Chief
Parking Administrator will have the challenge of reviewing
these issues and making recommendations to the
appropriate groups including City Council.
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Monthly Parking
Program
Responsibilities
Government and
Community
Relations

Financial
Management and
Supervision
Responsibilities

Markets monthly parking program to potential patrons.
Maximizes monthly parking program revenue.
Coordinates space availability between monthly and
transient parking patrons.
 Fosters good downtown and neighborhood contacts and
consistent stakeholder relations
 Maintains effective relationships with elected officials,
departments, and employees of the City, county, and state
 Maintains effective relationships with corporate customers,
individual customers, other CBD parking operators,
merchants, corporations, the Downtown Lincoln Association,
and other agencies as appropriate.
 The Chief Parking Administrator administers and assists in
financial planning, management, and budget
administration of the department; develops realistic financial
plans to meet the needs of a comprehensive parking
program through study and analysis of needs and resources.
Planning includes consideration of funding constraints and
actions of legislative bodies and executive management of
the City. Responsible for constant review of existing financial
plans and operations to insure effective management of
facilities; conducts special financial reviews and studies for
purposes of forecasting long-term viability of new projects
are expected of the Chief Parking Administrator.
 Prepares annual operating budget requests; projects realistic
revenues based on historical data and future year
expectations, and programs sufficient staff and other
operating expenses necessary to support the effort to
achieve stated goals and objective; prepares multi-year
budget forecasts for planning purposes. Insures that budgets
reflect funds for repair and replacement of existing facilities,
and monies for future parking expansions in harmony with
long range City planning.
 Reviews existing fees and fines and proposes changes where
increase or decreases are warranted and can be supported
analytically; reviews monthly budget and financial reports
and compares status with planned annual financial
objectives; makes changes in operation where necessary to
achieve results desired; communicates with the Office of
Accounting and Budgets when appropriate.
 Develops and maintains in cooperation with the Office of
Accounting and Budgets and the City Auditors office, a
cash receipts and control procedure that ensure proper
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Special Events










Planning and
Reporting





handling and processing of parking revenue. Ensures that
daily receipts are balanced, proper records maintained,
and funds deposited in compliance with City procedure.
Works as liaison for the City with community events for
special programs and projects.
Develops planning for special event parking; responds to
requests for special parking arrangements for special
programs, athletic events, public service programs, and
other sanctioned activities. Controls the issuance of special
event parking permits to insure that all permits are
accounted for and are returned or voided after conclusion
of the event.
Reviews all special event-parking requests with requesting
department to determine adequacy of City facilities and the
availability of space at the time requested. Determines any
special needs of the potential guests that might be
considered in assignment of space, i.e., handicapped
persons, children, and the elderly.
Coordinates all special event parking with City Police and
other appropriate departments on an “as needed” basis in
order to insure that planned parking needs of patrons are
met as satisfactorily as possible.
Purchases and maintains an inventory of appropriate signs,
temporary markers, and other items required to designate
and control special event parking; assures that all temporary
markers are removed promptly at the conclusion of the
events to avoid confusion to normal operations.
Develops plans, strategy, and direction for Parking Services;
prepares reports that encompass current activities and longrange plans in City parking and transportation programs.
This component of the position requires observance and
detailed study of current operations with analysis of
deficiencies and indications for future requirements. Stays
abreast of “state of the art” parking and transportation
systems at other institutions in assessing the status of services
in the City. Presents realistic goals and objectives, with
workable operational plans to implement recommendations
included in presentations to higher executive management.
Develops a long-range plan for the City that encompasses
all facets of transportation concerns including surface
parking, pedestrian movement, transit systems, parking
garage or decks, signage, and routing or re-routing of
streets.
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Prepares an annual reporting of parking activities. The report
includes accomplishments of the current year and
objectives that are identified for the coming year.
 Develops and manages a system for recording the
frequency of usage of parking spaces in all lots and on-street
parking on an hourly/daily basis to determine adequacy of
parking opportunities for users; develops and manages a
system for daily accumulation of all transportation related
activity; prepares monthly and daily reports for comparison
with previous activity and for use in projections of future
activity.
 Negotiates retail leases
 Indirectly supervises retail space management


Management –
Commercial Real
Estate
Responsibilities

EDUCATION
Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university with major course work in
public administration or business, supplemented by extensive supervisory experience in
parking administration; or an equivalent combination of training and experience.
Master of Business Administration is desirable. Ten years of progressively responsible
experience in management, parking operations, or transportation programs, with at
least two years of management level experience working in on-street and off-street
public parking or municipal traffic / transportations programs, is required.
OTHER QUALIFICATIONS
Certified Administrator of Public Parking (CAPP) and Certified Parking Administrator
(CAP) accreditations are desirable. Having articles on parking, management,
transportation, technology, or auditing, which are published in various trade,
professional, or periodical publications, is desirable.
AFFILIATIONS
Affiliation with and involvement in the International Parking Institute, the National
Parking Association or the International Downtown Association as well as any regional
associations of IPI is desirable.
COMPUTER SKILLS
Proficient knowledge is desirable in Microsoft Windows, Word, Excel, Access,
PowerPoint, Microsoft Project, Adobe, Outlook.
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DUTIES




















Directs and performs difficult administrative work in the preparation and
implementation of the Division’s overall parking program and capital improvement
budget; oversees the preparation of revenue reports and monthly profit and loss
statements; is responsible for personnel management, training and organizational
planning.
Plans, assigns, and directs a staff of professional, technical and clerical employees
engaged in the administration of the City’s parking system.
Plans and directs scheduling and assignment of personnel; ensures the safety of
assigned personnel; directs the assignment of work for, and the instruction,
inspection, and evaluation of personnel; handles disciplinary action when
necessary; interprets new laws, regulations, and directives to personnel.
Coordinates and performs negotiation, development, administration, monitoring
and evaluation of complex parking management contracts to include: facility
operations, revenue control, equipment selection and operation, customer
relations, and towing, and auctioning of abandoned vehicles.
Designs financial plans and strategies for development of new parking facilities.
Plans for and oversees the implementation of engineering, operations and financial
studies, which involves RFP development, contract negotiation, project oversight.
Plans for and oversees the implementation of transportation and engineering
studies related to parking facility access, and impacts of proposed parking facilities
on vehicular traffic flow.
Directs the implementation of enforcement programs for both on-street and offstreet parking environments, recommends enforcement policies, including the
disposal of abandoned and junk vehicles.
Oversees the development of marketing plans designed to attract new customers
and increase parking facility utilization.
Coordinates audits of parking facility operations and recommends annual rate
changes and revenues to City Council.
Performs parking studies and analysis of specific projects and special areas. Directs
the evaluation of new products, the development of specifications, and the
development of bid packages for future purchases.
Approves plans, agreements, expenditures and other matters on behalf of the
Director of Economic Development as assigned.
Provides staff support to the Parking Advisory Commission.
Represents the Department on City boards and commissions and may represent
the City on county, state, and national committees.
Maintains liaison with citizen groups, elected and appointed officials, public
agencies, committees, consultants and private enterprises and the general public
on the City’s behalf.
Typical End Results Include: An effective city-wide parking program that maximizes
parking revenues and minimizes program costs; the effective and efficient use of
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allocated resources; technical expertise and advice to City departments and
agencies; and the identification of capital improvement projects for funding.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES
Knowledge of City policies and procedures, organizational mission, and related goals
and procedures is necessary to plan and carry out a full range of parking functions
relating to a wide variety of business operations/practices; to the leasing of space; to
interpret terms and conditions of City contracts; to evaluate compliance by
contractors; and to assist in negotiating contracts and settling of disputes.
Knowledge of general business principles/practices is required, particularly of parking
markets, in order to monitor and enforce contract provisions and to evaluate and
provide comments on proposed changes or issues relating to factors specifically set
forth in a particular contract. Diverse experience in parking management, concession
or management operations, and industry specialization is an asset to performance.
Knowledge and skill in the use of negotiation techniques is required, for example, to
negotiate post-award changes to contracts, and to enforce terms and conditions of
contracts by developing solutions to problems which arise out of different
interpretations of contractual language.
General knowledge of space management and utilization practices, including
familiarization with rental adjustments, property appraisals, liability insurance,
terminations, buy-outs, passage of title to property, general business and contract law,
and City policy guidelines pertaining to the lease and use of space, to effectively
enforce the terms and conditions of space use, and to interpret lease documents and
provisions.
Skill in communicating verbally and in writing is requisite in order to prepare
correspondence to tenants, concessionaires, and the general public; to evaluate
proposals and make presentations for changes or new contracts with tenants,
concessionaires, airlines and other agencies; and to participate in contract
negotiations.
General skill in using work-processing software is necessary to type and draft
correspondence, and in using spreadsheet and database software to maintain
revenue, expense, planning, controlling, and management-type reports.
RESPONSIBILITY
Responsible for managing activities of parking operators and related subcontractors
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for contract compliance; preparing sales, expense, and revenue reports and
projections; and assisting other City staff in negotiating, writing, and preparing final
contract agreements for concessions and leases. Reports to the Director of Economic
Development. Work directly affects the ongoing operational effectiveness of parking
patrons, and, indirectly, the development of a financially-successful business.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
May sit for extended periods while performing desk work; moves about the City
regularly to monitor activities, meet with contractors, attend meetings, and perform
other functions. Regularly uses a computer monitor and keyboard to prepare
correspondence, record statistical data, and analyze information to draw conclusions.
Exchanges information via telephone and electronic mail often. Typically exerts light
physical effort in opening/closing file drawers, climbing stairs, and otherwise moving
about tenant/concessionaire work sites. Regularly reviews documents containing
small print (e.g., contracts, blueprints).
WORKING CONDITIONS
Works in a well-lit, ventilated, and temperature-controlled office setting but is
sometimes subject to adverse weather conditions while working in the field. Ability to
work in a fast-paced, demanding environment.
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS
Salary Range: $95,000 to $115,000 annually, with a midpoint of $105,000. Salary is
commensurate on candidate’s qualifications.
A flexible benefit allowance for health, dental, and vision insurance with an added
allowance for dependents, including children, spouse, or domestic partner. This
flexible benefit allowance is effective on the 1st day of the month following 30 days of
employment.
[Coordinate specifics with the City’s HR Department.]
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APPENDIX D
Sample Program Development Plan – Ann Arbor DDA

Appendix D – Sample Parking Program Development Plan

The Ann Arbor Michigan
Downtown Development Authority
Development Plan and Tax Increment
Financing Plan 2003-2033
THE ANN ARBOR DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY MISSION:
TO UNDERTAKE PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS THAT HAVE THE GREATEST IMPACT IN
STRENGTHENING THE DOWNTOWN AREA AND ATTRACTING NEW PRIVATE
INVESTMENTS.

I. Introduction

Renewal of the Ann Arbor Michigan
Downtown Development Authority
Development Plan and Tax Increment
Financing Plan 2003-2033
THE ANN ARBOR DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY MISSION:
TO UNDERTAKE PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS THAT HAVE THE GREATEST IMPACT IN
STRENGTHENING THE DOWNTOWN AREA AND ATTRACTING NEW PRIVATE
INVESTMENTS.

I. Introduction
The Downtown Development Authority Act was passed in 1975 to give municipalities a
tool for fighting the insidious decline and decay that was afflicting downtowns across
America. As businesses and shoppers moved out to the townships, suburbs, and malls,
downtowns became plagued with empty buildings, increased crime, and a shrinking tax
base.
Although somewhat resistant to national and regional economic trends, downtown Ann
Arbor was dramatically impacted by changes in buying habits and the construction of
new shopping malls on the outer edges of the city which lured away retail and shoppers.
In response, the Ann Arbor community, through the cooperation of the taxing authorities,
created the Ann Arbor Downtown Development Authority as a vehicle for downtown
urban renewal.
Since its creation in 1982, the DDA has been a significant and influential catalyst behind
the revitalization and renewal of downtown Ann Arbor. Through careful stewardship,
long-term planning and financing, an open dialog with the community, and an ongoing
analysis of national trends and issues, the DDA has been able to lead the downtown
through the difficult transformation from a daytime retail-based economy to a true mixeduse 24-hour community. And increasingly, over the past decade, the DDA has used its
resources, expertise, and passionate volunteer board to address larger community goals
and challenges like affordable housing, alternative transportation, and the fragility of
independent businesses that help to define much of Ann Arbor’s unique identity.
The downtown has changed a great deal in the past 20 years and so have the priorities
of the community. Threats and challenges continue to evolve with changes in the
economy and demographics, and they are every bit as real today as they were 20 years
ago. These ongoing challenges cannot be met without the ongoing efforts of the DDA.
As stated by the International Downtown Association, “no matter how focused city
leaders happen to be, and how dedicated business volunteers are, without a stable,

funded, and well-staffed downtown organization, the effort is likely to fail. First, because
downtowns need the kind of management only skilled professionals can provide. If you
look at the range of [issues facing downtowns] you can see the sophistication and
variety that are needed to deal with the legal, governance, programmatic, and
operational issues that constantly bombard downtown organizations. Second, because
city government leaders – whether elected or appointed – have many things to think
about besides downtown. Neighborhoods have a major claim on their attention, and too
much of [city government’s] focus on downtown is good for neither neighborhoods nor
downtowns. … Finally, because downtown revitalization is a never-ending process.
Just like suburban shopping centers, downtowns need regular [maintenance] … Only a
healthy downtown organization can be counted on to do these things regularly, in a
coordinated fashion, and with a high level of proficiency.” (Source I.D.A. Dialogue,
February 2003.)
The downtown is the heart of our community and a resource for citizens throughout
Washtenaw County. Downtown Ann Arbor reflects our social and economic diversity. It
provides a wide spectrum of residential, commercial and service offerings, from upscale
to funky, including homegrown and one-of-a-kind businesses, buildings, and a multitude
of social gathering opportunities. A healthy downtown is an asset to our area’s natural
environment. An efficient density and mix of uses downtown can counterbalance the pull
of suburban development helping to ensure future economic and environmental
sustainability.
Looking ahead, therefore, compelling and prudent reasons exist not only for renewing
the DDA with a second 30 Year Plan, but also for completing this renewal well before its
2012 expiration. Chief among them are:
Continuity: Renewal of the DDA protects the viability of the important projects and
programs that are currently underway or in the planning stages.
Long-Term Planning and Financing: Many projects that have the greatest benefit to the
community involve a great deal of public input, significant financial investment and
procurement of long-term debt financing. The DDA operates on a ten year planning,
maintenance, and budget plan. Now that the DDA is within 10 years of its expiration, any
delay in the extension of the DDA will jeopardize the planning and execution of these
projects as well as the repayment of the debt using TIF funds.
Stewardship: The DDA is the only agency whose sole purpose is to safeguard the
growth and vitality of the downtown. It is the only agency charged with monitoring
national downtown trends in order to anticipate changes in transportation, housing,
service, and infrastructure needs. It is the only agency working with the community to
help to sustain and protect those things that the community values most about our
downtown. The DDA is also the only agency whose mission is to sustain that which is
remarkable and necessary about Ann Arbor’s downtown. This includes supporting the
goals and concepts of the Ann Arbor Downtown Plan (1988), the Central Area Plan,
(1992) and advocating for the resources and policies that enable these Plans to be
realized.
Since 1982, much has been accomplished. But there are projects left to complete from
the original plan and new needs arise as downtown continues to evolve and respond to
new challenges. The revised DDA Plan focuses on the following objective areas:
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Working towards these objectives will facilitate the overall viability of the downtown area.
It will enhance its attractiveness as a regional marketplace for goods and services, an
employment center, a community-gathering place, a place to live, and the cultural and
historical core of the community.
The DDA recognizes that the successful accomplishment of its mission and the
successful implementation of this Plan depends upon a consistent and coordinated
policy approach to downtown and near downtown issues by the DDA, City Council and
City Administration. This Plan is an attempt to state those joint policy goals. The DDA
recognizes that, over the course of the next 30 years, new issues and new challenges
will arise that are not directly contained in or anticipated by this Plan. Consistent with its
enabling language, the DDA commits to address these challenges through a good faith
effort to work together with Council and Administration to address these issues in a
cooperative way.

Effective Execution of the 1982 DDA Plan
Over the past 20 years, the DDA has been working under the framework established in
the 1982 DDA Development/TIF Plans. These Plans identified nine objective areas for
the DDA. What follows is a list of objectives along with a brief description of some of the
projects and strategies that have been employed to meet them.
“Undertake improvements to existing and proposed public open space areas,
pedestrian/bicycle linkages and transit system.”
The DDA recognizes that every downtown resident, customer, employee, and visitor is a
pedestrian during most or all of their time downtown. Even those that drive downtown
walk to and from their cars as part of their experience. DDA pedestrian improvement
projects have transformed the look and use of much of the downtown. Pedestrian
friendly environments require more than maintained sidewalks. To be safe and inviting,
sidewalks must be well lit, and crossings well marked. Potential areas of conflict
between pedestrians, cyclists and motorized vehicles must be minimized. Signage and
architectural design features must be scaled for pedestrians. Public art, trees and
sidewalk amenities, parks and green spaces, curb cutouts, traffic volume and speed,
and non-pedestrian sidewalk uses all contribute to the overall walkability of the
downtown. The Main Street, State Street, Liberty, South University, Fourth Ave, Liberty
and Kerrytown areas have all benefited from DDA improvement projects.
Even while working to ensure sufficient automobile parking in the downtown, the DDA
has worked to promote and facilitate walking, biking, and bus ridership. The DDA has
worked to develop and support alternative transportation options into the downtown

recognizing that they are good for the environment, reduce the number of parking
spaces needed, and reduce traffic congestion. Partnering with the City, AATA, and the
Chamber of Commerce, the DDA has been an active sponsor of the “Get!Downtown”
program, which provides an array of transportation options and information for downtown
employees. For the past three years the program has provided free “Go!Pass” bus
passes, encouraged bike ridership, ride sharing, and the use of park and ride lots, with
the DDA underwriting 90% of Go!Pass costs since its initial CMAQ grant expired.
“Construct parking facilities to support existing and new developments”
Since 1982 the DDA has added over 1,800 public parking spaces to the City system
including two new parking structures (Ann Ashley and Liberty Square) and two larger
replacement structures (Fourth & Washington and Forest Avenue.)
In 1992, the DDA took over management of 70% of the City of Ann Arbor’s downtown
parking system, including its seven parking structures, with the goal of addressing
extensive long-term deterioration. Three of the structures needed replacement, the other
four required extensive repairs. All were in need of equipment upgrades and basic
maintenance.
Since taking over management of the off-street system, the DDA has upgraded or
replaced all seven city-owned structures; dramatically improved their customer service,
accounting standards, and profitability; commissioned parking studies which have led to
better parking policies and administration; and developed long-term maintenance and
repair programs that will save taxpayers tens of millions of dollars over the life of the
parking system.
In 2002, the DDA took over operation of the on-street parking meter system in order to
meet the community’s goal of a self-sustaining downtown parking system. The DDA is
now working to establish rates and policies that will ensure the long-term viability of the
full system while serving the special needs of downtown stakeholders.
“Participate in programs to stimulate new, converted or renovated housing”
The DDA has undertaken a variety of activities to promote a full range of housing in the
downtown. These activities have included the support of housing and parking policies
that have encouraged loft development in the downtown and the encouragement of the
inclusion of housing in mixed use new construction projects. To support these activities
in a focused way, the DDA created a separate Housing Fund in 1997. Most notably, the
DDA has directed over $1,000,000 to affordable housing initiatives in the downtown,
including projects with Dawn Farm, Avalon Housing, First Centrum Corporation and the
Local Initiatives Support Coalition.
In each of these affordable developments, DDA funds have matched or supplemented
City general fund or Housing Trust Fund support for the project.
“Participate in efforts to encourage mixed-use developments in conjunction with
public improvements”
Mixed-use development is a community value called for in the Ann Arbor Downtown
Plan. It can promote efficient land use and enhance the potential for 24 hour a day

activity. The DDA has been instrumental in supporting several important mixed-use
developments by providing necessary parking, funding pedestrian improvement projects,
facilitating land assembly, and providing grants to support the development of affordable
housing units. Major projects have included Tally Hall/Liberty Square, One North Main,
and Ashley Mews.
“Make available for development lands previously acquired by the City for the
proposed Packard/Beakes by-pass if their use is not required.”
The DDA was a central partner along with the City and Syndeco Realty in shaping the
Ashley Mews development on Main Street at Packard. The project included sale of the
City property, construction of a 9-story retail/office/residential building, 47 townhouse
condominiums, a 120-space underground parking structure, and a public plaza and
mews that provide a mid-block pedestrian connection from Ashley to Main Street. To
support this project the DDA provided grants and made available 100 monthly parking
permits in an adjacent parking structure.
“Participate in efforts to encourage the expansion of retail businesses”
The DDA has actively supported downtown businesses through its partnerships with the
four downtown Area Associations. This partnership has included cooperative advertising,
free parking for holiday shopping and special events, collaborative marketing projects,
and sponsorship of Area Association representatives to the International Downtown
Association annual conference to strengthen our collective knowledge of national and
regional trends and ideas from downtowns across the country.
Attracting New Private Investment, 1982 through 2002
During the DDA’s first twenty years approximately $39 million of new real office and
retail property was added to the downtown area through private development. This
amount does not include construction by nonprofits such as the University, personal
property taxable value additions of $20 million, or assessed value growth in property
value resulting from inflation, that is distributed to the taxing authorities. From 1982 to
2001, new real property development increased the downtown property tax base by
59%, or $12.3 million, for the six taxing entities with jurisdiction in the DDA District.

II: Development Plan

Renewal Plan Goal and Objectives
The 2003-2033 DDA Renewal Plan reiterates the DDA’s mission as follows:

TO UNDERTAKE PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS THAT HAVE THE GREATEST IMPACT IN
STRENGTHENING THE DOWNTOWN AREA AND ATTRACTING NEW PRIVATE
INVESTMENTS.

Upon renewal The DDA will continue to be a catalyst for maintaining and improving
economic health and quality of life in the downtown area. The DDA will strive to meet
this goal with strategies in eight key areas:
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The DDA will actively pursue partnerships with various organizations to fulfill its
objectives. Partners may be found in both the private and public sectors, including
developers and landowners, the City of Ann Arbor, Washtenaw County, Ann Arbor
Public Schools, the Ann Arbor District Library, and the University of Michigan.
Boundaries of the Ann Arbor Downtown Development District This DDA Renewal Plan
maintains the original DDA district boundary as set forward in 1982. In an effort to
accomplish its mission, it is understood that the DDA may elect to participate in
important projects outside the DDA District.

Identity
PRINCIPLES
It is what takes place in the heart of our community that gives rise to our Ann Arbor
“brand” as a bohemian, politically aware, culturally active, “hip” and exciting place unlike
any other. Downtown’s unique identity should be promoted as a compelling business
and social asset. Many elements combine to make it special, including its history,
attractiveness, vitality, quality of life, and wealth of cultural assets.
STRATEGIES
Celebrating Downtown Ann Arbor’s Unique History and Character
Encourage downtown developments that complement the existing character of their
neighborhoods. New developments should be attractive, harmonize with the height and
massing of adjacent buildings, and be sensitive to pedestrian needs. This may include

providing ground floor retail space where possible with numerous entrances and exits.
Design DDA improvements and developments to complement the unique look of the
city and the character of the surrounding neighborhood.
Support the award-winning Historical Street Exhibit Program, which educates the
public about the City’s rich and fascinating history, even as it enhances the downtown
pedestrian experience.
Encourage historic property owners to improve and restore the appearance of their
building, including the provision of an historic façade improvement grant or loan
program.
Encourage public and private efforts to keep Ann Arbor an “arts friendly” community,
including participating in efforts to provide studio and performance spaces in the
downtown area.
Work with others to promote the fact that nowhere else in the county, or indeed in the
State, are there as many concerts, museums, theater performances, unique events,
lectures, and other attractions in such a concentrated place. There is something for just
about everyone all through the year.
Encouraging Enjoyable and Memorable Outdoor Social Life Downtown
In addition to providing for a more enjoyable pedestrian experience, the DDA’s
improvements should encourage businesses to install sidewalk cafes and books stands
to tempt passers by, and invite a host of special events that draw hundreds of thousands
of people to the downtown each year.
The DDA can encourage these activities with the following strategies:
Create attractive and flexible pedestrian improvements that add to the excitement of
walking through downtown Ann Arbor and can be utilized for special events and
sidewalk sales.
Make it possible for local business associations and civic groups to beautify the
downtown with plantings, banners, and other installations, by providing planters, banner
wires and brackets, and wider sidewalks where possible.
Encourage programs to create and maintain art in public places in the downtown area.
Encourage and support efforts by the Historic District Commission and by private
developers to maintain and restore historically significant buildings in the downtown
area.
Support public activities that celebrate and commemorate the continuing evolution of
downtown. Celebrate DDA accomplishments, including block parties commemorating
the opening of a new parking structure, completion of a redesigned streetscape, etc.
Ensure that sidewalks, street furniture, and other elements are regularly cleaned and
maintained, as this communicates a great deal about the image of downtown.

Infrastructure
PRINCIPLES
Reinvesting to Maximize the Benefit of Existing and Future Infrastructure Maintaining
and investing in infrastructure is essential to downtown’s ongoing stability and vitality.
By providing consistent attention, the DDA ensures that facilities continue to serve the
functional needs of residents, businesses, government agencies, visitors and others.
Infrastructure’s physical form and condition, particularly sidewalks and parking facilities,
communicate a great deal about a community’s goals, values, and identity. Wellmaintained, inviting, aesthetically pleasing elements make a strong quality statement
about our community.
The strategies below are designed to address current and future needs. These
strategies propose investments that are aimed at fortifying and increasing downtown’s
attractiveness to developers, businesses, residents, and visitors. Plans include
maintenance and eventual replacement of downtown parking facilities and streetscape
improvements, and strategies to maximize the use of downtown infrastructure and public
open space.
STRATEGIES
Comprehensive and Ongoing Parking Structure Maintenance and Planning
Continue DDA commitment to ongoing repairs and maintenance of downtown parking
facilities, including structures and lots.
Recognize that maintenance and repair are perpetual concerns and plan accordingly.
This means conducting on-going structural assessments and anticipating maintenance
and repair needs in one-year, five-year, and ten-year capital improvement plans.
When making or supporting structural improvements and new development, consider
not only cost concerns, but also the need for quality, aesthetics, safety, and longevity.
Conduct regular and ongoing analyses of downtown development to anticipate and
respond to parking needs.
Provide new parking options as needed, and ensure that parking revenue funds
remain available and committed to an on-going parking structure development,
operations, and maintenance plan.
Encourage the inclusion of parking facilities within new downtown developments,
particularly underground parking. Public Open Space and Sidewalk/Streetscape
Improvement
Install pedestrian improvements along select downtown streets. This includes
replacing existing, worn sidewalks with pleasing sidewalk paving and/or bricking,
improved lighting and signage, landscaping, etc. These improvements promote walking

as the primary transportation mode and increase downtown’s attractiveness for
development and business.
Support the creation of an Allen Creek Corridor Land Use Master Plan in collaboration
with other public agencies and the private sector, including an analysis of land use, the
potential development of a system of linked open spaces and a pedestrian/bicycle path
along the rail line. As part of this study, the City may be encouraged to consider the
possible acquisition of private property to enable plans to be realized.
Encourage the City and the private sector to develop new, attractive open spaces,
including additional public plazas (such as at Ashley Mews), and the development of
through-block arcades, atrium spaces, and pocket parks throughout the downtown.
Install new physical improvements (e.g. street furniture and lighting) to existing open
spaces, including Liberty Plaza to enhance their use.
Encourage pedestrian and non-motorized vehicular links from downtown to nearby
residential areas and other significant areas of Ann Arbor (e.g. Old West Side, Lower
Town, etc.) as a means to support downtown retail and reduce downtown automobile
traffic.
Consider the special needs of children, seniors, and the disabled when planning new
sidewalk and streetscape improvements.
Regularly maintain previous DDA improvements projects. This may include setting
aside funds for anticipated future repairs. All pedestrian and streetscape improvements
should be designed with high-quality yet easily maintained elements.
The DDA will continue working in partnership with the City Parks Department and the
Dean Fund to provide for maintenance and replacement of trees in the downtown, in
addition to maintaining, improving and expanding downtown park areas.
Additional Infrastructure Strategies
Promote the DDA’s role in supporting the provision of downtown infrastructure. Public
awareness of the DDA’s role in maintaining and investing in downtown infrastructure will
encourage communication between the public and DDA on how best to make
improvements and maximize its use.
Promote a philosophy of sustainability in all infrastructure improvements. Attentive
maintenance to existing infrastructure and timely investment in well-designed, quality
improvements will ensure that they will continue to serve downtown needs for years into
the future. Attentive maintenance of City assets decreases the need for much larger,
future capital expenditures by extending their useful life
Support infrastructure improvements in anticipation of future technological needs of
downtown, such as conduit for fiber optic wiring. This may include encouraging initiatives
in partnership with the University of Michigan, the Washtenaw Development Council,
and the City.

Encourage alley improvements to facilitate deliveries, solid waste and recycling
collection, improve alley cleanliness and attractiveness, assist pedestrian use, and
discourage graffiti. Strategies may include inviting artists to paint murals in selected
alleys, providing incentives for businesses to maintain a clean alleyway, repairing storm
water inlets, repaving, etc.
Encourage infrastructure-planning efforts by the City of Ann Arbor and the University of
Michigan to improve and maintain public utilities, streets, water, and sanitary sewers.

Transportation
PRINCIPLES
Access to Downtown: Encouraging a Full
Menu of Transportation Options

Target Areas for New
Streetscape Improvements
 Ashley St (North & South)
 First St (North & South)
 Fifth Ave (North & South)
 South Division
 Huron St (East and West)
 Ann St (East and West)
 South Main St between
 William and Mosley
 W. Washington between
 Ashley and Third St
 E. Washington between Thayer
and Fifth Ave

Transportation plays a critical role in the
economic and social health of downtown.
Overall, the strategies below focus on the
continuing development of multiple and often
intermodal transportation options for getting to
and from downtown, as well as moving about the
downtown. Having multiple transportation options maximizes the feasibility of doing
business, shopping, working, and living downtown. The availability and knowledge of a
full menu of alternatives, as currently provided by the “Get!Downtown Program,” ensures
that employees, residents, visitors and customers can select the transportation options
that best fit their needs, schedules, and financial means, while lessening the number of
automobiles on downtown streets. This in turn alleviates congestion and improves
overall downtown traffic circulation.
STRATEGIES
Parking as an Element in Transportation Planning
Private automobiles will likely remain the most popular transportation choice for many
downtown visitors, residents, and employees because cars provide fast, on-demand
service. Land and financial limitations mean that the supply of parking at peak periods
may never match demand.
This makes developing a comprehensive parking and transportation plan essential. This
plan should balance the multiple and complex needs of downtown including the following
strategies:
Emphasize that the parking system should be economically self-supporting, and that
income
from all parking sources must be reserved for system operations, maintenance, repair,
and construction and parking alternatives. Doing so will ensure that these facilities are
properly maintained and that programs are available to meet the needs of downtown

patrons. Moreover, parking cost subsidies discourage the use of alternative
transportations.
Regularly review the number of parking spaces available to determine if additional
parking is needed. This includes calculating current and anticipated parking demand and
usage.
Regularly assess downtown conditions and consider policy changes when necessary.
This may include special needs, such as loading zone and handicapped parking space
locations, 15-minute parking spaces for passenger drop-off and quick service needs like
dry cleaning pickup and grocery drop off by residents, differentiating parking rates
according to geographic location and time of day, aligning hours of operation with
downtown business activity (e.g. restaurants may shift parking needs later into the day),
etc. Residential permit programs may reduce the impact of near-downtown commuter
parking in adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Encourage on street parking for short-term use whenever possible, as these spaces
are preferred by customers and encourage the vitality
Traffic Calming On Downtown
of nearby retail. Also, on-street parking moderates
Streets
traffic speeds, and promotes a sense of pedestrian
safety.
 On-street parking
 Brick or concrete pedestrian
Promote parking awareness through prominent and
crosswalks
well-lit locator maps and promotional activities to

Two-way traffic on previously
combat the perception that parking is unavailable.
one-way streets
Greater promotion will enhance the downtown
 Moderated downtown speed
business environment and may reduce the need for
limits
future parking construction.
Partner with the University of Michigan to identify the parking needs of UM students,
faculty, staff, and visitors, with the goal of outlining action steps by the UM and
community to meet these needs.
Increase parking capacity at the freeway ring or on the outskirts of downtown to
support increased use of alternative transportation and provide long-term vehicle storage
opportunities for students and other downtown residents.
Coordinate use and promotion of public parking after hours for special events and
private sector needs, including use of Washtenaw County, City, UM, and AATA Park and
Ride parking locations.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
A coordinated bus system with a downtown transit center maximizes downtown
accessibility.
The following strategies contribute to this public transit vision.
Encourage the integration of UM and AATA bus systems and services.
Explore the development of new transit centers or an expanded transit center
downtown.
Target and support downtown-friendly enhancements of the AATA bus system,
including increased service during peak periods to encourage commuter use, a
downtown circulator to make travel within the downtown area more convenient, and
smaller vehicles.
Encourage the development, use, and promotion of AATA Park and Ride lots.
Promote the installation and ongoing maintenance of attractive and weather-protective
bus shelters, as well as informational signage on downtown bus stops (including maps,
bus routes and points of interest information).
PEDESTRIAN AND NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION
Encouraging pedestrian and non-motorized transportation provides several benefits. It
alleviates traffic and parking congestion, promotes efficient transportation through dense
areas, and provides foot traffic to support downtown businesses. An enjoyable
pedestrian experience is one of downtown’s principal attractions, as well as a necessary
element in its social and economic life.
Bicycling and walking are also environmentally friendly, and contribute to the unique
personality of downtown Ann Arbor. Strategies to encourage this include:
Study the possible conversion of additional streets from one-way to two-way traffic to
make them more pedestrian-friendly as well as easier for visitors and new residents to
navigate.
Support commuter recreational bike ridership to and through downtown, including the
installation of bicycle lockers, bicycle racks, and placement of bicycle parking within the
shelter of parking structures wherever feasible.
Promote pedestrian and bicycle safety measures. This includes supporting educational
programs and signage directed at reducing conflict between pedestrians, bicyclists, and
drivers. Consideration should be given to planning details and their relevance to public
safety, as well as the maintenance of public improvements to ensure pedestrian safety.
Encourage development projects that preserve the downtown’s sense of pedestrian
scale. Consider project mass, scale, and compatibility with existing structures.

Promote pedestrian enjoyment of downtown by encouraging an active street life,
including the installation of street furniture, Historic Street Exhibits, sidewalk café
seating, attractive plantings, attractive storefront displays, public art and exhibits, and the
regular use of public areas for entertainment, parades or street fairs.

Business Encouragement
PRINCIPLES
Promoting Downtown as the Center of Commerce in our Community and Providing
Support to Businesses Commercial establishments play an immeasurable role in
shaping the economic, social, and physical character and health of downtown, including
creating a sense of uniqueness and place.
Downtown Ann Arbor has seen commercial growth since the inception of the 1982 DDA
Plan. Despite this growth, the downtown business environment continually requires
attention and concern if it is to remain healthy, vibrant, and competitive. Many of the
businesses that add character to downtown Ann Arbor are small, independent stores
that offer unique, one-of-a-kind goods and services. Their ongoing success is closely
linked with the cultural and social identity of downtown and its perceived strength as a
commercial district. Retail tastes and trends are always changing – not only in what
people shop for, but also why they shop. The role of retail in downtowns across America
has changed tremendously over the last two decades and will do doubt continue to
evolve in the future. Understanding important trends will enable downtown Ann Arbor to
be in the best position to compete locally, regionally, and nationally for quality
businesses and customer dollars.
.
STRATEGIES
Undertake capital improvements that are geared towards increasing the commercial
viability of downtown, including parking facilities, alley repairs, and other capital projects.
Encourage appropriate public and private infill projects to increase commercial activity.
Support strategies to retain local retail businesses in the downtown area.
Encourage the goals and cooperation of the four downtown Area Associations.
Support local and regional promotional efforts by the Associations.
Participate with property owners in efforts to attract new retail, businesses, and
services to downtown that support residential needs. (see Chapter on Housing.)
Encourage an appropriate mix of local retailers and regional/national retailers, as it
strengthens downtown Ann Arbor’s ability to draw retail shoppers. Collect and
disseminate information about the downtown environment and commercial opportunities
to support property owner efforts to attract a diversity of attractive businesses.

Work with the City of Ann Arbor, the Chamber of Commerce, and the Washtenaw
Development Council to encourage the retention of existing businesses and the
attraction of new businesses to downtown.
Identify downtown areas that are undergoing significant change or distress, and work
with area stakeholders and property owners to develop strategies aimed at maintaining
and strengthening commercial environments.
Promote Ann Arbor’s unique identity as a compelling business asset. Preservation,
development, and marketing of those things that make Ann Arbor a special place is
crucial to retaining current businesses and in attracting new businesses as well.

Housing
PRINCIPLES
Creating a 24-Hour Neighborhood with a Full Spectrum of Housing Options in the
Downtown
A local residential population is necessary for a dynamic, economically-strong 24-hour
downtown. A substantial residential base near and in the downtown has a positive effect
on the retail climate, local transportation systems, and quality of life. A densely inhabited
city center creates an exciting place to live, and promotes a positive pedestrian
atmosphere. In turn, downtown residents enjoy the convenient availability of community
services, retail goods, cultural activities, and nearby employment.
To encourage a diverse downtown population, a wide variety of housing opportunities,
retail and service business, food stores and other businesses providing basic goods and
services should be available.
STRATEGIES
Interaction between Retail and Downtown Residential Development
A strong residential presence helps support retail selection. This includes not only
residents living within the DDA district, but also residents in the neighborhoods adjacent
to the downtown. The DDA can encourage this vital connection in several ways:
Encourage mixed-use projects that feature retail businesses on lower floors and
residential housing on upper floors.
Work with the downtown area associations to strengthen the existing retail
environment.
Participate with the City and property owners in efforts to attract new retail and service
businesses to downtown that support residential needs.

Interaction between the DDA District and Near-Downtown Neighborhoods Maintaining
and strengthening the traditional residential character of the near-downtown
neighborhoods is essential for the economic and social sustainability of downtown Ann
Arbor. These neighborhoods include the Oxbridge, Burns Park, Ann Arbor Hills, Old
Fourth Ward, North Central, and Old West Side areas. Due to their close proximity to
downtown, near-downtown neighborhoods face unique challenges to preserving their
traditional residential character. The DDA recognizes the importance of high quality
public schools in near downtown neighborhoods in maintaining the desirability and
diversity of the neighborhoods. The strategies below are aimed towards preserving and
improving the symbiotic relationship between downtown and its nearby neighborhoods.
Resist development pressures and uses within these neighborhoods that are not
consistent with their residential nature.
Consider the impacts of downtown development projects and improvements on neardowntown neighborhoods. This includes consideration of project design, massing, and
height, possible future traffic impacts, and encouragement of elements that add to the
attractiveness of living near downtown, such as open space.
Continually monitor parking demand in near downtown neighborhoods by employees,
residents, and visitors. Possible solutions can include the construction of new downtown
parking, as well as the promotion of transportation alternatives and residential permit
programs.
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
In order to encourage and facilitate a full range of housing options, the DDA will work
with developers to encourage a residential component to developments wherever
feasible; the DDA will (in accord with policies adopted by City Council) encourage
developer contributions to meet moderate income housing needs, and will provide grants
and loans to support housing affordable to lower income persons and families. The DDA
will also support services and transportation programs to assure that the downtown
remains a viable residential neighborhood.
Participate in projects that increase the supply of housing.
Provide affordable housing grants for downtown and near downtown residential
development and redevelopment projects when necessary. Encourage and support
programs and developments that provide housing for the downtown workforce.
Work with the City Planning and Building Departments and with developers to
streamline site plan review and to facilitate development that increases housing while
meeting established community goals and priorities.
Work with the DDA Citizens Advisory Council to support various strategies and
projects to enhance downtown living.
Promote downtown as a place for families with children, with the installation of park
playground equipment and support for programs serving families and children, including
the Hands On Museum, YMCA, the Ann Arbor District Library and others.

Promote the development of a range of housing options to meet the needs of all
income levels and consider ways to address unmet housing needs.
DOWNTOWN HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION
In general, downtown residents are more likely to walk or use buses, and less likely to
rely on automobiles for daily purposes than other area residents, thereby helping to ease
traffic congestion on downtown and area streets. Nonetheless, most downtown residents
will require nearby, convenient parking spaces for their vehicles.
The DDA can encourage this important relationship between downtown residential areas
and transportation services in several ways:
Participating in projects that increase the supply of housing.
Providing residential parking permits as possible. This may need to take into account
the large number of University of Michigan students living within the DDA District as
downtown residents.
Develop shared parking programs, taking into account the various kinds of patrons that
will utilize parking spaces at different hours of the day.
Create temporary loading/unloading zones on downtown streets for downtown
residents to utilize for daily purposes such as unloading groceries.
Work with downtown residents and other stakeholders to resolve potential noise and
transportation conflicts in the alleys, including parking impediments and trash pickup
schedules.
Develop transportation programs for downtown
residents to encourage bicycle and bus usage.
This may include car and bicycle storage
facilities, bus pass programs, and working with
AATA to provide shelters and other amenities.
Consider developing outskirt parking storage
locations for residents, developing parking
contracts for residential developments, and
developing priorities for downtown residential
parking.

Potential Development
Partnership Sites:









First & William surface parking lot
S. Fifth Avenue parking lot
S. Ashley (Kline’s) parking lot
Fourth & Catherine parking lots
Community High School parking lot
The addition of three floors to the
Liberty
Square parking structure

Development Partnerships
PRINCIPLES
Leveraging Private and Public Funds to Create Greater Beneficial Impact Partnering in
downtown development projects enables the DDA to help guide development that

realizes community goals and objectives. In particular, mixed-use projects and
neighborhoods are part of the DDA’s vision for future development in accordance with
the Downtown Plan, as they promote a lively, vibrant, healthy, 24-hour downtown by
bringing together different types of building users in one location.
STRATEGIES
Private Land Development
Partner with developers to arrange and finance ancillary improvements necessitated
by development, such as parking and streetscape improvements.
Work with developers to address the public benefits portion of developers’ projects,

such as affordable housing or storm water management.
Public Land Development
The City of Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, Washtenaw County, Ann Arbor District
Library, and the Ann Arbor Public Schools control many desirable pieces of downtown
real estate. Many of these sites are currently underdeveloped, or are the sites of
functionally obsolete buildings that will eventually need replacement.
Encourage the development of public land to meet community goals, and attract
people and businesses to downtown Ann Arbor.
Involve private developers in the development of public land to leverage as many
private investment dollars as possible. This type of partnership draws upon the strengths
of each entity: the public sector can provide the land and lower finance rates for funding
public improvements necessitated by the development. The private sector contributes
taxes, creative development ideas, development expertise, finances, and the marketing
skills needed to make the project work.

Community Services
PRINCIPLES
Maintain the downtown as a center for government, public and community service
It is important that the downtown continue to be seen as a center for educational,
governmental, social, and business services. Historically, the downtown has been the
location of many important services to the community. These services draw millions of
persons each year and are critical to assuring the ongoing vitality of the downtown.
These include programs and organizations of international significance, such as
what is offered on the central campus of the University of Michigan, governmental
services provided by the City and the County; city and county courts and court services;
Ann Arbor Public Schools facilities; an award-winning regional library; several significant
museums; several acclaimed public and private arts and entertainment venues; and a

variety of public and private human service organizations, social services, and business
services providers.
The DDA will continue to work with and support other public and non-profit institutions in
maintaining a strong downtown presence. The DDA will also continue to work to
strengthen its communication and involvement with the Ann Arbor City Council, and
other elected bodies to ensure DDA projects and policies contribute to the public good
and are in alignment with City and County planning goals.
STRATEGIES
Engage in joint planning efforts with other governmental entities so that the downtown
remains a friendly environment for those entities and the publics they serve.
Work with these entities to support expansions of or improvements to their downtown
operations or facilities, including support parking.
Pursue partnerships with public sector groups and institutions to address community
goals that cannot otherwise be met by the private sector. These projects offer the City,
County, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor District Library and Ann Arbor Public Schools
an important opportunity to bring uses into downtown that meet certain objectives that
the public sphere is uniquely suited to tackle. For instance, the development of cultural
assets that enrich and enliven the entire community. These partnerships can also
address downtown needs that may not otherwise be fulfilled by the private sector (e.g.
affordable housing, parking).
Work with public and private services providers to plan for and support current and
expanded downtown operations or facilities.
Provide funding support for needs assessment studies which may help agencies
provide better or more targeted programs to serve the more vulnerable members of our
downtown.
Provide assistance to Washtenaw County, City of Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor District
Library, and the Ann Arbor Public Schools, including programs for child/passenger drop
off and jury parking.

Sustainability
PRINCIPLES
Ensuring Downtown’s Survival as a Vital and Viable Economic, Residential and
Environmental Eco-System Throughout the 21st Century Sustainable ideas and meet the
requirements of the present without compromising the needs of the future.
The DDA will embrace sustainability as a fundamental tenet of downtown development.

STRATEGIES
Economic Sustainability
Promote a philosophy of sustainability in all improvements. Attentive maintenance to
existing infrastructure, along with timely investment in well-designed, quality downtown
improvements, will ensure that these facilities will continue to serve downtown needs for
years into the future. Investment geared toward long-term performance lowers overall
future maintenance and replacement costs.
Demonstrate the concept that the downtown parking system can be made
economically self-supporting, with parking revenues reserved for ongoing parking
system operations, maintenance, repair, and construction, as well as parking
alternatives.
Discourage urban sprawl, encourage reinvestment in existing core communities, and
support more balanced regional development.
Physical Sustainability
Provide regular and scheduled maintenance for previous DDA pedestrian
improvements projects. Anticipate future repair needs by planning projects and setting
aside funds as part of a long-term financial plan.
Construct DDA developments with the goal of quality and longevity, so as to minimize
long-term maintenance (see Infrastructure).
Recognize that maintenance and repair are perpetual concerns, and thus must be
anticipated in one-year, five-year, and ten-year capital improvements plans and on-going
structural assessments
Environmental Sustainability
Coordinate DDA activities with other sustainable planning efforts, including
Washtenaw County, City of Ann Arbor, the University of Michigan, and the Ann Arbor
Area Chamber of Commerce.
Encourage energy efficiency in existing and future downtown developments.
Support the creation of an Allen Creek Corridor Land Use Master Plan conducted in
collaboration with others, including the potential development of a system of linked open
spaces and a pedestrian/bicycle path along the rail line, as well as storm water
mitigation.
Encourage the preservation of open space, natural beauty, historic buildings, and
critical environmental areas.
Promote the development of downtown as a compact center for development.

Encourage a variety of transportation choices, including mass-transit, biking, walking,
etc. (SeeTransportation).
Encourage local businesses and government agencies to use Earth-friendly strategies
and procedures. These include using low emission vehicles, recycled/recyclable
products and building materials, energy efficient lighting, etc.
Work with the Huron River Watershed Council and others to educate the community
about storm drains and water quality issues.
Assist the City in meeting its Five-Year Solid Waste Plan to increase the percent of
recyclables captured from the waste stream. Provide recycle containers on downtown
sidewalks to enable pedestrians opportunities to recycle glass, newsprint, etc.
Encourage composting efforts by downtown businesses.
Social Sustainability
Create and maintain compact, walkable and safe downtown neighborhoods with
opportunities for social interaction.
Encourage mixed land uses that will promote a varied population throughout the day
and night, and encourage the retention and attraction of businesses that serve a
downtown and near downtown residential population.
Foster distinctive, attractive neighborhoods with a strong and unique sense of place.
Work towards collaboration with local governments and others to achieve cooperation
and efficiency in public operations.
Encourage citizen and stakeholder participation in development decisions to foster
involvement, ownership and pride in community.
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CITY OF PORTLAND
SMART PARK PARKING GARAGE SYSTEM
FINANCIAL PLAN

July, 1999
Introduction
The City owned parking garage system was established in the 1970's to meet a number of
City objectives including downtown economic vitality, providing a balanced
transportation system, and financial stability. The garages have been very successful in
meeting these objectives, as noted elsewhere in this Plan. However the City, and the
parking garages, find themselves in a very dynamic environment. Careful planning is
essential if the system is to continue to fulfill its mission, and do so in a financially sound
manner. This Financial Plan establishes the financial policies and procedures that will
ensure the operational and financial success of the system.
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Background
The City of Portland owns seven parking garages in downtown Portland. They are:
3rd and Alder
10th and Yamhill
4th and Yamhill
Front and Davis
OBryant Square
1st and Jefferson
Portland Building
Total

849 spaces
800
650
441
123
990
63
3916

All of these except the Portland Building are in the Parking Facilities Fund. The Portland
Building garage is part of the Facilities Services Fund, and is simply one program within
that Fund. Planning is underway for an eighth garage.
The City has contracted with the Association for Portland Progress (APP) since 1985 to
provide day-to-day management of the garages. APP in turn has a number of
subcontracts to provide operations, security, janitorial, sweeping, and marketing services
for the garages. APP also manages the Citys FreePark validation program.
The garages are known as the Smart Park garage system, and have a logo with that
name and symbol. The Portland Building garage is not technically part of the system
because its rate schedule is different from the other garages.
Usage at the garages has grown rapidly in recent years, especially since we began the
Smart Park marketing program six years ago. The garages are full frequently during the
peak weekday hours from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Usage has also grown dramatically in
the evening and weekend periods. As a result, the financial condition of the garages is
strong, and getting even stronger. We have been able to catch up with all deferred
maintenance, and are now on a regular capital maintenance schedule.
The garages also include some commercial retail space at 10th and Yamhill, 3rd and
Alder, Front and Davis, and 1st and Jefferson. This is managed by the Bureau of General
Services Property Management section. Rates and policies are set by BGS in
accordance with standard industry practices in downtown Portland.
In 1997 a mixed-income housing project adjacent to East Precinct, known as the Floyd
Light Apartments, was built. To facilitate financing, the net revenues of the original five
parking levels of the 4th and Yamhill garage were pledged as a backup to the primary
financing. This debt will be paid off in 2012. Although the City does not expect that
these parking revenues will be needed to support the housing project, their capacity to
support other projects in a similar manner in the future is now extremely limited.
PDOT is currently building a Central City Streetcar Project (CCSP) in the area from
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Northwest Portland to Portland State University. Capital costs associated with the CCSP
are currently estimated at $42 million. Of the $42 million, about $31 million is currently
expected to be contributed by the Parking Facilities Fund: $2 million in cash and $29
million in the form of bond proceeds. The bonds will be amortized over 25 years with
annual debt service requirements estimated to average about $2 million.
Drawing down reserves of the Parking Facilities Fund will make the cash contribution to
the CCSP. Annual debt service expenditures will be paid from parking system revenues.
Short-term parking rates were recently increased by $.20/hour to assist in paying this
increased cost. The rate increase generates an additional $.9 million per year. The
remainder of the debt service obligation will be paid from existing net revenues of the
parking system.
The impact of the CCSP on the Parking Facilities Fund include the following:
1.
Resources of the Parking Facilities Fund will be sufficient to fully meet system
expenditures and the debt service requirements associated with the CCSP contribution.
However, adding a new garage may require an additional increase in short-term parking
rates depending upon the terms of the new facility.
2.
The reserve for future construction will decrease over the forecast period. It will
not reach its desired maximum of $6 million until after bonds on 3rd and Alder and 10th
and Yamhill are paid off in 2003-2004 and 2004-2005. However, reserves for major
maintenance and operations will remain fully funded throughout the forecast period.
3.
Councils decision to use the Parking Facilities Funds net revenues for the
Streetcar results in the probability that the fund, at current rates, will not be able to
finance other transportation projects in the Central City for at least the next ten years.
Neither will it be able to subsidize or otherwise assist Central City projects such as
housing or a project in the North Macadam District.
4. The possibility still exists that an economic downturn could affect usage at the garage.
Also, the financial performance of any new garage is uncertain. While the Fund
Projection and this Financial Plan use relatively conservative assumptions, a worst
case scenario could have serious consequences, since there would not be as much
financial flexibility in the Fund.
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Planning and Policy Framework
In 1994, the Smart Park Strategic Plan was adopted. It established the mission for the
system and identified a number of tasks that needed to be accomplished in order to ensure
the continued success of the system. One of those tasks was the completion of this
Financial Plan. The Strategic Plan Mission Statement was:
Our mission is to support the economic vitality of the Central City by providing an
affordable system of parking garages which primarily meets the short-term needs of
shoppers, visitors and business clients and by investing in other Central City
transportation improvements.
In 1996, the Facilities Development Plan was completed. This Plan established a
number of strategies needed to ensure that the Smart Park system continues to meet the
demand for short-term parking. These strategies include construction of new facilities,
restriping, rate adjustment, provision of bicycle and carpool parking, and other demand
management techniques. This Financial Plan helps the City to ensure that we can afford
all necessary strategies without undue risk.
In 1996, the Central City Transportation Management Plan (CCTMP) was
completed. The CCTMP is a part of a continuous planning process intended to promote
economic vitality, livability, and environmental quality for Central City residents,
workers and visitors. According to the CCTMP, parking structures are the preferred
method of providing short term parking in the Downtown. New parking structures would
be built to promote the use of alternative transportation, such as transit and carpool, to
support existing and new economic development and to enhance the urban form of the
Central City. Implementation of this Financial Plan would be consistent with policies of
the CCTMP.
All City bureaus with capital assets are required to prepare an annual Capital
Improvement Plan. The Bureau of General Services has prepared such a plan for the
garage system each year. The focus of this plan has been primarily the scheduling of
major maintenance projects, so that they are completed in a timely manner, but in a way
that minimizes the financial impact in any one year.
In 1996, the Bureau of General Services completed a detailed Long-Range Major
Maintenance Plan for the garages. This plan identifies each of the major subsystems of
the garages (elevators, electrical, structural, etc.). It notes the maintenance history of each
and forecasts the maintenance needs of each for the next twenty years. It estimates the
cost of each, and totals the costs by year so that we know how much we must plan to
spend to ensure that each will continue to perform its function reliably.
For a number of years the Bureau of General Services has prepared a Fund Projection
that forecasts revenues and expenditures for the system for the coming five years. This
financial planning document has helped us to ensure that the systems financial health is
maintained. This Financial Plan incorporates the Fund Projection and will provide the
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basis for its future updates.
The current Fund Projection incorporates the following assumptions:
a. Parking revenue grows at 3%, without a rate increase. This is due to increased
demand, especially increased demand during off-peak (evening and weekend) periods.
b. Commercial rent revenue grows at less than 1%.
c. Operations and maintenance expenses grow at 3%. This is approximately the long
term Portland area CPI for this type of expense
d. Debt service is the established payment schedule for each of the debt issues.
e. CIPs are the annual average expenditure required for each garage and was determined
by the 1996 major maintenance study.
Overall, parking revenues have grown in recent years by about 10% per year. The
reasons for this substantial growth include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

the growth in downtown retail
the very effective Smart Park marketing program
effective management
the high level of customer service the system provides
reasonable rates
reliable availability of short term parking
the February, 1998 rate increase from $.75 to $.95 per hour

Expenditures have grown about 2-3%. This expenditure growth is due to:
a. inflation
b. increasing maintenance needs of an aging system
c. increased staffing to serve the growing number of customers
The difference between the revenue growth and expenditure growth is reflected in the
increase in the size of the Fund Balance. This Fund Balance has in the past constituted
the systems operating and maintenance reserves, and has been the resource for system
expansion, in particular, the two story addition to the 4th and Yamhill garage.
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Operational Objectives
The Citys basic objective is to accomplish the Smart Park Mission. We use the
following strategies to do so.
a. High quality customer service. Specifically, this means such things as ensuring an
adequate number of well trained attendants to provide courteous, efficient service when a
customer leaves. We want to minimize the length of time they have to wait, and to make
their interaction with us as pleasant as possible. In addition we want them to feel safe and
secure in the garage, and want them to have as clean and well maintained a facility as
possible. This level of service gives us satisfied customers who will return to the garages
and recommend us to their friends.
b. High quality maintenance. This means keeping the elevators (which are very heavily
used) operating virtually non-stop, replacing burned out lights promptly, repairing
damaged sections of the garage quickly and completely, removing graffiti promptly, etc.
It also means ensuring that the major and very expensive subsystems of the garages
(lighting systems, structural systems, revenue control equipment, etc.) are repaired and/or
replaced on a regular basis. Again, customers will feel more comfortable knowing that
their garage can be relied on to function safely and effectively. We also keep our
maintenance costs as low as possible by staying current and not having to fund inherently
costly deferred maintenance projects.
c. Effective marketing. Smart Park operates in a very competitive environment. As part
of downtown, we compete with the suburban malls for shoppers. For those motorists
who do come downtown, we compete with privately owned garages and on-street meters,
especially on evenings and weekends. We also face the challenge of the relatively
widespread but incorrect perception that downtown parking is unavailable, inconvenient,
expensive, and generally a hassle. We must sell the convenience and attractive price of
Smart Park if we are to meet our mission. Thus an aggressive marketing program is
essential.
d. Effective management. The Association for Portland Progress has provided a
consistent, high quality level of management service. Through careful planning and
attention to detail, they have ensured that customers have received the service they expect
and the City demands. APP has also provided careful and effective coordination with the
downtown business community, which depends heavily on the success of the garages to
promote their own business objectives.
e. Planning and Development. The Bureau of General Services and the Parking
Management Group (which consists of representatives of the Bureau of General Services,
Office of Transportation, Office of Finance and Administration, and Portland
Development Commission) assesses parking demand and develops funding and
development strategies to ensure critical short term parking needs are met.
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Fund Balance/Reserve Policy
The Fund will maintain three reserves:
1.
2.
3.

An operating reserve of 10% of one years total budget, not counting debt
service.
A major maintenance reserve of one percent of the replacement value of
the garages, which was about $700,000 for FY 99.
A capital construction reserve. Its size will be determined as described in
the Annual Update.

Operating Reserve
The operating reserve standard is the level recommended by the Government Finance
Officers Association. They recommend 5-10% depending on the level of risk. The
appropriate point on that range depends on our assessment of the nature and degree of
financial risk for the system. The risks to the City in the parking business are relatively
high. They are:
a. Smart Park operates in a competitive environment, which is rare if not unique in
government. The competition comes from privately owned garages, parking meters, and
especially suburban malls where parking is free. An economic downturn or other
financial distress suffered by downtown business would be directly reflected in parking
garage usage and revenues.
b. The City is in the parking business because we are expected to take on a level of risk
that the private sector is not willing to assume. Short-term parking is not inherently
profitable if the rate is to remain affordable. In fact the Citys experience in all of our
garages but especially Old Town shows that we must expect losses in the early years if
not the life of the garage debt. Affordable short-term parking is critical to the success of
downtown. Our rates must always be below market so that this important public
objective can be achieved.
Given this inherently risky financial environment, a relatively high reserve is warranted.
It will ensure that the system continues to remain financially healthy almost regardless of
the social or economic environment.
The operating reserve will be used for the following purposes:
1.

To maintain service levels when economic, social, or other conditions
cause usage and revenues to decrease.

2.

To fund investment opportunities that will allow the City to take
advantage of business opportunities that will increase service and/or
reduce costs.
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Major Maintenance Reserve
The major maintenance standard is similar to one used in Oregon statutes that sets reserve
requirements for non-general fund state facilities. Facilities such as parking garages that
are exposed to the elements are especially prone to maintenance problems, as the Citys
experience shows. If we are to maintain a high level of reliability and customer service,
we must be able to respond to any maintenance problem quickly. This reserve assures
our ability to do so. Note that this reserve is in addition to the ongoing maintenance
budget for the garages.
The maintenance reserve will be used for the following purposes:
1.

To fund one time, emergency, or unanticipated expenditure requirements
that cannot be covered by the major maintenance or operating budget.

2.

To maintain major maintenance project funding levels in the event of
unanticipated revenue reductions.

3.

To provide adequate cash flow when major maintenance projects exceed
the annual average for them established in the CIP and major maintenance
plan.

The Fund will not maintain a replacement reserve. By completing major maintenance
projects each year replacement of the facilities can be deferred for a substantial period of
time.
If the operating and maintenance reserves are lower than these amounts the Fund will use
higher than budgeted revenues and/or lower than budgeted expenditures to replenish the
reserve. If within one year the reserves are not replenished to the levels required by this
Plan, the City will raise rates in an amount sufficient to bring them up to those levels
within two years.
Capital Construction Reserve
The purpose of the Capital Construction Reserve is to fund, in part, the construction of
new parking facilities. The Citys experience shows that a new facility cannot be built
and operated at a break even basis for a long period of time, if at all, given the rate policy
that we have. Accordingly, a reserve is needed to provide the subsidy needed to allow a
new facility to break even.
If the capital construction reserve is not fully funded, BGS will evaluate the Fund
Projection as part of the Annual Update to determine if forecast net revenues of the
system will be sufficient to provide the cash financing needed for new facilities, by the
time those facilities are forecast to be needed. If the Update shows that the Reserve will
not be fully funded, the City will consider raising rates to fund it. This increase may
10

occur prior to the expected construction of the new facilities. However, if an early rate
increase would have a negative impact on the achievement of the Mission and Goals of
the system, the increase may be deferred until needed to pay debt service and operating
expenses of the new garage.
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Policies Regarding Uses of Parking Revenues
Expenditure Policies
1. The City will continue its policy of spending sufficient funds on basic services such as
attendants, security, janitorial, minor maintenance, and marketing to ensure that
customers consistently receive a very high quality level of service.
2. The City will continue its policy of carefully planning and funding major rehabilitation
and maintenance of the garages so that they will continue to provide a high quality,
consistent, efficient, and reliable service for the indefinite future. The City will update
and implement those plans each year.
3. All expenditures will be consistent with the Systems values established by the
Strategic Plan, and will support the Mission and Goals set by the Strategic Plan.
4. The priority for the use of parking system revenues is as follows, and as reviewed in
the Annual Update.
a. Operations and maintenance of all garages.
b. Debt service on the garages.
c. Funding the garage Operating Reserve and Major Maintenance Reserve.
d. Debt service on the Streetcar bonds.
e. Continuation of the ongoing transfers ($1,256,000 in FY 99-00) from the former
Autoport Fund to the Transportation Fund, adjusted for inflation. However, if future City
financial plans show that these transfers are no longer necessary, or are no longer the
most efficient way to meet PDOT expenditure requirements, this priority may be
changed.
f. Funding the Capital Construction Reserve.
g. Funding other parking and traffic improvement projects, and assisting other Central
City improvement projects such as high density, affordable housing, as allowed by state
law.
Policy regarding determining the amount of a fair return
The City Attorney has advised the City that ORS 223.845 (6) allows Payment to the
City of a fair return on its investment in the facility for the purpose of making additional
parking and traffic improvements. The Attorney also advised that the determination of
what a fair return means in dollars is an administrative decision.
There are two approaches to determining the amount of a fair return.
1. A conservative approach would be to use the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
(CAFR) values to determine the amount of the investment, and use the PUC formula for
rate of return for regulated utilities (9.6%) as the rate of return. For FY 1998-99 this
approach allowed an annual return of about $3,700,000 (including the Autoport).
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2. Another approach would be to use replacement, or market value, and the PUC rate of
return. This allowed a FY 98-99 return of about $4,100,000.
Use of CAFR values seems excessively conservative, because they do not reflect the true
market value of the property. If the City were to sell the garages the net proceeds would
be construction cost of an equivalent facility, plus land value, less depreciation and
outstanding debt. This suggests that the market value approach is more realistic.
Accordingly, the policy is that the amount that is made available for these improvements
is limited to the rate of return allowed by the PUC for regulated utilities, applied to the
market value of the garages. The City may raise rates to fund these projects, consistent
with the other goals and policies in this Plan and other Plans. The policy by which
specific parking and traffic improvements will be funded will be established in the
Annual Update.
Other policies regarding use of net revenues
The construction of the two new floors at 4th and Yamhill, plus the probable construction
or acquisition of a new garage, create a new and higher level of risk for the system. The
financial projections for these new facilities show that they will be financially successful.
These are reasonable forecasts, but they are only forecasts. Furthermore the financing of
the Streetcar creates a new and substantial claim on the resources of the Fund.
Accordingly, in order to ensure that the system successfully absorbs the new facilities no
new expenditures, i.e., additional parking facilities or additional transfers to the
Transportation Fund, will be made until the City assesses not only the performance of the
new parking facilities, but also the impact of all the other private developments in
downtown on parking demand and revenues to determine the financial feasibility of
making other investments.
The City has funded non garage operations in the Transportation Fund for many years.
This has been in the form of cash transfers from the net revenues of the former Autoport
Fund to the Transportation Fund. The FY 1999-00 level is about $1.2 million. This has
been done without any risk to the Fund, because the net revenues have been more than
sufficient to fund the transfers. This funding level falls well within the fair return allowed
the City. The City will continue this level of transfer in future years, adjusted for
inflation. However, if future City financial plans show that these transfers are no longer
necessary, or are no longer the most efficient way to meet PDOT expenditure
requirements, this priority may be changed.
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Debt Policy
The City of Portland Debt Policy will govern the debt policies and practices of the
Parking Facilities Fund. An important feature of parking system debt is that the revenues
of each of the garages in the Fund are cross pledged to the bondholders of the other
garages debt. Another feature is that the coverage ratio for parking garage debt is
enhanced by the pledge of net parking meter revenues.
The City has consistently used the net revenues of the downtown core garages to cover
the financial shortfalls of the Front and Davis garage, and will continue to do so.
However, the City has never needed to use net meter revenues to support the garage debt
or operations. It is the Citys policy that the garages will be managed in such a way that
whenever possible net meter revenues will not be used in that way in the future.
The coverage ratio required by the bond covenants is 1.5. It is the Citys policy that the
Fund will achieve the ratio on its own, without use of net meter revenues, whenever
possible.
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Rates Policies
Rates will be set to achieve the following objectives:
1.

To meet the systems objectives.

2.

To ensure the financial health of the system.

3.

To ensure that parking is affordable for downtown visitors and businesses.

4.

To implement the City Councils transportation objectives.

The most important rate is the basic rate for short-term (less than four hours) daytime
parking. This rate will be as low as possible to maximize objectives #1 and #3 above. It
will be raised as little as possible, and only when needed to meet objectives #2 and #4.
Short-term rates will be below market. Only City Council Resolution or Ordinance will
adjust short-term rates.
The City will consider the need for an additional increase in the short-term hourly rate as
part of the analysis of the project to site and build or acquire a new east downtown
garage. The City will account for the cost of land, cost of construction, financing costs
and related issues in determining the need for such an increase.
The rate for long-term parking (greater than four hours) and the all day maximum will be
as high as necessary to ensure the availability of short-term space. Long-term parking is
acceptable in order to maintain objective #2, but not at the expense of short term supply.
Generally, long-term rates will be set at or above the market rate for the area.
The rate for evening parking will be set to achieve all four objectives. Market rates will
be a consideration. This means that we will try to be consistent with the market to
maximize revenues, but not if it discourages potential customers from coming downtown
for events.
The rates for monthly parking will be set to achieve objective #2. The City is not in the
business of providing monthly parking, but will do so when short-term demand does not
fill the garages. (In the case of the 1st and Jefferson garage, we will also provide long
term parking to City Fleet vehicles.) Market rates will be used to determine these rates.
Carpool rates for each garage will be set at 75% of the monthly rate for that garage.
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Annual Updates
Each year the Interagency Parking Group (the Bureau of General Services, the Office of
Finance and Administration, the Portland Development Commission, and the Portland
Office of Transportation,) will complete an update of this Plan. This update will:
1. Determine whether or not the system is meeting the Operational Objectives described
in this Plan. If not, the update will include a plan to achieve that objective.
2. Determine whether or not the systems coverage ratio meets or exceeds 1.5. If it does
not, the update will include a plan to achieve that objective.
3. Determine whether or not the Ending Fund Balance is sufficient to fund the systems
operating and maintenance reserves. If it is not, the update will include a plan to achieve
that objective.
4. Determine if the Balance is sufficient to pay the Streetcar debt. If it is not, the update
will include a plan to achieve that objective.
5. Determine if the Balance is sufficient to transfer to the Transportation Fund an amount
equivalent to the FY 1997-98 ongoing transfer $1,163,000 (not including the one time
transfers), adjusted for inflation. If it is not, the update will include a plan to achieve that
objective. If future City financial plans show that these transfers are no longer necessary,
or are no longer the most efficient way to meet PDOT expenditure requirements this
priority may be changed.
6. The Annual Update will assess the need to build additional parking facilities. These
could include any project consistent with the Strategic or Facilities Development Plans.
If there is such a need, the update will include an estimate of when they will be needed,
how much they will cost, and will establish a funding strategy. The strategy will calculate
the amount per year that will need to be set aside to fund the new facilities. For example,
if $5,000,000 is needed 5 years from now, $1,000,000 of the remaining net revenues will
be placed in the Capital Construction Reserve. This Reserve will be set aside to offset the
cost of the new facilities.
7. The update will also assess the need for other parking and traffic improvements that
may be funded by the Parking Facilities Fund, as allowed by state law. Any funds in
excess of the amount needed for the Capital Construction Reserve will be available for
other parking and traffic improvements, as allowed by state law. If the Parking Group
determines that these improvements have a priority over the funding of the Capital
Construction Reserve, it may make findings to Council to that effect in the Annual
Update
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RESOLUTION No.
Approve a Strategic Plan and a Financial Plan for the City owned (Smart Park) parking
garages.
WHEREAS, the City owned Smart Park parking garage system has been very
successful in recent years in meeting the growing demand for short term
parking while at the same time strengthening its financial condition.
WHEREAS, continued demands to increase the supply of short-term parking and to assist
with the financing of other transportation objectives strengthen the need
for careful financial planning to ensure that the system will continue to
successfully meet its objectives.
WHEREAS, the Interagency Parking Group, consisting of the Bureau of General
Services, Portland Office of Transportation, Portland Development
Commission, and the Office of Finance and Administration, have carefully
drafted these Plans to ensure that all system and City objectives are met.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council adopts the attached
Strategic Plan and Financial Plan effective immediately, directs that they be used to guide
decisions regarding the Smart Park system, and calls for the Annual Updates to be
completed as detailed in the Financial Plan.
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APPENDIX F
On-Street Parking Technology Overview

Appendix E
On-Street Parking Technology Overview
Introduction
This report provides the City of Lincoln with a summary of current parking meter technology in use
today. Our intent in providing this background information is to give you a comprehensive overview of
parking meter technology as you prepare for upgrading your on-street meter program. There are
many new features and applications that you should be aware of prior to finalizing you equipment RFP
.
Over the past decade parking meters have evolved significantly from the traditional coin operated
digital meters to a variety of technologies that include credit card enabled devices, centralized pay
stations, and numerous payment methods including pay by cell phone, smart phone applications,
etc.in-car meters, etc.
The graphic below, which appeared in the Wall Street Journal, provides a depiction of the type and
variety of both revenue control devices and enforcement technology. The following sections describe
these technologies, as well as other tools in place today.
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Source: Wall Street Journal

Parking Revenue Control Technology
The following sections provide a summary of current on-street parking revenue control technology
devices, including Pay-by-Space Meters, Pay-and-Display Meters, Credit Card Capable Single-Space
Meters, and Pay-by-License Plate Meters.

Pay-By-Space
Pay-By-Space is a multi-space meter operational methodology that has
EXAMPLE CITIES THAT
grown in popularity over the past decade. The user interface is initially
USE PAY-BY-SPACE:
more complicated, but has definite advantages that need to be
 Riverside, CA
considered when assessing multi-space meter selection and
 Atlanta, GA
implementation.
 Raleigh, NC
This methodology first started
 Tulsa, OK
in the off-street lots as a
 Las Vegas, NV
replacement option for manual
 Cedar Rapids, IA
“slot box” systems. These
simple “slot box” systems
allowed motorists to note the space number where they
parked their vehicle, go to the “pay box or honor box”, and slip
in the proper payment for the amount of time desired into the
slot that corresponded to the space number. This allowed the
lot to be minimally monitored by the parking operator. Once
the electronic version of the honor box was developed (the
Pay-By-Space meter) this methodology then migrated to on-street parking where it has grown in
popularity.
The basic premise of the Pay-By-Space methodology is that the motorist parks in a space, notes the
space number, and proceeds to the closest multi-space meter located near their vehicle. In an onstreet application, there are usually one or two machines per
block face.
The motorist then operates the multi-space meter as directed by
the manufacturer’s instructions. Some of the newer meters have
instructions right on their digital displays, giving the motorists
step-by-step instructions on how to pay for their parking. They
may also offer various options at the time of purchase such as the
ability to add time or use coupons or special payment cards or
codes. The motorist then takes their receipt and continues on to
their destination (without having to return to their vehicle to display the receipt).
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If all the Pay-By-Space machines are networked, the
motorist could actually add more time for their space
number at any meter (not just the one on the block
face where they parked) as long as they did not exceed
the time-limit that applied to their space. The amount
of additional time allowed can be assigned on a spaceby-space basis as defined in the parking policy rules of
the governing agency.
Another important element of a Pay-By-Space system is
the need to number each space. Some argue that this
requirement defeats the use of multi-space meters to
“de-clutter” the streetscape.
In some southern environments with warmer climates
space numbering can be accomplished by painting
space numbers on the pavement or curbs. However, in
northern cities with significant snow accumulation,
pole mounted signs are a requirement.
Benefits of Pay-By-Space
1. The motorist does not need to return to their
vehicle to display a receipt as proof of payment.

EXAMPLES OF WELL DONE
PAY-BY-SPACE SIGNAGE

The above photo is from Ann Arbor,
Michigan e-park program.

2. Enforcement can utilize handheld devices that
allow the enforcement staff to note which spaces
are not paid for (or generate a report from each
multi-space meter), allowing them to enforce
more efficiently than visually inspecting each
meter.
3. Used in conjunction with in-street space sensors,
occupancy data can be generated for statistical
analysis projects for a given area. This data could
be useful in determining actual number of
vehicles that occupied a given space for a defined
amount of time (i.e. a 24-hour period). The data
could also aid in determining the amount of
revenue collected for the space, and how much
potential revenue could have been generated for
that particular space, in the specified time period.

The photos above are from the on-street
program in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. One
positive element of this Pay-By-Space
signage is how they incorporated the City’s
wayfinding signage “downtown district
identifiers into the parking space signs.

4. When the Pay-By-Space system has been
networked, payment can be made anywhere
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within the system. The advantage being, the motorists can make additional time payments at any
machine that is operational rather than just the machine near their vehicle.
5. Pay-By-Space systems can offer “pay-by-cell phone” as an option. This option works by the
motorist calling a designated phone number, which requires a first time setup. Once the account
is activated and tied to a credit card, the motorist pays for their space via their phone.
6. Pay-By-Space systems can also allow motorists the option to “add time” to their current parking
space by using a cell phone. This feature is optional, but is seen as a real customer service
enhancement. This feature can be set so the motorist cannot park longer than the time limits
allow.
7. Pay-By-Space systems have been shown to increase parking revenue up to 40%. This growth in
revenue is generated thru more efficient enforcement, freedom of payment (coin, bill, credit
card, smart card and cell phone) and a reduction in “borrowed time” from the previous motorist.
8. Pay-By-Space systems provide a less cluttered streetscape while also reducing the amount of
infrastructure that needs to be installed. Wireless operations provide standalone systems and
remote access to control rates, occupancy and enforcement.
9. Reduces meter maintenance and collections costs. The wireless Pay-By-Space meter can notify
you when collections or maintenance are necessary.
10. The Pay-By-Space system software can provide an audit trail both electronically and on paper to
prevent theft or fraud in collections.
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Disadvantages of Pay-By-Space
1. Motorists forget their space number and
have to return to their vehicle to remind
themselves of the space number.
2. Motorists enter the wrong space number in
the machine and receive a violation. After
using the wrong space number, the motorist
will return to their vehicle, likely finding that
they have received a citation for an expired
meter even though they have paid for the
parking. The motorist then will have to
follow an adjudication process, showing
payment to appeal the citation.
3. If the spaces are not properly marked, this can lead to problems with the overall performance of
the system. Such problems as those systems in cold weather where the pavement markings or
numbered sign posts will be covered by snow and ice. Confusing space signage, as in the photo to
the right, would also create significant problems.
4. Regardless of what type of numbering system is used, the numbers are subject to vandalism,
wear, abuse, and errors. Any or all of these can negatively affect system performance.
5. In very large cities, numbering systems can get confusing and difficult to manage as well as
adding to the maintenance budget.
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Pay-And-Display
The Pay-and-Display system has the greatest portion of market share in the US, partly because it was
the first model introduced. The motorist parks, then walks to a multiEXAMPLE CITIES THAT
space meter operating in Pay-and-Display mode. The motorist then
USE PAY-AND-DISPLAY:
pays for the desired duration of parking using coin, cash, credit/debit,
 San Antonio, TX
or smart card and receives a receipt for payment. The parking patron
 Austin, TX
then returns to their vehicle and displays the receipt on the dashboard
 Denver, CO
or window with the expiration time visible. The displayed receipt proves
 Portland, OR
to the enforcement staff that the space has indeed been paid for
 Seattle, WA
through the time printed on the displayed receipt.
There are several reasons for the more widespread application of Payand-Display systems:
 Pay-and-Display has been in use longer than Pay-By-Space.
 Europe uses Pay-and-Display almost exclusively and only recently have they even considered
Pay-By-Space.
 Pay-and-Display is favored for areas that have significant snowfall in the winter. This is because
it is more problematic to keep space numbers visible (a requirement for the Pay-By-Space
methodology) with snow or ice on the ground. There are also potential problems with snow
removal tools accidently causing damage, or vandalism to the numbers used in a Pay-By-Space
system.
 Pay-and-Display is a simpler technology to manage as an owner and use as a patron.
Benefits of Pay-and-Display:
1. Pay-and-display is a relatively simple operation, from both the motorist and the maintenance
point of view. There are no space numbers to assign to spaces, less street clutter from signage
and no maintenance required for space numbers.
2. In this approach, you are buying “time” not a “space”. This can be an advantage because you
have what is referred to as “portability of time”. For example, if you paid for 2 hours and came
back to your car after 45 minutes, you could drive to another location and park, and the receipt
would still be valid for the additional 75 minutes.
3. There is also an argument that because you don’t’ have to designate specific spaces that you can
actually increase the number of spaces on a block face. This would depend on a number of
factors including available space, number of existing spaces, and typical vehicle space. If you
consider that to gain one space you would need to add approximately 20’, there would need to
be a lot of space reduction per block face.
4. Eliminates motorist confusion regarding space numbers.
5. All payment forms are available to Pay-and-Display operations, with the exception of Pay- byPhone. The original transaction could be paid for using Pay-by-Phone systems but an interface
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with the machine would have to be developed to produce a receipt for display, which could be
problematic.
6. Pay-and-Display systems have been shown to increase parking revenue up to 40%. This growth in
revenue is generated thru more efficient enforcement and freedom of payment (coin, bill, credit
card, smart card). Additionally, unmarked streets could potentially allow for greater capacity and
higher revenue.
7. Pay-and-Display systems provide a less cluttered streetscape while also reducing the amount of
infrastructure that needs to be installed. Wireless operations provide standalone systems and
remote access to control rates, occupancy and enforcement.
8. Reduces meter maintenance and collections costs. The wireless Pay-and-Display meter can notify
you when collections or maintenance is necessary.
9. The Pay-and-Display system software can provide an audit trail both electronically and on paper
to prevent theft or fraud in collections.
Disadvantages of Pay-and-Display:
1. Motorists must return to the vehicle to display the printed receipt as
proof of payment. This requirement is more problematic in certain
environments with extremes in temperature, heat, snow and ice
conditions, or extremes in topography.
2. While the use of electronic devices to issue citations is compatible in
Pay-and-Display operations, visual inspection of each displayed receipt
is required to determine if the vehicle is in violation.
3. Pay-by-Phone is not readily compatible with Pay-and-Display operations
as there are no space numbers to associate with the vehicle.
4. With Pay-and-Display the motorist cannot add to the amount of time
paid for parking without having to return to their vehicle to purchase additional time, which then
has to be displayed in their vehicle.
5. Vehicle sensors and related technologies are problematic in combination with Pay-and-Display
meters. Since there are no assigned space numbers (or in some cases even defined spaces) it is
difficult to track parking occupancy, duration of stay and other key factors.
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Credit Card Capable Single-Space Meters
A viable alternative to multi-space meters that provides many of the
primary benefits (at least regarding improved customer payment
options, ease of use and back-end software support) is credit card
capable single-space meters. Currently, only a few vendors provide
the option to retrofit current single-space meter housing with an
electronic mechanism that can perform on-line credit card
transactions as well as continued acceptance of coin, smart card and
cell phone payments. Credit card capable single-space meters need
to meet the Payment Card Industry (PCI) security standards. Credit
card transactions are encrypted and authorized, and only the last
four digits of each credit card number are stored within the meters
for security purposes.

EXAMPLE CITIES THAT USE
CREDIT CARD CAPABLE
SINGLE-SPACE METERS:
 Austin, TX
 Los Angeles, CA
 Washington, DC
 San Francisco, CA
 San Diego, CA

Benefits of Credit Card Capable Single-Space Meters:
1. Because these new meters look like the
conventional single-space meters that everyone
knows, there is little to no special training needed.
2. Also, because they are so familiar looking,
everyone intuitively knows that if you park in a
space with a meter, that payment is expected
(unlike with a switch to multi-space meters where
the meter may be half a block away).
3. From a convenience perspective, the meter is
located immediately at the head of each stall with
no need to walk to a multi-space meter (and
potentially back to the car to display a receipt).
4. The meters provide multiple customer payment options including electronic payment methods
(i.e., credit cards, smart cards, etc.).
5. Increased credit card/smart card usage translates to reduced coin
collection and handling.
6. Previous installations have demonstrated significant potential to increase
the average revenue per meter by allowing for payment by credit card.
7. Improved security due to cashless transactions and reduced need for coin
collection, counting and handling.
8. Reuse of existing meter bases and poles for implementation of meters.
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9. Meter rates and schedules can be automatically and electronically updated to new meter heads
using GIS and RFID technologies.
10. System rate programming and utilization data can be downloaded from a central location.
Disadvantages of Credit Card Capable Single-Space Meters:
1. Higher up-front cost for credit card capable meters than for conventional meters.
2. Credit card companies charge transaction fees ranging from 1-3% for large volumes and 3-6% for
smaller merchants with low volumes.
3. Ongoing costs for wireless services and management system access.
4. Credit card number information could potentially be skimmed if physical access is obtained to the
credit card reader’s circuitry and the reader is tapped.
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Pay-by-License Plate
Pay-by-license plate is an operating methodology
EXAMPLE CITIES THAT USE
that has been brought from Europe to the U.S. and
PAY-BY-LICENSE PLATE:
Canada. Rather than using space numbers, this
 Washington, DC (pilot study)
operating method requires motorists to pay for
 Pittsburgh, PA (implementing soon)
parking by entering their license plate number (as
 Whistler, British Columbia, Canada
well as parking zone, if applicable) into a multi Calgary, Alberta, Canada
space meter or cell phone payment system.
 Missoula, MT (Off-Street)
While this works well in Europe, this methodology
has been slower to take hold in the U.S., due to U.S.
license plate numbers. Europe uses a standard license plate with straight-line numbers assigned by
country. Europe does not allow vanity plates or special characters. In the U.S. the numbering systems
varies by state with special plates, vanity plates, special characters and other items that complicate the
entering of the “number.” The success of the system will be contingent upon motorists remembering
their own specific license numbers, and the ability of the system to accept specialized information.
Below are the fundamental steps in the pay-by-license plate/zone process:
1. Vehicle parks in a zoned area





Each metered space is located within a zone, with signage indicating zone numbering
Motorist uses multi-space meter or Pay-by-Phone option for payment
Motorist enters zone and license plate information
Motorist pays applicable parking rate

2. License plate and payment information stored in a real-time database



License Plate Recognition (LPR) equipped vehicle patrols zones
LPR Patrol takes digitized picture of parked vehicle’s license plate

3. License Plate Recognition Patrol Communicates with system database




Database informs LPR Patrol of vehicle’s payment status
If expired, a violation with photo, is processed and mailed to the vehicle owner
LPR Patrol continues route enforcement
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Calgary is a great example of a successful implementation of this operating method in North America.
In Calgary, the pay-by-license plate process utilizes both multi-space meters and pay-by-cell phone
technology. For parking enforcement, the system incorporates a mobile License Plate Recognition
(LPR) system. The LPR system allows the City to gather parking utilization data by date, time and zone.
This data allows the City to better analyze parking usage, needs and enforcement patterns.
Additionally, the City is able to effectively adjust parking rates to encourage short-term on-street
parking while encouraging long-term
parkers to utilize less expensive off-street
parking facilities.
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Benefits of Pay-by-License Plate:
1. Pay-by-License Plate cleans up streetscape by
eliminating traditional per space meters.
2. Pay-by-License Plate eliminates the need for
numbering spaces
3. Pay-by-License Plate provides the flexibility of
taking your time with you to another parking
space, similar to that of Pay-and-Display.
4. Reduces human error in enforcement and allows
enforcement officers to patrol larger areas in less
time.
5. Applicable with Pay-by-Phone integration for
additional time and warnings for time expiration.
6. Versatility in payment options and locations. Pay-by-License Plate allows the motorist to pay at
any location.
Disadvantages of Pay-by-License Plate:
1. Most motorists don’t have their license plate memorized.
2. Requires additional License Plate Recognition equipment and software to be installed in order to
assist enforcement.
3. License Plate Recognition does have a margin of error in when reading license plates.
4. Public perception of the license plate recording as a violation of privacy.
5. In cold climates with snow and ice buildup on and around the license plate can render the License
Plate Recognition almost useless.
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Additional Payment Technologies
The following sections provide a summary of additional payment technologies that can be used as
either an add-on, or in some cases, a standalone payment method. These technologies include Pay-byCell Phone, Smart Cards, In-Car Metering, and one of the newest payment methodologies, Smart
Phone Applications.

Pay-by-Cell Phone
The Pay-by-Cell Phone system is just as it sounds – once the motorist
EXAMPLE CITIES THAT USE
has parked their vehicle, they then call a phone number, send a text, or
PAY-BY-CELL PHONE:
use a smartphone application to begin the transaction. Once the

San Francisco, CA
transaction is initiated, the customer will enter the space number
 Washington, DC
they’re parked in and then complete the transaction. There is an initial,
 Albuquerque, NM
one-time set-up where the credit card number is matched with a phone
 Denver, CO
number and a license plate of the vehicle(s) on the account. After the
 Long Beach, CA
initial setup, the system then uses caller ID to match the user with the
account or another type of account ID.
Pay-by-Cell Phone has been in use for a few years, however, the latest
utilization numbers indicate that only 3% of those parking in a location
that supports this technology use it on a regular basis. However, many parking professionals see this as
the parking technology with the great potential going forward.
The big advantage of this type of system is the ability to “add” time remotely from your cell phone,
especially in commuter lots. If the motorist, who planned to stay half an hour, decides to extend their
trip for additional shopping or dining, they can call the number provided and “add” time to their
parking to avoid a violation. Once the customer has paid for the maximum time allowed (per posted
time limits) adding more time is not allowed.
Benefits of Pay-by-Cell Phone:
1. Eliminates the need to carry cash or coins when parking on-street
2. Warning text messages notify the motorist that their meter time is close to expiring and allows
them to extend time remotely from anywhere, including a local restaurant or store.
3. Eliminates the need to stop at a meter to pay - simply
identify your parking space number, dial the appropriate
enforcement number and proceed to your destination at the
same time.
4. Receipts can be viewed and printed online from your
established Pay-by-Cell Phone account.
5. Handheld devices notify enforcement officers exactly where
and when a time will expire and allows them to proactively move in that direction.
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Disadvantages of Pay-by-Cell Phone:
1. Not everyone has a cell phone.
2. Requires each space to be numbered and if not properly marked this can lead to problems with
the overall performance of the system. Such problems as those systems in cold weather where
the pavement markings or numbered sign posts will be covered by snow and ice. Confusing space
signage would also create significant problems.
3. Each motorist is required to set up an account with a credit card number linked to that account.
4. Some external companies that operate the payment processing can charge fees per transaction
or apply a monthly user fee.

Smart Cards
Smart cards provide a mechanism to pay for parking (and potentially
other services) with a single card. Merchants sell the smart card, and
load/reload value on the cards with cash or credit/debit, similar to how
a gift card works at retail stores. The Smart Card is then inserted into
the parking meter and the cost of parking is deducted from the Smart
Card.
Benefits of Smart Cards:
1. They are very convenient for users - no need to carry coins or
tokens. Some cards even utilize contactless communications.

EXAMPLE CITIES THAT USE
SMART CARDS:
 Denver, CO
 Charleston, SC
 Boston, MA
 Des Moines, IA
 Philadelphia, PA

2. Improved security due to cashless transactions and reduced need for coin collection, counting
and handling.
3. Reduced vandalism because parking revenues are stored
electronically instead of in coin format.
4. They can be used with other systems or as a new “stand
alone” system.
5. The parking system receives payment “up front”.
6. Motorists receive receipt whenever parking time is purchased.
7. Unique card numbers provide for additional features such as
disallowing extra payments with the same card past the legal parking time limit, and refunding
unused time back to a card.
8. Cards can be used to promote an image or brand.
9. Merchants participate in value chain “economics”.
10. Pricing flexibility on rate increases.
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Disadvantages of Smart Cards:
1. Value is stored in the card, and if the card is lost or stolen, the value is lost.
2. Customers must purchase cards in advance.
3. Limited locations where value can be added (if user cannot add time via cell phone or online).
4. Smart card programs are generally not economically viable unless widely utilized by a large
portion of the target market.
5. There is a high implementation and operation cost for the smart card system.
6. Interoperability with other agencies’ smart card systems can be challenging.
7. Smart card programming can be hacked to obtain unlimited free parking on the card.
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APPENDIX G
Developing a Retail Parking Support Strategy

Appendix G
Developing a Retail Parking Support Strategy
Based on our review of background materials and stakeholder feedback, the provision of short-term,
retail supportive parking has been an on-going issue for downtown San Marcos.
Our recommended approach of creating a more robust and comprehensive parking management
organization would place a significant emphasis on the development of a more effective and
comprehensive retail parking support program. Specific strategies and approaches are outlined below.

Characteristics of Effective Retail Parking
Revitalizing retail in a downtown setting is one of the most difficult elements of downtown revitalization
to get right. Convenient, plentiful and easily accessible parking is especially critical to the success of
retail in a downtown area.
What is often overlooked or underestimated in retail revitalization projects is a comprehensive “retail
parking strategy”. In many cases this will involve significant investment in new parking infrastructure or
at least a restructuring or reallocation of existing parking resources. Once the parking supply issues
have been addressed, a wide range of parking management strategies should also be considered.
Taking a comprehensive approach to downtown retail parking is important because of the significant
differences in the downtown environment compared to “the competition” i.e., suburban malls or the
big box store approach. The suburban malls and big box stores have several obvious advantages over
downtowns.






Plentiful land on which to provide cheap (perceived as free) surface parking
Simple, easily understood access characterized by direct line of sight from the parking lot to the
store(s)
Generally high levels of service as expressed through short walking distances, more generous
parking stall widths, etc.
Single ownership/control and dedicated parking resources
More ability to control employee parking behaviors through direct management

Downtowns have, in recent years, seen unparalleled success in their revitalization efforts. It is interesting
to note that this success has not gone unnoticed by the shopping center industry. They have adapted
their strategies to stay competitive. There is only one enclosed (now considered “old style”) mall under
construction in the US this year. The new trend for shopping centers is “Life Style Centers”. These new
shopping destinations emulate the character and features of “genuine downtowns” or “main streets”.
They often have all the amenities of downtowns and few of the “warts”. The worst that can be said of
them is that they lack that ineffable quality that comes with time, history and the diversity of a real
downtown. They may feel inauthentic and “cookie cutterish”. However, they usually have plentiful, well
located and (very often) free parking.
While we can rarely start with a “clean slate” in downtown environments when it comes to parking,
there are some basic principles relative to effective retail parking strategies that can be employed to
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give retail a fighting chance in the downtown. The key elements of a downtown retail parking strategy
are outlined below:

I.

On-street Parking – As the most conveniently located parking assets (and therefore the most
valuable), effective management of on-street parking is critical. This generally includes:



















On-street parking being prioritized for short-term, visitor parking.
On-street parking being priced higher than off-street parking.
Having an effective and consistent parking enforcement function – the primary goal of which is
to enforce the rules designed to promote on-street space turnover.
Having an effective combination of time-limits to support the specific uses on downtown
retailers. For example, coffee shops and dry cleaners have different needs than restaurants and
clothing stores.
The use of easy to read/color-coded time-limit stickers on meters is a simple but important tool
that lets drivers know the time-limit of an on-street space before pulling in to park.
Having an effective downtown loading zone plan to support retail deliveries.
Implementing a fine structure for on-street parking that is more forgiving to the occasional
violator and more aggressive toward the real problem – repeat long-term parkers taking up
what should be short-term parking.
Defining a well-developed legislative framework that supports enforcement practices (such as
having a local ordinance that requires vehicles to move more than 1 block face after moving
from one time-limited space to another.)
The use of new parking enforcement technologies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of enforcement efforts, such as computerized parking enforcement hardware and software
programs and mobile license plate recognition systems with GPS capability.
Consistent but unpredictable parking enforcement routes.
A combination of on-street parking rates, fines and enforcement that ultimately promotes a
consistent 15% vacancy rate for on-street spaces. Having a 15% on-street vacancy rate is
considered important because it makes the downtown area appear to be more accessible and
encourages potential customers to stop and shop if they see a well-designed storefront that
appeals to them.
In combination with the strategy above, providing signage about the availability of off-street
retail parking is also important so that customers feel they have choices.
The use of new on-street parking meter technologies that provide more customer-friendly
payment options (this can either be multi-space meter or new single space meters that accept
credit or debit cards) is becoming a primary strategy for downtowns. This has been aided by
technological advances that incorporate wireless communications and solar power to reduce
system installation costs.

II. Off-street Parking – In a downtown environment the primary issues related to retail parking are to
provide large, easy-to-find reservoirs of parking within close proximity to the retail cores or corridors.
Small pockets of off-street parking may be useful for those who frequent the downtown area, but
these resources are not adequate to effectively support a successful retail “hot spot”. Specific issues
for retail parking include:
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As much as practical, retail parking reservoirs should be located within line-of-sight of the retail
anchors and very convenient to the contiguous retail corridors.
The street level of retail parking structures should be designed to maintain the street-level
activation of the area by incorporation retail into the at-grade level. To support this primary
design criterion, higher first floor heights should be planned.
To the greatest degree practical, designing for a higher parking facility level of service of “user
comfort factor” is recommended. Creation of a defined set of parking garage design criteria
with higher levels of service for short-term retail is recommended. These design criteria include
such items as more generous parking bay and stall width dimensions, end-bay turn radii, floor-tofloor heights, enhanced lighting, etc.
For a parking facility that is specifically designed to support a retail patronage, “user comfort
factors” of A or B are recommended.
Direct connections from the retail parking structure to a retail anchor (via skybridge, for
example) are desirable features.
The perception of safety and security is critically important for a retail parking facility.
Recommended design strategies for improving parking facility security include: glass-backed
stair and elevator towers, adopting enhanced lighting levels (in excess of IES minimum
requirements), painting interiors white to improve lighting reflectivity and enhancing the feeling
of openness, securing the areas beneath stairwells, etc.
Effective wayfinding and facility signage is essential. Parking signage should be a significant
element of a comprehensive wayfinding program. As we do a better job of architecturally
incorporating parking into mixed-use facilities, sometimes we “hide the parking” too well.
Because of this, enhanced parking facility entrance signage is also very important.
Other interior facility enhancements such as creative level-theming concepts, interior wayfinding
and level identification signage can also help make garages more colorful, visually interesting
and aid patrons by making it easier to remember where they parked. This approach can also
be used to connect with other community groups – for example some communities engage
local artists by using garage level theming projects as art competitions. Similar projects include
turning bike racks and bus stops into opportunities for community art.

III. Overall Parking Management - From a management and operations perspective, there are many
effective strategies that downtown parking programs can employ to better support the larger
community’s strategic goals. Parking programs too often become focused on parking facility
revenues or enforcement quotas to justify their programs. The best programs are those with a
broader perspective and that align their policies to help the communities they serve achieve
success. Often, by doing this, they achieve an even higher level of success themselves – both in
terms of stimulating additional traffic (and therefore parking revenue) and also by becoming a
valued and integral partner in the success of the downtown. The following is a short-list of strategies
to frame the possibilities:


Programs such as a “First Hour Free” for public parking facilities can make downtown appear
more visitor friendly while providing both a more equitable program and simplifying the
administration of traditional parking validation programs. While we support programs such as
“First Hour Free” as an element of a larger downtown revitalization initiative, we recognize that
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paid parking in a downtown environment is a basic economic reality. We support the
philosophy that “Parking should be friendly – not free”. In one community where the “First Hour
Free” program was enacted, parking rates were reassessed after four years. The downtown
stakeholders were given a choice of no rate increase, but elimination of the “First Hour Free”
program and they unequivocally wanted to keep the “First Hour Free”. This intrigued us enough
to do some more research. It turned out that in the four years the “First Hour Free” had been in
effect, downtown sale tax revenues had doubled and the average parking transient length of
stay had grown from 2.11 hours to 3.56 hours. Not all of this is direct attributable to the “First Hour
Free” program, but the downtown merchants credited the program as one of the key elements
to the revitalization of the downtown.
Another positive trend in the industry is the reinvestment of a portion of on-street and
enforcement parking revenues back into the districts from which they were generated. This
reinvestment can take the form of financial contributions to downtown organizations to promote
the marketing of the district, investment in specific district projects such as wayfinding projects,
area wide Wi-Fi, flower basket programs, pop jet fountains, banner programs, etc. This
reinvestment makes the districts more attractive and customer friendly and therefore more
successful. It also makes the local merchants more tolerant of needed paid parking and
enforcement programs, because they see the benefits of not only the increased on-street space
turnover, but also tangible downtown improvements that their customers appreciate.
In off-street retail parking facilities the lower levels (or more accurately, the most convenient
parking areas) should be reserved for retail customer use. Employees or other groups should be
assigned to park in other areas of the facility. Depending on the facility design, enforcement of
these allocation strategies can often be enhanced through the use of what is termed “nested
parking areas” using access control gates and card readers.
Improving the training and customer service of frontline parking employees can have a huge
effect because of all the individual “touches” parking staff make with the public on a daily basis.
Training parking staff (cashiers, maintenance and enforcement staff) to adopt the role of
“downtown ambassadors” rather than just parking attendants is a key attitude shift that should
be actively promoted.
Painting the interior of parking facilities and adding color (either through level theming graphics
or even advertisements) can enhance parking facility interior environments and make facilities
feel brighter and safer. Generally speaking parking facilities have been treated as very
utilitarian structures – at best they were dull, grey and functional. At worst, they were dark, scary
and dangerous. Investment in parking facility interior facility enhancements is part of making
downtowns a more interesting and attractive destination.
The use of newer technologies and more customer friendly parking access and revenue control
systems can reduce wait times upon exiting and improve customer service by providing more
convenient customer payment options.
These days there is a both a “real world” and a “virtual program identity” on-line. Enhancing
parking websites with effective tools such as interactive parking maps, on-line payment options,
parking rate, special events and other information is expected these days. An important “best
practice” in this area is a website that provides a comprehensive overview of downtown
including retail and restaurant offering, cultural and special event venues and of course parking
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and transportation info. The best websites have an overall map of the downtown with the ability
to turn on each of the elements above as a “map overlay”.
Leveraging all of these program enhancements into a recognizable parking “Program Brand”
can make people associate all the program enhancements with the public parking facilities
and therefore they are more comfortable with downtown parking. Some communities even
have radio ads promoting their parking system. In some communities the public parking
programs have made such noticeable strides forward that all the private parking operations
were forced to also raise the standards of their operations. We call this the “high tide raises all
boats” phenomenon.
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I ntroduction
Parking as an Economic Development
Strategy?
The idea that parking can be an effective economic development
strategy has gained greater and greater acceptance as innovative
programs from around the country have proven this concept with
many successful examples. We have documented several of these
case studies in this white paper.
However, as the principles have become more accepted many clients
are asking us how they can take this concept to the next level.
»» What new trends are emerging?
»» What are the specifics strategies that have proven to be most
successful?

Leverage
parking
development
to catalyze
additional
community
development.
Having a well-defined
and shared vision
relative to preferred
or targeted types
of development is a
key first step in the
process.
Parking can also be
used as a “platform”
to achieve a variety
of other community
goals, beyond parking
infrastructure.

»» What are realistic ‘return on investment’ ratios?
In this White Paper we will evaluate these questions and many more.

platform
Consider parking as a
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O verview

Several maturing parking programs across the US want to move into
a new phase for their organizations. They are looking for ways to
improve their communities and stimulate additional community and
economic development opportunities by leveraging strategic parking
and mixed-use facility development.
These programs have developed more advanced and sophisticated
planning capabilities in recent years. They have well defined ”parking
analysis zones” and actively monitor changes to parking supply and
demand. They measure and track changes to on-street utilization.
Using pricing and regulation (time-limits, special permitting strategies, etc.) they are managing their limited on-street resources to
maximize their value by promoting turn-over. Price is being used, as
recommended by the noted UCLA economist Dr. Donald Shoup, to
achieve a targeted on-street vacancy rate of 15%.
New technologies are emerging that will greatly change the parking
management landscape in ways that would have been hard to image
even a few years ago. The impact of “smart meters”, wireless sensors,
web-based parking availability data, on-line parking reservation
systems and even satellite-based mechanisms that employ GPS and
GIS “geo-fencing” technologies will combine to create “smart parking systems” that will help reduce green house gas emission, improve
parking availability and make paying for parking easier and more
customer friendly. All of this is even more powerful when combined
with sophisticated new mobile devices such as the I-Phone. Indeed,
at last count there were already 60+ “apps” designed just for parking
related uses. It is hoped that this new data rich world of “smart parking” will allow us to better utilize existing parking resources (and
recapture some the value inherent in the “over-built” parking supply
of the past decades) as well as to begin providing better designed
parking facilities that are integrated with a variety of mixed-uses and
that better complement the urban fabric in which they exist.

Mixed-Use Parking as an Economic
Development Catalyst
There are many variations on the theme of parking as an integrated
use in a mixed-use development project. There is little doubt that
parking is an essential element in the success of these projects. In
many cases, it is often the parking dimension that, from a developers
perspective, makes the project “not pencil”. Parking facility design
and management have dramatically improved in recent years. We
no longer “deaden an entire block or half block in a downtown for
a “vehicle warehouse”. We now see parking facilities more as the
“interface between the vehicular and pedestrian experience”. Parking
facilities are being designed more as “people places” than simply as
dull, grey, utilitarian storage facilities.
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Mixed-Use Parking Design Advances
Architecturally, parking is being developed to better blend into and
even contribute positively to the “urban form”. Several successful
design approaches for integrating parking in urban environments
with other uses are becoming well accepted. These models include:

Parking Design
Approach

Parking
facilities
book-ended
with other
uses

Design Approach
Example

City of
Greenville, SC
Spring Street
Garage

Description: This 912 space, 3 bay parking facility is located at 316 S.
Spring Street, Greenville, SC. This multi-level parking garage, located
adjacent to the Wachovia Building and the Bookends development,
provides monthly, daily and event parking in downtown Greenville.

Parking Design
Approach

Parking
facilities
wrapped
with other
uses

Design Approach
Example

City of
Boulder, CO
15th & Pearl
Street Garage

Description: This 686 space, 2 bay parking facility is located at
15th Street and Pearl Street in downtown Boulder is conveniently
located near the Pearl Street Mall. This multi-level parking garage is
wrapped with retail uses on the street level and office space above.
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The facility provided monthly and hourly parking.

Parking Design
Approach

Parking
facilities
stacked
between
other uses

Design Approach
Example

LoDo District
Downtown
Denver, CO
Wynkoop
Garage

Description: The Wynkoop garage in the LoDo District of downtown Denver is an example of a “stack” garage design with 2 levels
of below grade parking, a destination restaurant at grade, 4 levels of
above grade parking below 4 floors of residential development.

Parking Design
Approach

Parking
facilities
‘below’ with
other uses

Design Approach
Example

The City of
Greenville, SC
Terrace at
Riverplace

Description: The Terrace at Riverplace is located just off of Main
Street and across from the $13.5 million River Falls Park on the
Reedy River in downtown Greenville, SC. The Terrace is part of the
$65 million RiverPlace mixed use development which includes 155
RiverPlace, RiverHouse, The Terrace, and The Hampton Inn and
Suites. The project includes office space, retail space, restaurants, and
condos. RiverPlace also offers underground secured parking with
card access.
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Parking as an
E conomic D evelopment
Strategy?
Best Practices Research
Innovative municipal parking programs, urban redevelopment agencies, business improvement districts and downtown development
authorities have led the charge as it relates to leveraging investments
in strategic parking and mixed-use facility development as a key
strategy to improve their communities and stimulate additional
economic development opportunities.
One key trend we have identified is that many of these parking
programs have developed more advanced and sophisticated planning
capabilities in recent years. They have well defined ”parking analysis
zones” within their downtowns and actively monitor changes to offstreet parking supply and demand. They also have begun measuring
and tracking changes to on-street utilization. Using demand-based
pricing and other creative parking management strategies such as
extended time-limits combined with progressive on-street parking
pricing, pay-by-cell phone options, special permitting strategies, etc.,
they are beginning to manage their limited on-street resources to
maximize their value by more effectively promoting turnover and
also providing enhanced customer services and more flexible parking options. Price is being used to achieve the goal of a 15% on-street
vacancy rate. This has had the related effect of improving access to
businesses, reducing traffic congestion, lowering fuel consumption
and lessening greenhouse gas emissions.
These advances in planning and management are being combined
with another, and perhaps more important trend – a philosophy that
aims at making parking more visitor friendly (and thereby positively
impacting the “overall downtown experience”). It is important to
note however, that “friendly” does not equal
“free”. Parking is never free, even when there
is no direct charge to the customer – someone
somewhere is paying the price for providing
not only the space, but the utility costs, the
maintenance, the management, etc.
As part of the research effort for this project
we focussed on identifying new or creative
approaches to using parking as a tool for
economic development.
Following are a series of interview questions
and responses from several respected industry
professionals.
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R esearch I nterviews

1. What are the current industry best practices and successful
strategies related to parking facility development? How are
these development deals structured?
a. “Generally public/private deals are not unlike pure private
deals insofar as each side has assets to bring to the table to
leverage the assets of their partner. The primary negotiation revolves around how much each side is willing to
offer to get what the partner can provide. Thus it is very
important on the private side to understand what the public interest is for any given project, and tailor a response to
that. Usually it is clearly articulated in a plan (a downtown
plan for example) or in a series of goals in the community’s comprehensive plan.
b. From the public side, it is important to understand how
the developer is structuring a proforma…what market
they are trying to land and where their cost centers and
risk centers are. For example, if a major tenant is insisting on available parking while the lender is insisting on a
certain return ratio, the ability of the public to bring the
parking availability to bear to remove the cost and risk of
building and operating parking from the developer’s proforma, while addressing the tenant’s demand, can make
the difference as to whether a project gets the necessary
bank funding to get off the ground. Understand, however,
that unlike private / private agreements, the public side is
heavily wrapped in legal limitations, public process and
transparency. This comes with the territory, so any time a
private developer wants to leverage their idea by working
with a public entity, they need to build in sufficient time
and resources to work through a lot of the necessary “fairness” limitations the public side has to work with, and be
ready for the “sunshine” laws to come to bear…so lots of
documentation will be necessary.
c. Consider the concept of a “Bridge Investment” rather than
a full subsidy as in the example below. From the public
entity perspective, understanding the “real needs” of the
private sector partner can mean the difference between a
project moving forward or not. Our agency was in discussions with a partner to redevelop a surface parking lot into
a 600,000 square foot mixed-use project. Originally the
developer asked the agency to build them a $12,000,000
parking structure. Ultimately it was determined that the
there was financing gap of $180,000 per year for five years.
Rather than a cash incentive, the agency ultimately agreed
to lease the developer 200 parking spaces/year (which it
had available in a nearby parking facility) for five years
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at no charge (an in-kind contribution of approximately
$1,000,000 in value). This essentially equated to a “bridge
Investment” by the agency that allowed the deal to move
forward.
2. What is the best way to interest potential development
partners?
a. Transformational investments. If an existing property
or area has inherent value that is not being tapped, the
market will already have responded to that and you will
be fending off development proposals. Usually the case is
that the public is trying to interest developers in
property that really does not appear to have inherent value beyond its current use. The way to change
that is for the community to decide on what can be
done on the public side to inject value where there
was none before.
For example, before our Fayetteville Street Renaissance project was funded and under construction,
nobody would take a risk on downtown Raleigh.
After…suddenly a lot of properties were being acquired, new buildings built and everything seems
to have taken on new value and a transformed
market image that generated a lot of tax base. Deciding
what that transformational investment or investments
are is the key. You need LOTS of private sector, market
savvy input before pulling the trigger on expensive public
projects to ensure that there will be a fish on the end of
the hook when you cast it.
b. Boise essentially created a parking district that over-built
supply in strategic locations and then worked on multiple
tracks to stimulate community development to “grow into
it”. We approached parking as a utility to support longterm growth. Under this approach it is perfectly logical to
build capacity ahead of immediate demand needs.
c. Our approach also considered the “idealized build out”
of the downtown based on our downtown master plan.
We developed our parking development plan to support the desired build out. We were guided by two major
principles – first, we desired to keep the public parking
supply between 30 – 40% of the total parking supply. This
approach provides us flexibility relative to attracting new
development and allows us the capacity to address uses
in the realm of the “public good”. Second, we understood
that we would have to make more of our parking investment on the front end of the process.
d. Boise made it to the top of the Forbe’s “Best Places to Do
Business” list by “creating places where people want to
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be”. The combination of integrated parking (all of our
parking is in convenient, mixed-use facilities with activated street-level uses) and a concentrated effort on “place
making” and public realm improvements.
e. We embraced the idea of an “E Zone” or “Energy Zone” in
the downtown core. The synergies created by the downtown environment is large part of our success. Parking,
and specifically parking facility design, is an important
component because it contributes to our compact urban
form and the reduction of surface parking lots.
3. What combinations of financing options are most popular
and most successful?
a. One successful strategy is “Certificates of Participation”.
They offer several benefits. First, they are mortgagebacked, essentially, because City assets are put up as collateral, thus making them low risk and thereby low cost
investment vehicles. We have found them equivalent to
General Obligation financing in terms of cost, without the
necessity of any kind of taxpayer referendum on their use.
b. When putting together public / private partnerships, one
of the benefits of working with the public is that public
sector entities are often more tolerant of longer-term
payback schemes where an asset is provided by the public
to leverage private development, much more so than
equity partners or banks, so this ability to be around long
enough to tolerate a longer horizon is a potential “asset”
that public entities bring to the table.
c. Another option to consider is the “condominiumization
of parking”. Under this scenario the land doesn’t have to
be purchased by either party. The condominium association owns the land and manages the property including
shared expenses and taxes.
4. What combinations of incentives are currently being offered?

The Cube is a unique and
innovative landmark tower that
will occupy a prime location within
Dubai Sports City. Parking condos
are available in the basement level.

a. Right now (due to the economic downturn) we are not
offering a lot of direct incentives, but generally when it
comes to land development, the cost of land is one of the
first things the developer goes after. If the public can acquire land and then re-sell it at favorable terms, this helps
leverage a private proforma.
b. Many communities provide cash incentives based on jobs
or total investment. Some believe that this rarely determines whether the project gets built, particularly in a
downtown. Usually after the private side team has already
determined where it wants to build, then it goes after as
much cash as it can leverage out of the elected officials.
c. Parking is a favorite downtown leverage tool, as it is a
business the public is often already in and it is usually
(unless you are in a REALLY big or very enlightened marPa rk i ng Pl a n n i ng W h it e Pa p e r S e r i e s • D e c e m b e r 2 012
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With capital funds in short
supply, public investment can
sometimes make the difference
with “projects on the bubble”.
The key is often understanding
the real estate equation. The
agency needs to understand
where to draw the line.
Sometimes, the fact that an
incentive is offered at all is as
important as the amount.

ket) a key factor for lenders as to whether they will finance
a project. Co-development with transit stations for those
communities with a fixed-guideway transit system is also
a huge incentive to partner with the public.
5. What specific options are seen as producing “win - win” scenarios for different communities?
a. Deals that are structured where there are documented returns to the public are often easiest to justify…a cash flow
that can be documented such as specific tax base enhancement commitments, creation of permanent jobs if a major
employer is involved, etc.
b. On the other side, developers need to see both a short
term (this current project is profitable in the short run)
and a longer term (this deal will potentially spin off more
deals with the same public entity) benefit from playing
ball with the public sector. This is often why working with
local developers with more of a stake in the success of the
local market sometimes works better than going after the
big, national development entity who may flee the market
if times turn bad.
6. What are the common obstacles that tend to sour these
public-private partnerships?
a. Unrealistic expectations…on both sides. Also an unwillingness to trust. There is no way you can write down every
last contingency in a deal. All deals involve some level of
trust on both sides. This has to be clear up front, and a
commitment made to work through things in the middle
when something unexpected comes up. The best thing to
do is to talk clearly about how to deal with unexpected issues, not to try to anticipate all of them and write them all
into an agreement up front.
b. The public sector is all about process and fairness. There
will be multiple committee meetings. The design will
likely be micromanaged to some degree. It is very important for private side entities to build this extra time into
the project schedule and make sure somebody on their
team is good at navigating the public process.
7. What types of deals should public agencies avoid? Why?
a. Avoid anything that involves putting the public in the role
of primary risk-taker. Risk analysis in land development
is not something public sector agencies do particularly
well, and in a public/private deal it should be made clear
up front that the public is not in the entrepreneur role in a
typical deal. That should be the private sector entity’s role,
and the public risk ought to be clear, simple, and limited…the major financial benefits may need to go to the
private side but the primary risk should be there also.
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b. Public entities also ought not to make their decisions
based on a glorious vision of a very cool development.
Instead, the decision should be made looking at a spreadsheet and a balance sheet. The key success factors on public / private developments revolve around the strength of
the private side financing package and the predictability
of behavior of the public side partner. To the extent these
can be maximized, the likelihood of the project being a
success is enhanced.
8. What creative combinations of land uses have produced special benefits for their communities?

And if you are really creative,
your parking garage can
compliment your new library
very nicely (Kansas City Public
Library Parking Garage)

a. Projects that attract the young as well as the working age
public. Kids bring parents. Parents bring money and come
back on the weekend if they like what they see. Youth
brings energy.
b. Libraries are excellent tools for attracting kids, as are
museums. Places to have big outdoor parties that generate lots of press (New Year celebrations, food celebrations,
concerts, etc.) are great compliments to retail and office as
well as urban residential. In Boise, housing projects have
generated the greatest amount of “spin off” benefits.
c. Sports venues bring lots of people but beware…they also
tend to spawn lots of surface parking that kills life around
it when an event is not taking place. The best public
investments we have made in Raleigh have SYMBOLIC
value! The reconnection of iconic architectural views
between the state capitol and the performing arts center.
A major artwork that can be seen on the skyline, creating
a postcard view. These things change the way people think
about a place, and lift everyone’s boats.
9. From a planning perspective, are there new concepts or
specific development code approaches that encourage creative
urban designs and special partnership opportunities?
a. “Form-based” codes often work well in dense urban areas,
by creating an emphasis less on land use and more on
form, relationship of the building to the street, density
and amenity access. Having a rehabilitation code option
that applies realistic building code standards to old buildings means more investment in historic buildings that
bring character and interest to a city.
b. Most of the incentives that might encourage more publicprivate arrangements would happen on the state level in
states that govern the activities of cities. The ability of
public entities to engage in private projects is often limited
by “no-competition” limitations or by restrictions on the
ability of the community to provide tax or fee incentives
for projects with a public benefit.
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C ase Studies
Case Study #1
The Ashley Mews Project
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Ashley Mews was one of the first downtown developments since
the early 1980’s. The city owned a piece of land at the intersection
of Main/Packard and wanted to sell it for redevelopment with the
goal of seeing at least some affordable housing units (80% of AMI)
included as part of the project.
The Ann Arbor Downtown Development Authority (DDA) helped
facilitate the conversation between the City & the developer (Syndeco
is the real estate arm of Detroit Edison). Final arrangement had a
9 story office building with first floor retail and penthouses on the
top, and approx. 50 stacked townhouses of which 8 are permanently
affordable.
The developer brought 120 of their own underground parking
spaces, but needed 100 more parking spaces plus some gap financing.
The DDA provided some funds toward the affordable
housing units and additional funds toward the project’s
pedestrian improvements to make the numbers work.
We gained a wonderful mixed use project that made it
possible for Detroit Edison to bring 400-500 high paying
jobs (the building houses all the energy company’s
subsidiaries such as Detroit Edison Nuclear, Detroit
Edison Wind, etc.) plus more than 50 new downtown
residents (the penthouses were a slower sale because the
space wasn’t built out and residents clearly had trouble
understanding what $1 million was buying them).

Lesson Learned:

1. The City must know what it wants up front in a development
deal like this so we can understand if it’s worth providing a
limited public asset (lots of public parking spaces) to accomplish their goal.

2. If possible, use these public/private arrangements to clean
up previous mistakes (before the DDA took over parking,
the City had given away parking permits in a contract for 3
renewable 20 year terms at the cost of operations plus bond
payments. The bond payments were ending/if we hadn’t
revised the agreement the developer would have been paying
$10-20/month for permits that cost other downtown users
$100/month).
3. Consider all the elements that can make a project work, not
just the parking elements.
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4. Supporting Documents:
a. Ashely Mews Development Agreement
b. Ashely Mews Parking Agreement
c. Ashely Mews Planned Unit Development (PUD)
Agreement

Case Study #2
“BoDo” Development
Capital City Development Corporation, Boise, Idaho
The Capital City Development Corporation (CCDC) is the urban
renewal agency in Boise, Idaho. The CCDC manages three separate
districts in the downtown area as well as managing the off-street
public parking system.
CCDC has a stated goal of a 5 to 1 return on infrastructure investments. With the recent completion of the so called “BoDo” (Boise
Downtown) project, they leveraged $15.5 million dollars in public
infrastructure investment (The Civic Center parking garage
[$8,000,000], the Myrtle street garage [$6,000,000] and a $1,500,000
investment in streetscapes) in return for $87,000,000 in private
development – a 5.61 return on investment!
Beyond this initial success, the “BoDo” project also generated
another $650,000 in tax increment financing revenues that the
CCDC will reinvest in downtown and the project is generating
an additional 1,000 parkers per day for an estimated $800,000 in
additional parking revenue per year. It is also worth noting that the
“BoDo” project brought several targeted types of development to the
downtown including a 17 story residential development, a multi-plex
cinema and a new hotel.

Lessons Learned:

1. CCDC has successfully used “parking development as a catalyst for other development”

2. They have a defined expectation ( 5 to 1) relative to parking
and other infrastructure investments.
3. Their standard agreement is a “blank page”. Be flexible. Consider all options,
4. Housing/Residential development projects have more spin-off
benefits.
5. Their parking strategy was based on an “idealized build out”
of the downtown based on the downtown master plan. Their
parking development plan is designed to support the desired
build out.
6. Goals: Keep the public parking supply between 30 – 40% of
the total parking supply & realize that more parking investment is needed on the front end of the process.
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Case Study #3
Village Green
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Village Green is the Ann Arbor DDA’s most recent development
project. The City distributed an RFP to sell/redevelop the site of our
oldest parking structure. The Village Green project was selected and
plans include a multi-story apartment building with an underground
public parking structure.
The development agreement was
much simpler than the Ashley Mews
Project discussed above. The DDA
formulated early what it was willing
to provide to make this deal work
($100K per unit for up to 4 units of
affordable housing to 60% AMI =
$400,000 and exact dollar amounts
for what it would pay to have the
underground parking structure
constructed ($35,000/above ground
space + $45,000/below ground
space). This eliminated negotiations
later on, as the developer bids on the
property were made knowing that
these were the only two sources of local funds for the project.
Currently the DDA has no developers on its board so knowing the
cost up front made sense for us. Since we no longer had folks on the
board with real estate experience to negotiate for us.

Lessons Learned:

1. If the developer is building a public parking structure as part
of this public/private development, come to an agreement up
front on what the DDA or City is willing to pay per parking
space since it is virtually impossible to delineate what is/isn’t
part of an underground parking structure (earlier developers
wanted to charge the DDA for their construction crane costs,
all costs to bring utilities to the site, etc.) Once this price is
established, it makes it easier to sort between various bids for
the site since the variables are reduced.

2. The DDA /Village Green parking agreement has us providing
73 spaces for monthly parking + 73 flex parking spaces, leaving some number for public parking. The flex parking numbers made the banks happier about providing financing since
the project has more parking spaces per unit - even though
the flex spaces can only be used at night.

Supporting Documents

1. Village Green Parking Agreement
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A P rimer on Economic
D evelopment for the
Parking P rofessional

For Parking Professionals to understand and effectively interact with
Downtown and Economic Development Professionals, it is important
that we become familiar with their worldview and the tools they use.
The history of recent economic development strategies in Downtowns can be traced to the passage of the Urban Development Action
Grant (UDAG) legislation in 1977.

Recommended Reading:

»» Economic Development in Local Government
Roger L. Kemp

»» The High Cost of Free Parking
Donald Shoup

»» Planning Local Economic Development
Edward Blakely

Summary of Economic Development Tools
Economic development practices have evolved from a limited number of inducements to the use of many diverse, yet highly focused,
incentives.
»» One-Stop Permit Process
»» Business Assistance Programs
»» Enterprise Zones
»» Development Standards
»» Business Retention Programs
»» Small Business Development
(Incubator Programs)
»» Low-Cost Financing
»» Zoning Changes or Variances
»» Mixed-Use Preferences /
Density Bonuses
»» Tax Rebate Programs
»» Redevelopment Areas
»» Tax Increment Financing
Districts
»» Land Subsidies
»» On-Site Improvements
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»» Subsidized Parking, etc.
»» Off-site Improvements
»» Infrastructure development
»» Economic Development Corporations

Economic Development 101
Economic Development Incentives

The following summarizes some key elements and specific tools used
in the development of a community economic development strategy.
»» Political Philosophy
• The underlying political philosophy of elected officials
frequently recognizes the need stimulate economic development.
• A political philosophy of self-reliance, recognizing the
need to expand the city’s tax base and create jobs, sets the
political background against which all economic develop
activities occurs.
»» Political Climate
• The climate created by a local government’s political
philosophy may serve to entice development. Elected officials favoring economic development, or specific types
of projects, may make their intentions known through a
number of different methods. News travels fast about the
availability of economic incentives to the private sector.
»» Positive Staff Relations
• The ability of a government’s staff to work with the
development community can create a healthy business
atmosphere.
• The time spent by the staff explaining the rules, trying to
work with property owners, and negotiating within predetermined guidelines fosters a positive relationship with
the private sector.
»» One-Stop Permit Process
• Many local governments have implemented a one-stop
permit process to facilitate the processing of development
applications. Rather than make applicants go to several
locations to obtain permits, they are issued at one central location. This saves the private sector both time and
money when seeking approval of development plans.
»» Business Assistance Programs
• Because of the increasing number of economic incentives
offered by local governments, this type of program makes
information about all incentives available at a single location. Existing staff members are educated as to all proPa rk i ng Pl a n n i ng W h it e Pa p e r S e r i e s • D e c e m b e r 2 012
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grams and resources. This information is made available
to both existing and new businesses.
»» Enterprise Zones
• A phrase which refers to an area targeted by local government officials for development. They are typically blighted
areas, ones where jobs are needed or increased revenues
are desired. Economic incentives may be offered in specific areas, subject to approval of the elected officials.
»» Development Standards
• Local government officials have the power to alter many
development standards, such as parking, lot coverage,
setbacks, and landscaping, to name a few.
• Requirements may be waived, or lowered, depending
upon the type of development and the agreement negotiated. These changes usually require the approval of
elected officials.
»» Business Retention Programs
• These programs are designed to monitor the economic
climate of important businesses and industries in a community.
• Staff members make contact with failing enterprises, offering financial and technical assistance as appropriate.
This helps maintain a healthy business climate where jobs
and revenues are important.
»» Small Business Development
• Sometimes referred to as “incubator” programs, both the
public and private sectors are creating developments that
offer amenities to attract and foster the growth of small
businesses.
• These amenities include low-cost rental rates, small office
spaces, shared secretarial services, etc.
»» Low-Cost Financing
• Various forms of low-interest financing are available to the
private sector. These programs typically save the developer
a few percentage points below market lending rates.
• The project is usually the security for the loan, and the
payments are normally made by the property owner.
»» Zoning Changes
• Local elected officials may approve an upgrade to the zoning applicable to a site, thereby permitting a higher land
use. Frequently, single-family residential zoning may be
upgraded to multiple-residential, industrial, or commercial, depending upon the location of the site and the type
of development desired by the community.
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»» Mixed Land Uses
• Zoning within particular areas is usually standardized
to protect property values and to separate different land
uses.
• A trend is developing to permit commercial uses in residential developments, and vice versa, in order to generate
additional revenues and jobs. Mixed land uses have been
more popular in central city areas.
»» Density Bonuses
• Many local governments are offering increased dwelling
unit densities in selected areas. The number of residential
units permitted can be increased, thereby enhancing the
value of the development.
• Greater building densities can make a community more
attractive to the development community.
»» Tax Rebates
• Local governments may provide tax rebates as a development incentive. Rebates typically involve property taxes,
sales taxes, business taxes, utility taxes, and so forth.
• The amount returned, and the duration of the rebate, is
subject to negotiation and usually based on the economic
benefits generated by the project.
»» Redevelopment Project Areas
• Redevelopment projects are formed in blighted areas targeted for economic revitalization. The property tax base is
frozen upon formation.
• As development occurs the increased property taxes,
called tax increments, are spent in the project area to attract more businesses.
»» Tax Increment Financing
• In redevelopment project areas, the additional property
taxed (i.e. , tax increments) received after the base year
can be spent in several ways. They can be used, with appropriate approvals, to finance on-site and off-site improvements, provide land subsidies, and for the acquisition of property for private development.
»» On-Site Improvements
• Although not as frequent, tax increment revenues can
be used to finance on-site improvements on projects in
redevelopment areas. Surface parking lots and parking
structures are the most common types of improvements.
• An agency’s financial participation, ownership rights, and
maintenance responsibilities are subject to negotiation.
»» Land Subsidies
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• In redevelopment areas, tax increment funds may be used
to purchase land for private development. This cannot be
done outside of legally designated redevelopment areas.
• The extent of an agency’s subsidy, which may be as high
as 100 percent, is subject to prior agreement. Desirable industries, generating jobs and revenues, frequently request
such subsidies.
»» Economic Development Corporations
• Local governments, frequently together with business
groups, have formed this type of nonprofit organization.
• Their purpose is to offer low-interest financing and
economic development assistance to the private sector.
Several smaller agencies, which may have limited funds
and staff expertise, commonly band together to form
such corporations.

Benefits
»» The direct and indirect economic benefits of private development to a community can be substantial – especially for larger
projects.
»» These benefits include:

Government
Ministries

Regional
and Municipal
Associations

Business
Development
Organizations

• Increased user fees, property
and sales taxes

Vocational
Training

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

• Number of jobs created
• Expansion and improvement
of the economic base

National
Employment
Services

• Diversification and an improved ability to withstand
economic uncertainties

Chambers of
Commerce
Leveraging
Resources

PRIVATE SECTOR
COMPETITIVENESS

COMMUNITY
ECONOMIC
RENEWAL

Trade
Unions

MGOs

• Creates a means of raising
revenues without raising taxes
»» The direct and indirect economic
benefits of private development to
a community can be substantial –
especially for larger projects.
»» These benefits include:
• Increased user fees, property
and sales taxes

Social
Service
Agencies

Private
Sector
Associations

Municipal,
Local, and
National
Government

• Number of jobs created
• Expansion and improvement
of the economic base
• Diversification and an im-
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proved ability to withstand economic uncertainties
• Creates a means of raising revenues without raising taxes

In Summary
»» When considering how parking can best contribute to our
larger community strategic objectives or specific economic
development goals, we might do well to expand our view
of parking management and take a more macro-economic
perspective.
»» The most innovative and successful municipal parking programs operating today, have embraced a “dual mission” approach, with parking being directly linked to agencies whose
primary goals are downtown management and revitalization.
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S uccessful Strategies

The following are examples of successful parking related strategies
for your consideration.

1. The Importance of Shared Parking
In considering parking as part of any development project, maximizing the benefits of shared parking is an important consideration.
Because of the cost of investing in structured parking, it is in the
community’s interest to get the most benefit from these public fund
investments. Consider, for example, the investment in a 600 space
public parking facility at $30,000 per space – an $18,000,000 investment. This investment could help support a variety different development projects.
The number of projects it could support depends on several variables
such as project size, proximity to the parking facility, types of users
and significantly the combination of land uses.
This is significant because of the combination of land-uses defines
the potential for shared parking. Certain land-uses, because they
offer complementary (i.e., not overlapping) peak parking demand
accumulation periods can provide greater shared parking benefits.
One of the best examples of these “complementary land-uses” is
hotels. Because the typical peak parking accumulation for hotels
occurs overnight as opposed to, for example, an office use which has
its parking accumulation peak between 10:00 AM and 3:00 PM.
Consider this theoretical development scenario:
Development Description:

A moderate sized mixed-use development
Land Use

Units

Parking
Demand Ratio

Parking
Requirement

Office

40,000 Sq. Ft.

4 spaces / 1,000 Sq. Ft.

400 spaces

Retail

10,000 Sq. Ft.

4 spaces / 1,000 Sq. Ft.

40 spaces

Hotel

200 Rooms

1.25 spaces / Room

250 space

TOTAL:

650 spaces

The following graphs illustrate the typical parking accumulation
patterns for office, retail and hotel. The patterns for office and hotel
are virtually inverse of each other. Through the application of shared
parking, virtually, the entire 250 space parking requirement can be
accommodated in the parking provided for the other uses during the
daytime peak, because they will not be in use during the hotels peak
period.
Let’s assume that the hotel will have management, operations and
some restaurant staff on duty during the day. Still it would be reasonPa rk i ng Pl a n n i ng W h it e Pa p e r S e r i e s • D e c e m b e r 2 012
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Office - Shared Parking

able to assume that, for this specific development, that a
parking demand reduction of 200 could be applied.

Weekdays
Saturday

A shared parking policy would allow a 200 space reduction
from the original 650 spaces (based on individual land use
components – treated as if they stand-alone developments).
200 spaces at the stated construction cost of $30,000 per
space equals an investment value of $6,000,000.
The two additional graphs below show examples of shared
parking summaries with different combinations of land
uses.

Hotel - Shared Parking
Weekdays
Saturday

Graph # 1 is an example in which there are no complementary land uses and therefore no shared parking benefit. The
parking accumulation patterns for all of the land uses in
this example have mid-day and mid-week peaks.
Graph #2 is an example in which the hotel and cinema land
uses offer off-setting parking accumulation patterns when
combined with the convention and retail uses.

1200

This approach also encourages a broader
assessment of proposed development economic impacts including: initial project
value, jobs creation (short-term and longterm), property tax impacts, estimated
sales tax contributions, and potential for
stimulating additional development or
community investment.

1000
800
600
400
200

GRAPH #2

Projected Parking Accumulations
by Land Use Categories

12 PM

Retail

6 AM

Research

1 AM

11 PM

9 PM

7 PM

5 PM

3 PM

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Hotel

Retail

Convention

11 PM

12 AM

9 PM

10 PM

8 PM

7 PM

6 PM

5 PM

2 PM

1 PM

11AM

9 AM

10 AM

8 AM

0
7 AM

1 PM

Medical Office

Hour of Day

Office

11 AM

9 AM

7 AM

Hour of Day

0

4 PM

1400

The incorporation of shared parking as
an integral element of a community’s
parking policy and supports investment
in parking infrastructure.

Projected Parking Accumulations
by Land Use Categories

3 PM

GRAPH #1

Cinema
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2. Consider Parking as One Element of a
Larger Transportation System (Not a
Separate Category Divorced From the
Larger Transportation Equation).
Eliminate the all-too-common issue of putting parking into its own
“silo”. Our focus should be on developing an “integrated access
management strategy for downtown” that supports other community
goals such as “walkability”, congestion management, promotion of
alternative transportation modes, environmental responsibility, and
the creation of “places for people”.

Key Issues:

a. Define the key elements of a comprehensive and integrated transportation/access management strategy for the
community.
b. Define key metrics and access management strategy goals
c. Develop measurement strategies and tools.
d. Conduct measurements and establish the current baseline
in primary access categories such as parking, transit, light
rail, bikes, walking, carpools/vanpools, etc.
e. Parking specific criteria might include: parking supply/
demand, public vs. private supply, Tempe specific public
parking demand ratios, on-street utilization (for example,
manage to achieve 15% availability), parking supply
within walking distance to key demand generators, etc.

3. Downtown Business Strategy Scorecard
Approach with Integrated Parking Policy
Objectives
Agencies or departments charged with downtown development and
revitalization, recognize the need for both a long-term strategic plan
and a specific, action-oriented business strategy to guide decisions
on the use of public resources. We recommend integrating parking
as an additional element to this approach.
One goal of developing a downtown business strategy is to establish
specific targets for housing, office, retail and hotel development
within the urban districts. This business strategy would ideally
reflect the shared vision for the downtown and the community
at large as defined in a downtown strategic or master plan. Often
times, the vision is created from an amalgamation of a variety of
plans and studies (Downtown Housing Strategies, Retail Studies,
Transportation Plans, Comp Plans, etc.)
In conjunction with this strategy, the creation of “Business Strategy
Scorecard” tool is helpful for reinforcing the primary strategy goals,
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tracking progress and documenting accomplishments. To the right
is an example from the Capital City Development Corporation in
Boise, ID.
A business strategy score
card template is provided
at the end of this document (Appendix A) that
also incorporates several
key parking elements. In
addition to the standard
business score card
documentation, this
tool has columns to
reinforce the following
goals:
1. There are often
many potential
development
projects to
consider, but
prioritizing
those projects
that help move the community
forward in the desired direction and that may deserve special consideration is important. These projects that are well
aligned with the strategic vision for downtown growth and
development or those projects that are “transformative” for a
specific area, are the types of projects where providing parking as an incentive can be appropriate and justifiable.
2. Another important dimension of this approach is that by
having a defined set of community or district development
goals, you are educating the development community on the
types of projects that the City and downtown district will
respond to favorably. Developers that actively research community development goals and priorities and attempt to align
their overall project components to contribute to the defined
district vision improve their chances of development plan approval. When this works well, everyone wins.

4. Development Review Processes
Creating standard processes and forms for evaluating development
proposals can help both staff and decision makers. Through the
development, use and refinement of these forms, for various types
of projects or stages of project review, can lead to more efficient and
effective development review processes.
In our research for this White Paper, we found some interesting
examples. We have included three examples of development review
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forms that you might find useful. These forms address three typical
levels within the development review process:
»» Preliminary Plat Review
»» Residential and Commercial Development
»» Rezoning

In urban
environments
where
transportation
infrastructure
has matured,
there are a
host of creative
transportation
alternatives
being
implemented
to better
manage parking
demand and
improve overall
access.

We have also drafted a specific review form for Parking. All of these
forms incorporate a graph that is automatically generated as the
electronic version of the form is completed. These forms should be
considered templates or guides. We recommend that planning and
administration staff review these forms and modify them to meet the
unique needs your specific communities. Printed versions of various
development review forms are provided in Appendix B. Electronic
versions will be provided on CD or via email.

5. Integrated Access Management
Strategies
In urban environments where transportation infrastructure has
matured, there are a host of creative transportation alternatives being
implemented to better manage parking demand. One of the most
progressive of these programs is Seattle Children’s Hospital. Some of
their innovative program elements include:
»» Commute bonus for alternative commute--up to $65/month
»» All daily parking charges--no sunk cost related to monthly
parking pass *
»» Company Bike’--Free bike for employee who commits to bike
to work at least 2 days/week
»» On-line commute management system that allows employees
to claim commute bonus, see parking charges and plan alternative commute trips and find carpool/vanpool partners, etc.
Other key parking planning and management issues that today’s
healthcare facility and parking/transportation professionals are
dealing with include:
»» Adopting new planning criteria designed to right-size parking
supply
»» Implementing effective demand management strategies
»» Leveraging new parking technologies to enhance efficiency
and customer service
»» Development of new shared parking strategies
»» Assessment of new parking funding and development
approaches
»» Reconsidering campus parking allocation strategies, and
»» Reassessing paid parking and parking management alternatives.
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6. Benchmarking for Quality
Born out of the Total Quality Improvement (TQI) movement,
benchmarking and best practices are closely tied to customer service
and effective management initiatives. Listening to your customers,
understanding their needs and concerns, developing an entrepreneurial attitude in your staff at all levels, developing cultures built
on respecting and rewarding individuals and having clearly stated
missions and values are keys to developing quality and successfully
managing change. Some of these concepts are reflected in the Statements below.
»» Probably the most important management fundamental that
is being ignored today is staying close to the customer to satisfy his needs and anticipate his wants.
»» A very important element of the track record of successful
companies is an ability to encourage the entrepreneurial spirit
among their people, pushing autonomy remarkably far down
the line.
»» The excellent organizations have a deeply ingrained philosophy that says in effect: Respect the individual - make people
winners - let them stand out - treat them as adults.
»» Every excellent company is clear on what it stands for, and
takes the process of value-shaping seriously. In fact, it may
not be possible to be an excellent company without having the
right sort of values and living them every day.

Benchmarking

Benchmarking tells us whether we are moving in a direction that is
consistent with the changes in our industry. It does not mean that we
should be moving in that same direction, but it provides a point of
reference.
Originally, a benchmark was a mark made by a surveyor on a
permanent surface as a reference point among other reference points
in a series to denote altitude and location. These marks make today’s
topographic maps possible. For business and governance, the term
is broader, but is analogous to the original meaning. Charles Christ
said after he became vice president of Digital Equipment Corp.:
”The purpose of benchmarking is to gain a
sustainable competitive advantage. Specifically, know
yourself. Know your competition and best in class.
Study them. Learn from them, and be ready to adopt
their best practices… to your process.”
Benchmarking is an ongoing, systematic methodology for identifying, measuring, and comparing the work processes of another
organization with your own in order to bring about internal
improvement pertaining to processes. It shows management what
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to concentrate on. It centers efforts on the processes where there
is the greatest return - where the gap is greatest between current
procedures and the best performance. It is a methodology, which, at
least, will provide overwhelming evidence of the need for change. At
best, it will modify or improve internal processes so that there will be
dramatic improvements in quality, service, and reduced costs.

Internal Benchmarking

Internal benchmarking is used to analyze the practices within
and between departments or divisions in order to identify the best
performance area, and to measure baseline performance. The intent
is to identify the “best” internal processes, and to standardize them
within the organization, if this is feasible. Internal Benchmarking
asks such relevant questions as:
»» How are we doing in terms of our customers or end-users?
»» Is quality and service what we want it to be?
»» Which of our processes should we identify as needing immediate attention?
»» Which departments need help?

External Benchmarking

External benchmarking is concerned with an analysis and comparison with institutions outside one’s organization, and may be broad taking a look at the entire range of organizations, or narrow - taking
a look only at the specific competitors or agencies who are most
like your own institution in terms of size and philosophy. External
benchmarking will elicit such questions as:
»» How are we doing compared with other organizations?
»» How are we doing compared with those organizations, who
are our direct competition?
»» In terms of our goals, which of the institutions in our category
have processes deemed the best in the field?
»» What methods shall we use to extrapolate best in the field
processes in order to apply them to our own needs?
»» What can we do to become best in the field ourselves - if not
now, then in due time?
»» How can we become the benchmark of the future?
This is termed best-in-class benchmarking, and by its very nature
can lead to dramatic progress. The organization not only improves
significantly internally, but also sets the pace for all others. External
benchmarking can also be tricky because it is often hard to ensure
that you are measuring “apples to apples”.

Vertical and Horizontal Benchmarking

Two other types of benchmarking should also be mentioned. Vertical
benchmarking compares costs, quality, and productivity within a
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specific department. Horizontal, on the other hand, selects a process
for study which cuts through departmental boundaries, such as the
way travel orders are dispensed, collected, and processed.
Benchmarking can provide an institution with an effective means to
respond to demands for cost containment and enhanced services in a
way that is itself cost effective and quality oriented and compliments
existing improvement or restructuring programs (e.g., business
process re-engineering and or total quality management.)

Four Benefits of Benchmarking

1. Benchmarking identifies the keys to success for each of the
areas selected for study internally. And identifying a problem
is half way to a solution.

2. Benchmarking provides specific quantitative targets to shoot
for. A team can usually make progress when the numbers are
openly shared and examined, because even small changes
show up on the charts and stimulate effort at improvement.
3. Benchmarking creates an awareness of State-of-the-art approaches present in the industry - the best of class.
4. Benchmarking helps organizations cultivate a culture where
change, adaptation, and continuous improvement are actively
sought out, rather than resisted.
We have provided a set of recommended “internal parking benchmarks” for your consideration in Appendix D.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Sample Business Scorecard

Appendix B
Development Review Checklists with Graphs
»» Preliminary Plat Review

»» Residential and Commercial Development Review Checklist
»» Parking Development Review Checklist

Appendix C
Sample Development Agreements – Ann Arbor, Michigan
»» Ashley Mews Development Agreement
»» Ashley Mews Parking Agreement
»» Ashley Mews PUD
»» Village Green Parking Agreement FINAL

Sample Development Agreements – Toronto, Michigan
»» TPA - Carpark 12 to Wittington Properties Limited

Appendix D
Recommended Parking Program Benchmarks
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APPENDIX I
Parking Branding and Marketing Best Practices

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Parking System
Branding & Marketing

Best Practices
Strategies and Tools
For Your Toolbox

Appendix I
City of San Marcos, TX
Downtown Parking Initiative

“Parking Program Branding &
Marketing Best Practices”

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

• Introduction

– L. Dennis Burns, CAPP
• Senior Practice Builder/Regional Vice
President
– 7878 N. 16th Street, Suite 300
Phoenix, AZ 85020
P: 602-944-5500
F: 602-944-7423
C: 480-290-5274
E: dennis.burns@kimley-horn.com
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

 Marketing Program Development Strategies

Best Practices



Goals & Objectives



Communications Issues



Planning Process Overview

 Marketing Program Budget Guidelines
 Tools for Your Marketing Tool Box


Examples of Parking Marketing Best Practices
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The Latest in Parking/Transportation
Web-Sites

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

What can be gained by implementing a
comprehensive parking marketing plan?

Best Practices

 Increased facility usage
 Increased parking system revenues

 Decreased negative perceptions of parking
 Increased consumer acceptance and understanding
of parking
 Increased activity in the downtown
 Promotion of Parking program accomplishments /
contributions
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

What is the Perception of Parking in your
Community?

Best Practices

 Parking is one of the biggest deterrents to downtown
usage.
OR

 Our parking program is a significant contributor to the
success of our downtown.

Consider the possibility that…
 Parking can also be a tool that helps drive increased
usage of downtown or campus offerings.
 What if parking could be turned from an impediment to
visiting to an amenity?
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

What are some of the elements of a
successful Parking Marketing program?

Best Practices

 Coordinated parking system branding

 Consumer marketing/communications
 Internal training and communications
 Public information and public relations

 Usage of parking to drive other downtown usage
 Cooperative strategies/partnerships with other agencies
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Overview of the Planning Process

Best Practices

Situation Analysis and Profile of the Parking Product
Identification of Target Markets

Establish Marketing Objectives
Establish Key Strategies and Tactical Plan
Brand and Image Development
Budget and Timeline Development
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis And Product Profile

Best Practices
 Interviews with customers, stakeholders
 Can be formal or informal
 Analysis of existing research

 Create SWOT analysis
 Identify key issues and challenges
 Coordination with other campaigns
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile

Best Practices

Situational Analysis Keys
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Identify positive program elements



Identify potential issues



Sorting out perception vs. Reality



Seeing the system from various customer
perspectives

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile

Each Facility Can Be Defined as a Product

Best Practices

 Different characteristics are attractive
to different parker groups
 Develop a profile for each facility
 List the characteristics of each
facility
 Generational differences
 National heritage

 Match your facilities to your
customer profiles
 Compare with competing
facilities
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Facility Characteristics

Best Practices

 Distance from generator(s)?
 Garage or surface lot?
 Clearly identifiable?
 External traffic flow?
 Internal traffic flow and parking geometrics?
 Parking availability information
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Facility Characteristics

Best Practices

Security
– Activity levels?
– Glass-backed stair/elevator towers?
– Lighting (levels/distribution)?
– Emergency phones?

– History of security incidents?

– Security patrols?

– Openness/floor-to-floor heights?
– Security cameras?
– Panic buttons?
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile

Facility Characteristics

Best Practices

Physical Condition / Maintenance
– Cleanliness?

– Expansion joints in good
repair?

– Painted Interior?

– Concrete damage?

– Painting and stripping?

– Condition of elevator lobbies?

– Signage and wayfinding?

– Drains clear?

– Landscaping (CPTED compliant)?
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile

Facility Characteristics

Best Practices

Rates
– Rates at competing facilities (local/regional)
– Surface vs. structured?
– On-street vs. off-street rates?
– Validation programs?
– Rate structure Options?
• Merchant validations
• Front-end loaded
• One-hour free programs
• Back-end loaded
• Holiday programs

Enforcement
– Parking fine structure
– Negative perception mitigation strategies

14

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile

Facility Characteristics

Best Practices

Amenities
– Attendants on duty?
– Valet parking?
– Car wash?
– Battery/flat tire services?
– Shuttle service?

15

– Dry cleaning/laundry?
– Audio books?
– Customer service patrols?
– Frequent parker programs?

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Facility Characteristics

Best Practices

Use of Technology
– Traditional attended facility?
– Automated pay stations?
– Pay-by space options?
– Pay-by cell phone options?
– Automatic vehicle identification (avi)?
– Credit card in / credit card out?
– Credit card payment for monthly/daily patrons?
– Use of internet-based payment options?
– Parking availability information
– Parking reservation services
16

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Understanding Customer Travel Patterns and Preferences

Best Practices
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Perception vs. Reality

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Understanding Customer Travel Patterns and Preferences

Best Practices

42% travelled under
½ mile

86% travelled under
2 miles
Underestimated
local market by 2/3

18

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Understanding Customer Travel Patterns and Preferences

Best Practices

Overestimated
importance of
the car by 80%

19

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step One: Situation Analysis and Product Profile
Understanding Customer Travel Patterns and Preferences

Best Practices
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step Two: Identify Target Markets

Best Practices

Possible Target Markets Include:
-

21

Consumers (specific types)
Store owners/employees
Key stakeholders (board, DDA, city management, etc.)
Parking staff: management and operations
Media

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step Two: Identify Target Markets

Best Practices

Develop a customer profile
- Info to match parker needs to services provided
- Understand the wants and desires of your customers
- What role do they play in the market?

22

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step Two: Identify Target Markets

Customer profiles

Best Practices
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Visitors
• One-time or frequent • Male or female
• Regular
• All of the above
• Length of stay
• Individuals with
disabilities
– Short-term
• VIPs
Employees
– All day
• Principals
– Multi-day
• Senior
– Week or more
management
• Middle
management
• Staff
• Clerical
• Hourly / Transient

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step Three: Establish Program Objectives

Best Practices

 Enhance parking revenues
 Improve awareness levels of specific programs/offers (I.E.
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validations, free parking on weekends, etc.)
Service measurement
Usage of marketing programs
Customer satisfaction survey
Awareness of program contributions

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Step Four: Establish Strategies
Tactical Planning

Best Practices

 What are you trying to achieve?







Increase downtown utilization
New technology introduction
Change the perception of inadequate parking supply
Change the perception that parking is over-priced
Facilitate a parking rate increase
Educate the community on parking issues

 How will you execute your parking marketing program?
 What specific promotions, collateral materials, advertising,
etc. will be needed?

25

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Defining your Parking Brand?

Best Practices

 What is your parking brand?
 More than a parking system logo!
 Parking brand — what sets your parking program apart?
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Can your brand have a personality? Yes!
What is your brand’s core message?
What is your brand’s voice?
What is your brand’s look/feel?

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Program Budgets

Best Practices
 The average US parking system branding and marketing
budget is $6.00 - $10.00 per space per year.
 Average US Parking Program Marketing Budget $35,000
– $60,000 per year.
 The largest US parking system branding and marketing
budget we have documented was $21.00 per space
per year.
US High

US Average

$1 --- $2 --- $3 --- $4 --- $5 --- $6 --- $7 --- $8 --- $9 --- $10 --- $11 --- $12 --- $13 ---- $14 --- $15 --- $16 --- $17 --- $18 --- $19 --- $20 --- $21

$ Per Parking Space Per Yr.
27

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Execution and Measurement

Best Practices

 Before setting out on a marketing program try to

establish a set of goals
 Prior to rolling out the campaign do some base-line
measurements
 Customer surveys
 Facility utilization statistics
 Parking and/or area sales tax revenues
 Etc.
 Following the campaign, reassess program goals and
re-measure key benchmarks

28

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

In Summary… Now that you have analyzed
your operation, your environment and
developed customer profiles - now comes
the hard part….

Best Practices

Don’t try to communicate too much
Develop a simple core message for each campaign
Target different audiences with distinct messages
Parking marketing campaigns can be multi-faceted and
multi-dimensional
 Find the right voice!
 Image is everything – use graphic design professionals
 Monitor program impacts
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Developing Your Marketing Plan
Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Ideas For Your Toolbox

Best Practices

Examples of Parking Marketing from
around the U.S. and Canada.

30

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices
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Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Portland’s Smart Park Branding and
New Technology Intro

Best Practices
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Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Toledo’s Park Smart Program

Best Practices

Cash Key
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices
Parking Positioning Taglines
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Toronto Parking Authority

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Parking Educational Materials

Best Practices
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Toronto Parking Authority

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Parking Educational Materials

Best Practices
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Toronto Parking Authority

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

New Technology Introduction

Toronto Parking Authority
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

New Technology Introduction

Best Practices
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Toronto Parking Authority

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

New Technology Introduction

Best Practices
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Republic Parking –
E-Ticket Express

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

New Technology Introduction

Best Practices

Process Is Important !
•
•
•
•

40

Get stakeholder input
Use parking greeters
Give warnings
Provide good information

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

New Technology Introduction
41

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

New Technology Introduction
Pay-On- Foot Systems

Best Practices

Effective
Signage
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Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

New Technology Introduction
Pay & Display Systems

Best Practices
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Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Express Pay Parking

Press Releases
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PRESS RELEASE
06 June 2003
"PAY-ON-FOOT" - MAKING PORTLAND AIRPORT
PARKING MORE CUSTOMER-FRIENDLY
The Port of Portland is introducing Pay-On-Foot parking to
improve customer service at Portland International Airport.
"We believe that people visiting the airport and using the
parking facilities should be encouraged to relax and stay
longer rather than being ever conscious of the fact that they
have bought a parking ticket and need to be back to their cars
by a certain time. If people stay longer they can enjoy more of
the airport or see their loved ones off.
With the "Pay-on-Foot" system people take a ticket when
entering the park deck and upon their return they simply pay
for the time they have used, at a machine in the terminal. The
machine validates their ticket for exiting the park deck, and
can also provide change if necessary. The machines are also
capable of using smart card technology, opening up all sorts
of opportunities for the future. "Pay-on-Foot" is a much more
customer-friendly system and has been adopted by many
airports across the country. It also reduces the time spent in
line at peak times exiting the parking deck or lots and also
has positive environmental impacts by reducing the time
vehicles spend idling in exit lines.
We support the extension of Park & Ride and the use of light
rail and see the introduction of the "Pay-on-Foot" system as
another important part of the overall strategy of enhancing
the visitor experience through accessibility, transportation
alternatives and advanced the use of technology for all those
who choose to visit Portland.

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

THE IDAHO STATESMAN

Best Practices

Edition Date: 02-09-2004

Our View: Parking plan will
work for customers,
merchants
“Give the Capital City Development Corp.
credit for paying attention to the critics
and coming up with parking fees that meet
the needs of people who work and play
downtown.
The CCDC board will discuss the parking
fee changes today. If the changes are
approved — and they deserve to be —
they would go into effect March 1.
Here’s what we like:
45

…”

Press Editorials

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices
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Educational Videos

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Radio Ads

Best Practices

Toronto Parking Authority
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Parking System
Orientation Tools
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Parking System
Orientation Tools/
Brochures
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Parking System Special Promotions
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Annual Parking Reports
to Promote Parking System Accomplishments

Best Practices
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Annual Parking Reports
to Promote Parking System Accomplishments

Best Practices
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Program “Fast Facts”

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded
“Fast-Fact”
Mission
Categories
3 Focus Areas
Slogan
Strategic Goals
Redevelopment Districts
Urban Renewal Districts
Urban Renewal Projects
Parking System
Parking Facilities & Long-Term Debt
Board of Commissioners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staffing
Whose Job Is it?
Phone Numbers
Budget
Top 10 Policy Positions
Budget Highlights
Selected Boise Rankings
Address/Phone Numbers
Website

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Parking System Logos

Best Practices
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Parking System Signage

Best Practices
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Parking Meter Angels
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Meter Promotions

Best Practices
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Use meters to promote:
 Downtown Attractions
 Events
 Special Programs
 Transportation Alternatives
 Local Businesses
 Etc.

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing



Best Practices
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“Green Meters” set aside meter
revenues from specific meters for
various purposes.
Some systems create special
meters and dedicate the
revenues from those meters
for specific community
valued goals. Examples
include:
 Downtown
beautification
 Investment in
sustainability programs
 Support of the homeless
 Support for
women’s/children’s
shelters.

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

“Howdy Partner”
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Warning citations –
creatively marketed
& combined with
parking educational
information.

“Howdy Partner”
Welcome to Downtown
Cheyenne!

Parking Violation Notice
Warning Only
Information Inside:
• How to Avoid Future Parking Citations
• More Information on Downtown Parking
• How to Pay Parking Citations On-Line

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Incorporating Art &
Interior Parking
Environment Improvements

Best Practices
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Parking System
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Incorporating Art &
Interior Parking
Environment Improvements

Best Practices
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Sample Web–Based Communications Strategies

Best Practices
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Sample Web–Based Communications Strategies

Best Practices
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Sample Web–Based Communications Strategies

Best Practices
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Sample Web–Based Communications Strategies

Best Practices
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Sample Web–Based Communications Strategies

Best Practices
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Sample Web–Based Communications Strategies

Best Practices
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Sample Web–
Based
Communications
Strategies
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Sample Web–
Based
Communications
Strategies
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Parking System
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Best Practices

Sample Web–
Based
Communications
Strategies
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Sample Web–
Based
Communications
Strategies
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Parking System
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Best Practices

Web-Based Parking Locators
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Searchable Parking Locator map features on websites
allow customers to zoom in on their areas of interest and
get detailed parking location, contact info, maps, cost
and sometimes parking availability information.

Visit www.greenP.com to see an example
of this website feature.

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Quality Parking Maps
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Parking System
Branding &
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Best Practices
Parking System Maps
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Best Practices
Parking System Maps
Coordinated with
Downtown Promotion
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Parking System
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Best Practices

Parking System
Maps
Linking Downtown
and University
Parking Resources
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Flash Based Mapping Programs

Flash based mapping
programs provide the
ability to map out
walking routes from
parking locations on
campus to specific
destinations and could
also be translated to
walking times.
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Visit www.wisc.edu to see
an example of this
technology application.


Click on the “Campus
Map”

Ruler feature.

Downtown Branding Strategies
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Flash Based Mapping Programs

Best Practices
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E-Newsletters

Best Practices  Even if you don’t have your own parking “E-

Newsletter (and why not?), see if you can tag a
message onto other appropriate E-venues.
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Promote parking
validations.
Links to parking
info/websites.
Promote merchants
that participate in
validation programs.
Promote parking
availability.
Promote alternative
transportation
options.

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices



Some parking systems have developed service programs
through local vendors to provide “VIP” services for
monthly customers. Examples of VIP services include:
Vehicle Washing/Detailing, Oil Changes, Dry Cleaning,
etc.
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VIP Services

The Downtown Toledo Parking
Authority’s VIP program directs
customers to a specific area within their
facilities and to a VIP Services Kiosk.
A form is completed for the requested
service and the vehicle keys are
deposited in a security envelope.
The requested service is completed
while the customer is at work and the
vehicle returned to the VIP area by a
specified time.

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Complimentary
Customer Services

Best Practices



Customer Service Amenity Programs
• Free on-street parking at meters on weekends
• Free parking at meters between 11:00 a.m. and
2:00 p.m., and after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays
• Free lock service for lost or locked-in car keys
• Jump-start service for cars with dead batteries
• Escort service
• Package carrying service
• Downtown Toledo Location maps for customers
• Free candy at exit
• Lock de-icer
• Window washing (at scheduled locations)
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Parking System
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Best Practices

Validation Program Promotions


Many communities have parking validation programs
that are only honored by a handful of merchants. Like
everything else, these programs need to be promoted
to extend their reach and success.
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The development of validation program promotions
supports participating merchants, increases awareness
of the program and educates patrons as to program
specifics.
The promotion noted below placed bookmarks on
customers windshields and offered a chance to win a
$150 Downtown Shopping Spree.

Downtown Branding Strategies

Ideas For Your Toolbox
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Valet Express Programs


Call ahead service for Valet operations to
reduce waiting times for vehicle retrieval.

 Preprinted cards handed out upon arrival with
local phone number to call 10-minutes prior to
departure.
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Holiday Parking
Ticket Payment

Best Practices
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices
Fight the
Perception of
“Lack of Parking”
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Best Practices

Ad Campaign Concept Development
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The City of Lincoln
and the
Downtown Lincoln
Association
worked with the
University of
Nebraska – Lincoln
staff and students
to develop a
parking marketing
campaign.

Downtown Branding Strategies
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices
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Parking Program Promotion
Co-Promotion with Other Agencies

Downtown Branding Strategies
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Celebrating Program
Accomplishments

Best Practices

New paint,
improved lighting,
safer elevators and
security guards are
just part of the $1.6
million renovation
recently completed
at the JC Penney
Garage in
downtown
Anchorage.
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Celebrating Program
Accomplishments

Best Practices
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Best Practices

Learns about
options.

Use alternative
transportation
next time.

City of Austin, TX

Chooses to
pay and park

90

Revenue for
improvements in
neighborhood.

Promote Transportation Alternative &
Community Reinvestment

Downtown Branding Strategies
Ideas For Your Toolbox

Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Promoting
Transportation
Alternatives

Best Practices
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Continue To Be Creative!
Think Beyond The Parking Space!

This is just the beginning!!!
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Parking System
Branding &
Marketing

Best Practices

Discussion
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APPENDIX J
Recommended Parking Reading List
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2011 Reading List
The following is a basic bibliography of good parking planning,
general management and marketing texts that can enhance
your management capabilities and your specific knowledge of
important parking and transportation topics:

recommended reading list
for parking professionals

Parking Planning
01

02

Parking 101, A Parking Primer
– International Parking Institute
Fredericksburg, VA, 2002

Parking 102, Parking
Management ~ The Next Level
– International Parking Institute
Fredericksburg, VA, 2004

03

04

Parking – Robert A. Weant and
Herbert S. Levinson, Copyright - Eno
Foundation for Transportation,
Washington, DC, 1990

Parking Structures, Planning
Design, Construction, Maintenance
and Repair – Anthony Chrest, Mary
S. Smith, Sam Bhuyan, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Third Edition,
Boston, MA, 2001

05

06

The Dimensions of Parking –
Various Authors, Copyright – The
Urban Land Institute and National
Parking Association, Fourth Edition,
Washington, DC,2000

Parking Generation – Institute
of Transportation Engineers, ITE
Publ. No. IR-034A, 2nd Edition,
Washington, DC, 1987

07

08

The Parking Handbook for Small
Communities – National Trust for
Historic Preservation / Institute
of Transportation Engineers,
Washington, DC, 1994

Shared Parking - Second
Edition – Study coordinated by
the ULI, Copyright – The Urban
Land Institute, Mary S. Smith,
Washington, DC, 2005

2

recommended reading list
for parking professionals

09

10

Lighting for Parking Facilities –
Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America (IESNA) Publ. No.
RP-20-98, 2nd Edition, New York,
NY, 1998

Recommended Guidelines for
Parking Geometrics – Parking
ConsultantsCouncil, National
Parking Association, Publication No.
8002-89, 2011

11

12

Implementing Effective Travel
Demand Management Measures
– A Series on TDM, Institute of
Transportation Engineers, ITE
Publication No. 297, Washington,
DC, 1993

Architectural Graphic Standards
– American Institute of Architects
– ISBN: 0471382876, Wiley, John
& Sons, Incorporated, Illustrated,
2000

13

General Management
14

The High Cost of Free Parking –
Donald Shoup, American Planning
Association, Planners Press,
Chicago, ISBN: 1-884829-98-8,
2005

The Portable MBA – Eliza G.C.
Collins, Mary Anne Devanna, John
Wiley & Sons, New York, NY, 1990,
ISBN: 0-471-61997-3

15

16

Good to Great – Jim Collins, Harper
Business, New York, NY, ISBN: 0-06662099-6, 2001

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team –
Patrick Lencioni, Jossey-Bass, San
Francisco, ISBN: 0-7879-6075-6,
2002

3

recommended reading list
for parking professionals

17

18

QBQ – “The Question Behind the
Question” and Flipping the Switch
– John G. Miller, The Penguin Group,
New York, NY, ISBN: 0-399-15295-4

The 4-Dimensional Manager
– Jukie Straw, Berrett-Koehler
Publishers, Inc., San Francisco,
ISBN: 1-57675-135-X

Downtown Management
19

Economic Development
20

Making Business Districts Work
– David Feehan, MSW, Marvin D.
Feit, PhD, The Haworth Press, Inc.,
Birmingham, NY

Economic Development in
Local Government – Roger L.
Kemp, McFarland and Company
Publishers, Jefferson, NC, 1995

21

22

Guerrilla Marketing – Jay Conrad
Levinson, Houghton Mifflin,
Company, Boston, 1993, ISBN:
0-395-64496-8

Waiting for Your Cat to Bark –
“Persuading Customers When
They Ignore Marketing” –
Bryan & Jeffrey Eisenberg,
Nelson Business, 2006

23

24

The Option of Urbanism: Investing
in a New American Dream –
Christopher B. Leinberger,
Island Press, 2008

Transit Villages in the 21st Century
– Michael Bernick and Robert
Cervero, McGraw Hill, 1996

Marketing

General Planning

4

recommended reading list
for parking professionals

25

26

The New Transit Town: Best
Practices In Transit-Oriented
Development – Hank Dittmar and
Gloria Ohland, Island Press, 2003

Carfree Cities – J. H. Crawford,
International Books, 2002

27

28

REDESIGNING CITIES – Jonathan
Barnett, APA, Planners Press, 2003

THE REGIONAL CITY The Regional
City: planning for the end of
sprawl – Peter Calthorpe and
William Fulton, Island Press, 2003

29

The Next American Metropolis
– Peter Calthorpe, Princeton
Architectural Press, 1993
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